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The Thirteenth International Conference on Sensor Technologies and Applications (SENSORCOMM
2019), held between October 27, 2019 and October 31, 2019 in Nice, France, was a multi-track event
covering related topics on theory and practice on wired and wireless sensors and sensor networks.
Sensors and sensor networks have become a highly active research area because of their potential of
providing diverse services to broad range of applications, not only on science and engineering, but
equally importantly on issues related to critical infrastructure protection and security, health care, the
environment, energy, food safety, and the potential impact on the quality of all areas of life.
Sensor networks and sensor-based systems support many applications today on the ground.
Underwater operations and applications are quite limited by comparison. Most applications refer to
remotely controlled submersibles and wide-area data collection systems at a coarse granularity.
In wireless sensor and micro-sensor networks energy consumption is a key factor for the sensor
lifetime and accuracy of information. Protocols and mechanisms have been proposed for energy
optimization considering various communication factors and types of applications. Conserving energy
and optimizing energy consumption are challenges in wireless sensor networks, requiring energyadaptive protocols, self-organization, and balanced forwarding mechanisms.
We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the SENSORCOMM 2019 technical
program committee, as well as all the reviewers. The creation of such a high quality conference program
would not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly thank all the authors who
dedicated much of their time and effort to contribute to SENSORCOMM 2019. We truly believe that,
thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program consisted of top quality contributions.
We also thank the members of the SENSORCOMM 2019 organizing committee for their help in
handling the logistics and for their work that made this professional meeting a success.
We hope that SENSORCOMM 2019 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas
and results between academia and industry and to promote further progress in the area of sensor
technologies and applications. We also hope that Nice, France provided a pleasant environment during
the conference and everyone saved some time to enjoy the charm of the city.
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Rapid Fabrication Approach of Graphene Sensor for Biological Application
Idris Musa and John Hedley
School of Engineering, Newcastle University,
Newcastle Upon Tyne, UK
Email: i.musa@newcastle.ac.uk, john.hedley@newcastle.ac.uk
Abstract- In this work, we show that sensitive sensing
platforms can be derived from the laser irradiation of a
non-conducting and flexible material using a laser
machine, which can then be used to implement the
sensing element of a biosensor to detect and determine
the concentration of the target analyte. The aim is to
investigate and develop new ways of producing an
inexpensive Graphene sensor, implemented as a Radio
Frequency (RF) filter for biological application. A
Graphene-like material can be produced by the laser
irradiation (Laserscribe) of Kapton tape in the form of a
filter. The fabrication of this designed filter geometry
was achieved by using a laser machine to irradiate the
Kapton tape on the chosen substrate (Flame Retardant 4
(FR-4)), by applying the earlier obtained parameters for
the fabrication. Several power ratings were used for
their fabrication and their conductivity was found to
range from 171 x10-6 S/mm to 279 x10-6 S/mm. The
ANSYS (Analysis of System) simulation indicates good
results, and options to enhance the material property are
also being reviewed. Tests are currently on the way to
using a Vector Network Analyser (VNA) to verifying
their viability of being employed as the sensing element
of a biosensor, thereby leading to their potential
application in biological sensing.
Keywords-Laserscribe; Graphene; Biosensor; Radio
Frequency filter; Kapton tape.
I.
INTRODUCTION
There is a need in the medical diagnostics for accurate,
fast and inexpensive devices, which can be routinely used.
In this context, biosensors are considered to provide a viable
solution to the problems posed by the contemporary
healthcare industry. This is because these sensing devices
offer considerable advantages such as: specificity, small
size, faster response than laboratory test and cost. These
cost-effective, practical, portable, and robust diagnostic
devices have received significant interest since there is an
important need for bio-devices that can rapidly and
precisely analyse biological samples. Diverse ranges of
chemicals, biochemical and biological analytes have been
detected using sensors made form carbon materials. The
electron transfer rate and the performance of these devices
are significantly affected by the structure of the carbon
material itself. This is due mainly to the electronic states
density, and the edge plane site obtainable on the carbon
material surface [1][2]. There has been previous work on
Laserscribe Graphene Oxide (LSG) like in [1], where
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Graphene Oxide (GO) film was used to produce LSG
electrode, using lightscribe Digital Versatile Disc (DVD)
label writing technology, which allows for direct laser
writing of the DVD on the GO. Tian et al. fabricated a
flexible strain sensor using a light scribed DVD burner to
reduce GO film, they achieved a flexible Graphene strain
sensor with a low Gauge Factor (GF) for high a deformation
application, and a high GF for a low strain sensing
application [3].
The shortage of Graphene growth and patterning
techniques has become a serious issue affecting its
deployment in several specialised applications [3].
Graphene, through synthesis and engineering design, can
possess 3-dimensional (3D) structures and porosity, earning
them wide range of applications like: composite filter,
disposable electronics, energy storage devices and flexible
electronics [4]-[6]. In spite of these merits, the current
synthesis method of porous Graphene requires high
temperature processing of multi-stepped chemical synthesis
routes, thereby limiting their widespread commercial
applications [4]. Therefore, straightforward synthesis of
Graphene based materials in a scalable manner is still an
important technological goal in achieving commercialised
applications for Graphene material especially in the field of
biochemical and biological applications [4]. Glassy carbon
has been produced from insulating Polyimide (PI) through
pulse
ultraviolet
laser
treatment
[4][7],
and
microsupercapacitor was produced from commercial
polymer film using CO2 infrared laser [4].
However, the technique of laser scribing for the
fabrication of an RF low pass filter microstrip transmission
line has hitherto not been demonstrated. In this work, we
show the production of a microstrip filter made of a
Graphene-like material from a non-conducting film by laser
reduction technique, which has indicated a vista in the
biological sensing application of LSG. Maher et al. used a
standard light scribe DVD optical drive to do direct laser
reduction of graphite Oxide film to Graphene [8]. Their
mechanical strength, electrical conductivity and specific
surface area indicated good results, which was then used
directly as electrochemical capacitor electrodes, where
devices made from these electrodes indicates high energy
density values in different electrolytes, while maintaining
good electrochemical attributes under high mechanical
stress, making them a good contender for high power
flexible electronics [8]. All these previous works have
shown the viability of an LSG material in biological and
electrochemical applications, hence, the need to develop
cheaper and easily fabricated means of deriving a suitable
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sensing platform from LSG material. Since the material for
implementing a sensing platform is determined, the next is
to look at the shape this sensing platform should take.
There is an increase in demand for microwave systems
to meet the emerging telecommunication challenges with
respect to cost, size and performance [9]. This work
describes the design of a microstrip filter for biological
application. Microstrip is an electrical transmission line
which can be fabricated using a Printed Circuit Board (PCB)
technology, employed to carry microwave frequency signal
[9]. It comprises a conducting strip separated form a ground
plane by a dielectric substrate and it much cheaper than the
traditional waveguide technology [9]. This microstrip will
be designed in the form of a filter. Since filters are crucial
components in microwave communication systems and RF
circuits, they are used to either combine or separate the
selected frequencies in the band, to fulfil the required
specification [10].
Microstrip line is a good technique for filter design due
to its benefits of low cost, light weight, compact size, planar
structure and its ease of integration with other component on
a single board [11]. By extension microwave filters can be
divided in to two different types; the lumped element,
consisting of capacitors and inductors and the distributed
element which used lengths and widths of transmission lines
to create their inductance or capacitance value [11][12],
resulting in an Inductor Capacitor (LC) ladder type stepped
impedance Low Pass (LP) microstrip Filter if a LPF was the
design intension [13]. The structure of this work is as
follows. Section II deals with the microstrip mathematical
design, while Section III deals with the experimental
techniques. In Section IV, the results were illustrated, and
the Section V handles the discussion and conclusion.
II. DESIGN METHODS
A. Microstrip Transmission Line Design
Several different equations have been developed for use
in determining the characteristic impedance for microstrip
design. Probably the most convenient are the following
which are stated to be accurate to within about 1% [13]. A
simple but accurate equation for microstrip characteristic
Impedance is shown below with Figure 1 being the
microstrip arrangement [14]:
0=
8 +
(1)
√

where the effective dielectric constant is given by (2) as:
=

+

1 + 12

while (3) and (4) are for when /ℎ≥1
ℎ

:

0=
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=

1 + 12

(4)

Figure 1. Microstrip Transmission line arrangement

For the purpose of this work, the design was based on
the second sets of conditions where
, hence equations
(3) and (4) had to be employed.
B. Microstrip Transmission Line Design for A Single Strip
Case
From equations (3) and (4), the width of the proposed
microstrip line was then calculated since for a wide
microstrip (i.e. width=W), nearly all of the electric field
lines will be focused between the metal planes, similar to
the case of a parallel plate capacitor. On the other hand, for
narrow W the electric field lines will be about equally
divided between the air and the board dielectric [13].
To get the effective dielectric constant, (4) would have
been used, however, there are two unknowns, as a result, the
formula that gives an approximate value of the
characteristics impedance was then used, which is given as
shown in (5) below [12][15].
0=

From which:

√

=

.

.
.

√

.

.

+ (1.25 )

(5)
(6)

For the purpose of this work, an FR-4 dielectric material
was employed, with a dielectric constant ranging from 4 to
4.47 [12][16]. From the pre-test samples, the thickness T
was found to be 4.8532 mil. The Material used for this work
was, an FR-4 board of dielectric thickness of 10mil. The
characteristic impedance of choice for the material is 50Ω.
From the information above, the following was deduced:
T=4.8532mil
H=10mil
Z0=50 Ω =4.4
By putting all these parameters in equation (6) above the
width of the material can be calculated as shown below:

(2)

(3)

+

w=

.

√ .

×

.

+(1.25×4.8532)

w=24.7852mil≈25mil
w=0.635mm
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This value is close to the value measured using a
Mitutoyo stylus surface roughness measuring tester (Surftest
SJ-410) where the thickness value was measured to be
0.4835mm.
C. Microstrip Transmission Line Design for A Multiple
Strip Case
For this case, the strip was made up of several single
strips (for this work, several single strips were used), as
such to calculate the width of this strip, it would have been
the addition of the width of the individual single strips and
the resultant sum becomes the width of this strip (i.e. a
multiple strip). However, this is not so because during the
production of this material it was observed that the machine
always makes overlapping tracks on the Kapton tape which
means the width of the material produce would not be
brought about as expected. As a result, the width of this
material was not calculated but was measured using the
Surftest SJ-410, from this measurement the width was
obtained as 1.75875 mm which is equivalent to70 mil. In a
bid to obtain the accurate results for each of the slope of the
results measured from the resistance of the materials along
its length, an analytical method of determining the slope of
the straight line was used. To achieve this, the method of
least squares was employed.
III. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE
The mathematical design of the microstrip was done in
the previous section where the calculation (Mathematical
formulation) of the width and expected thickness was made.
The implementation of this design was achieved using the
laser scribe technique for making GO. This technique of GO
production is one of the do-it-yourself methods of producing
Graphene. This technique has exposed one to a new way of
making a Graphene Oxide or rather a Graphene Oxide-like
material. To achieve this task several experiments were
conducted, and the materials that were initially used were;
Kapton tape, silver paint, plywood (substrate), digital
multimeter and laser machine (Laserscript HPC laser) with
laser spot size of 0.2 mm and a vertical scanning position.
There are two basic categories of material, from which eight
samples of these materials with varying parameters were
produced. The two categories of samples were; the
Multiple-Strip (MS) line and the Single Strip (SS) line. The
two main parameters that were varied are the speed at which
the laser engraves on the Kapton tape and the thickness of
the width of the strip line.
The MS line sample has four set of samples, where each
sample is made up of five materials with varying laser
power settings ranging from 26% to 34% in increment of
2% (this was determine base on test carried out on the pretest samples to ascertain the power settings that would
produce a material with the best property). This fabrication
principles also applies to the single strip-line, it has the same
fabrication principles and the same parameters as its
multiple-strip counterpart but differ by the number of strip
line on it (in its own case it is just a single strip line). For
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the multiple strip, the two main parameters which were the
speed at which the laser engraves on the Kapton tape and
the width of the microstrip, these were chosen and set.
These parameters changes from sample to sample to
produce the four sets of samples for each category of
sample. The same principles apply to the single strip
samples. For both the MS line and the SS line the samples
main parameters are shown in Table I below.
TABLE I. SETTINGS USED TO PRODUCE THE MICROSTRIP

parameter

Speed

Sample

Sample

Sample

Sample 4

1

2

3

300

300

400

400

300

350

300

350

(mm/s)
Width
(μm)

% power

26, 28, 26, 28, 26, 28, 26,

28,

30, 32, 30, 32, 30, 32, 30,

32,

34.

34.

34.

34.

These sets of settings were employed for both the
multiple strip line and the single strip line, which resulted in
samples amounting to eight in total. To achieve the design
of these samples several steps were followed; Firstly, after
the mathematical design, some Kapton tapes were then laid
(taped) unto the surface of FR-4 material. After which, the
settings for the category of interest was done on the system
(computer). Then, the settings for the material of interest
was also done on the system before transferring these
settings to a flash drive, and on to the laser machine. The
sample obtained from the first step above was then
introduced into the working area of the laser machine to
begin the irradiation process. The same procedure was
repeated from the first step to the fourth step for all the two
categories to produce the entire forty materials. From these
samples produced, several tests were carried out on them
using a digital multimeter to obtain necessary resistance
values from the resulting materials (Graphene Oxide-like).
The reason for carrying out this test is to determine the
resistivity of the resultant material to ascertain the viability
of its being employed as a material that has the required
property for use as the sensing element of the proposed
biosensing platform. The two categories of samples (the
multiple strip and the single strip) were tested to explore
which material from any of the two sets of materials (twenty
different materials for the multiple strip and twenty for the
single strip) is viable and results were taken.
The results of these tests carried out were recorded. From
these results, several plots were also done, and with further
manipulations it led to the determination of the material
parameters that is optimum and suitable for the design of the
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material of interest. In order to determine the suitable
resistivity of the materials produced, the areas of each
material needed to be determined, and to achieve this task,
the thickness and the width of the individual materials were
measured using the Mitutoyo stylus surface roughness
measuring tester (Surftest SJ-410), with this device the
measurement were done to the nearest micron. This
technique was used to fabricate a 5th order LPF microstrip
LSG on a PCB substrate for use in the intended application.
Figure 2 below gives the steps by step process of fabricating
the LSG microstrip LPF, while Figure 3 shows the
fabrication machine and the filter during fabrication.

IV. SAMPLE RESULTS
The results of the test carried out for the different
parameters of the different materials developed, were
recorded as measured. From the results obtained it was
observed that certain resistance values do not increase
linearly with increase in length (i.e. they are irregular). As
such, these give an idea of which material, from this set of
samples that might possess the needed property for the
intended usage. From these results, plots were made to
determine the slope which is the resistance per unit length of
the produced material. A typical slope for these results is as
shown in Figure 4 below. The same procedure was followed
to obtain results of the single strip line, using the same
equipment as used for the multiple strip line above, results
were obtained and recorded as shown below. From these
results, plots were also made to determine the slope which is
the resistance per unit length of the produced material. A
slope typical to these results is as shown in Figure 5 below.

10000

MULTIPLE STRIP (n=5) Each Strip Width
(ESW)=0.30mm, Speed=300mm/s

Resistance (Ω)

8000

y = 26.273x - 697.76

6000

% power of
26

4000

Linear (%
power of 26)

2000
0
0

400

Figure 4. Resistance against length for a multiple strip line material.

Resistance (Ω)

Figure 2. Laser scribed Graphene fabrication process

200
Length(mm)

SINGLE STRIP (Width of Strip (WOS)=0.30mm),
Speed=300mm/s
90000
80000
y = 259.77x - 6342.9
70000
% power of
26
60000
50000
Linear (%
power of 26)
40000
30000
20000
10000
non linearity in
0
0
200
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Length(mm)

Figure 5. Resistance against length for a typical single strip line material.

Figure 3. Microstrip LPF Fabrication
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From the above results, the resistance per unit length was
plotted against the percentage power in both categories for
all the strips. The results are as shown in Figures 6a and 6b.
From these plots, it has become obvious that there is more
discontinuity associated with the SS materials. These
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materials and the percentage powers at which these
discontinuities occurred become evident from the plots.
From the plot it can be observe that certain points were
enlarged, this highlights the materials with observed
abnormalities and the corresponding percentage powers at
which they were fabricated. These plots have also helped in
narrowing down the material with the needed property from
either category. As can be seen from the results shown
below in Figure 6a and 6b, it can be observed that the
resistance per unit length (on the vertical axis) for the single
strip material is about ten times that of the Multiple-Strip
(MS) material. More so, the number of defective materials
as indicated with bold black dots are more prevalent in the
single strip materials than its multiple strip counterpart. This
is an indication that the multiple strip material has shown
promising characteristics to make it a viable option for its
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design scheme to be implemented for the designing of the
microstrip transmission line, which will in turn serve as the
sensing element of the biological sensor whose efficacy is
dependent on the resistivity of the material.
In a bid to determine the most suitable fabrication
scheme for this method of producing this laser scribed
Graphene Oxide material, further processing of the results
was done which resulted in the plots of Figure 6c and 6d
below. These results show typical plot for both categories,
from which useful data about the material and the method of
making the material can be obtained. ANSYS simulation
was done using the conductivity value derived from the test
results and the results indicated that the fabricated filter’s
response was similar to the theoretical lowpass filter as
shown in Figure 7.
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Abstract—The sensors containing microcontrollers,
digitizers and some standard communication line(s),
offering digital output expressed in corresponding units
of measured quantities, are usually called intelligent
sensors. This contribution offers another view on the
sensor intelligence – on the ability to adapt their
measuring range to different tested materials’ physical
properties to get accurate results. The article describes
two methods of measurements and control of band
material position by means of optical sensors, which
adapt their range to the current optical properties of the
material used (steel, web or plastic foil).
Keywords- optical sensors; band material; optical transmitter
and receiver; microcontroller.

I. INTRODUCTION
The task of band material positioning is very frequent in
companies manufacturing band shape materials such as tyre
makers, sheet rolling mills, conveyor belts, and textile or
plastic film rolls producers. In these cases, the central
position or constant width of the soft material bands are
required during the technological process. The importance
of the accurate measurement of the belt position and its
dimension (the width) is crucial, if a good quality of the
final product is to be achieved. This measurement must be
worked out without any mechanical contact with the
measured band material. For this purpose, optical sensors
are usually used. The sensors create the measurement part of
an automation control system, the goal of which is the
position or dimension control of a processed band material.
The basic tasks of the band material position control can be
explained from the schematic diagrams in Figures 1 and 2.
The case of the band material centre is shown in Figure
1. The position is measured by two optical sensors
positioned symmetrically with respect to the longitudinal
axis of the technological equipment, e.g., a rolling mill,
calendar, etc. If the signals from both sensors are identical
(their difference is equal to zero), then the band is situated
in the centre of the machine. Achieving this position is the
goal of the control task.
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Figure 1. The basic principle of the belt material automatic centering.
S1, S2 – optical sensors, S1-S2 electronic unit, M – actuating mechanism.

The band transversal position can be changed by a roll,
which can be moved in the direction orthogonal to the band
movement. If the centered material does not transmit any
light, then, in many cases, only a single sensor is used to
determine the central material position. In such
configuration, the optical centre of the sensor determines the
required position of the material edge.
Similar to this task is the setting of the processed band
width, the principle of which is shown in Figure 2. If a soft
material (plastic foil, textile, cord, etc.) is processed, its
width is changing with the pulling force causing the band
movement.

Figure 2. The basic principle of the belt web material width automatic
control. S1, S2 – optical sensors, CTRL1, CTRL2, measurement and
control units, M1, M2 – actuating mechanisms.
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A pair of optical sensors placed symmetrically with
respect to the longitudinal axis of the technological
equipment again measures the band edge position. Besides,
their centers are fixed in distance which is equal to the
required width of the band. If both sensors show a half of
their measuring range, then the width is set correctly. If one
or both sensors give a false position, the band width is
adjusted using two independent rolls, which correct
individually the material edge position in the required width.
Both methods have some bottlenecks that should be
overcome to achieve satisfying results.
The rest of the paper is divided into the following
sections. Section II contains the present state overview.
Section III describes the new concept of the system solution.
Section IV includes the sensors realization and results of the
first test. The acknowledgment and conclusions close the
article.
II.

STATE-OF-THE-ART

A. Mechanical Arrangement
At present, optical sensors consist of an optical
transmitter, which involves the light source, usually Light
Emitting Diodes (LED) operating in the InfraRed (IR)
region of the light spectrum, and an optical receiver, which
uses phototransistors operating also in the IR region. The
optical elements of both sensor parts are arranged in the
shape of a row array, and both arrays are placed against
each other [1]. The optical transmitter and receiver are built
in a frame that can have either a narrow rectangle or a
horse-shoe shape. Usually, the measuring system contains a
pair of the sensors, each equipped with one transmitter and
one receiver. The centered material is led in the gap between
sensors so that its edges will lie in the active range of
sensors, in the gap between the transmitter and receiver
inside the frame. The principle arrangements of both shapes
of sensor frames are shown in Figures 3 and 4.
Figure 3 shows the position of optical sensors in the
rectangular frame. The red fields assign the IR flux emitted
by the optical transmitters and accepted by the optical
receivers. The range of the material width is given by the
difference MAX – MIN. This type of frame is usually used
if the centered band width is within the range from 1 to 2 m
(cords for tires or conveyor belts). The row array of the
sensor parts must be wider than this measuring range. The
advantages of this sensor arrangement are its simplicity and
no need for manipulation if the material width is changed
for another type of final product during the process of
production. But this performance requires a very careful
match of several tens of applied optoelectronic elements for
transmitters and receivers to ensure good linearity and
symmetry of both sensors [2].
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Figure 3. The frame performance of the optical sensor for the automatic
centering task.

The sensor shown in Figure 4 takes advantage of two
horse-shoe frames placed on carrier 3, equipped with an
adjustable mechanism 1,2,5,6, which makes it possible to
set the distance of both sensors 5 according to the actual
width of the band material 7 [2]. This arrangement requires
much fewer matched optoelectronic elements, but its
mechanical construction is more complicated (slide way of
frames, bidirectional set screw, width scale, etc.). This type
of the sensor is often used either if the belt material is
extremely wide (more than 2 m) or not flexible (steel
plates).
The principal problems of this sensor type are the match
of optoelectronic components for the IR radiation generating
and sensing, and undulated edges of non-flexible materials.
The only solution of these problems is the precise match of
components with the same characteristics on one side, and
the subjective decision of a rolling-mill worker about which
plate edge could be the reference one, if the centering
process determines only one edge position.
The sensors for the material width measurement are very
similar to the horse-shoe shaped sensors; the only difference
is that the frames are fixed so that their centres will be
positioned at the measured distance. In this case, only one
width can be measured and, thus, these sensors are built in
special purpose machines. The problem of the measurement
is that the material, a web, is more or less transparent. This
material property causes errors in measurement, especially
if the transparency (the material optical density) varies from
place to place.

Figure 4. The horse-shoe type of the optical sensor for the automatic
centering.
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B. Electrical Equipment
The electronic units of the sensors serve to supply the
optical receivers and to process the received signal
proportional to the luminous flux passing through the
material in the operating space of the sensor. To prevent
unwanted influence of outer sources of the IR radiation, the
LEDs of receivers are supplied with a constant current
source which operates in the switching mode so that the
luminous flux is modulated. The signals from the receivers
are demodulated, amplified and subtracted using a
differential amplifier. All present systems we have met in
various factories take advantage of the analogue principle.
The sensors are calibrated in two points, at the zero
luminous flux and the maximum luminous flux, when no
object is placed in the working place of the calibrated
sensor. In both cases, the LEDs are fully excited from their
current source.
In systems with the horse-shoe frame, which use only
one sensor selected by the operator, the reference position is
determined by the active sensor centre. The electronic
equipment must be able to handle both sensors individually,
because the reference sensor is selected during the material
processing.
The sensors measuring the band material width are used
to control the leading rolls position. Each of the sensors
controls its own roll so each sensor has its own electronic
control unit taking advantage of a similar signal processing
as in the previous task.
C.

Band Position Control Problems

It is no problem to control the width of band materials
that are not transparent, but if the material is more or less
transparent (plastic foils) or diaphanous (textile, tyre cord)
the measurement becomes very problematic. For instance, if
the receiver measures 50% of the full scale luminous flux,
the material edge is in the centre of the sensor in case of an
opaque material. But this is not true if some light passes
through the material. Then, the material must cover more
than 50% of the sensor active space to get the same signal.
Thus, the sensor offers a false result of the width
measurement. The error depends on the material
transparency. To avoid this problem, it is necessary to
calibrate the sensor whenever the material transparency
changes. This is very problematic because it requires a
production interruption, but in case of the inhomogeneous
material (tyre cord) such calibration does not bring
sufficient improvement. Certain suppression of this effect
can be achieved, if the sensor frame is turned a bit so that
the light beam is not orthogonal to the material surface
(Figure 5) and the gaps between material threads are
smaller. Again, the problem is reduced, not eliminated.
Besides, the sensor can be damaged because of the material
longitudinal swing if the angle between the light beam and
the material surface is acute.
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Figure 5. Turning of the sensor drops off the material transparency error.

III.

NEW CONCEPTION

Our effort was turned to the width control and automatic
reference edge selection tasks as a reaction to the
requirements of industrial companies. To address the above
mentioned problems requires a new strategy of the sensor
and electronic equipment conception. If the system has to
change its properties automatically, or has to make any
decision, if the process conditions are changing, it is
necessary to use the digital principles of the control. The
following paragraphs show the solutions of two tasks,
measurements of the width of materials the transparency of
which varies in time and the automatic reference steel sheet
edge selection during its procession in the rolling mill.
A. Band Width Measurement
The basic goal of this task is the measurement of the
processed material transparency, its evaluation and the
system recalibration based on the measurement results. It
was necessary to develop an original type of the optical
sensor capable of the continual material transparency
measurement and then to calculate the material width.
The sensor mechanical concept comes out of the horseshoe shape, but it consists of three sections (Figure 6),
equipped with three optical transmitters (Tr1 – Tr3) and
receivers. These are placed in the working space so that the
first section is fully covered by the band material, the
second one, the measuring part of the sensor, is partially
covered by the tested material, and the third section is clear
of the material. All the three transmitters are connected in
series and take advantage of the pulse current, the peak
value of which is 10 mA. The signals from the first receiver
(REC1) and the third one (REC3) provide the zero and full
scale points of the material coverage. The central,
measuring part of the sensor is provided by the signal of the
second section receiver REC2, which lies between the
boundaries defined by the signals REC1and REC3. Then,
the degree of the measuring sensor coverage D can be
calculated:
D = (REC2 – REC1) / (REC3 – REC1)

(1)
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Figure 6. The basic block diagram of the three - section sensor for the
width measurement.

If all three sections provide the same signals after the
calibration of signal traces, and if the centre of the second
section determines the correct material width, then the goal
of the control task is to reach the value of 0.5.
According to Figure 2, there are two identical sensors
located on both material edges (S1 and S2). The distance
between the measuring section centers is equal to the
required material width.
The signal trace function is controlled by a built in
MicroController Unit, MCU, (Texas Instruments
MSP430AFE253) [3], which ensures excitation pulses for
optical transmitters (Tr1, Tr2 and Tr3) supplied with the
Constant Current Source (CCS), and switching pulses for
Synchronous Detectors (SD1, SD2 and SD3) processing the
received signals from all three sensor sections. These signals
are then led to the Low-Pass Filters (LPF1, LPF2 and LPF3)
that reject high frequency modulation products presented in
the detected signals. The signals are then digitized in three
independent 16-bit Analogue-to-Digital Converters (ADC1,
ADC2 and ADC3). The digitized signals are calculated in
compliance with (1). If the value of D is different from 0.5,
a non-zero error signal is generated. This digital signal is
converted to the analogue form using a 12-bit Digital-toAnalogue Converter DAC, Analog Devices AD 5320 [4].
This analogue signal is amplified in amplifier A and used
for the control of the position roller that adjusts the material
width.
The MCU measures and controls the material optical
density in 100 ms intervals, and so continuously adapts the
measuring range to the actual optical transparency of the
processed band material. This arrangement completely
eliminates the material transparency error. For the purposes
of the basic signal trace calibration, the MCU serial
Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (UART) is
used for communication with the host PC. The block
diagram of the sensor and its signal trace are shown in
Figure 6. The electronic unit is supplied from the mains
electricity, 230 V, 50 Hz.
B. Steel Plate Centering
This task is solved during the roll-milling process, when
the processed band is led to the centre of the rolling-mill
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machine. The plate is then rolled up to a spool, the centre of
which is also localized in the centre of the rolling-mill
machine and it is necessary to put the turns of the plate onto
each other with minimum position fluctuation. The sensing
mechanism consists of two horse-shoe optical sensors, the
positions of which are controlled by a bidirectional screw (if
the screw turns clock-wise, the horse-shoes distance
diminishes, if the screw is turned in opposite direction, the
distance rises). The active width of each sensor is 60 mm.
The sensors are fixed so that the distance of their centres is
equal to the input material width. For this purpose, the
sensors are equipped with a scale, so that the required width
of the material can be adjusted before the controlling
process starts. During this process, only one sensor is active
to measure the band position. The problem of this position
control is in undulated edges of the plate because of unequal
material tensions. These undulations cause control errors.
Therefore, it is suitable to select the less undulated edge as
the reference one to reach better results of the control. As
mentioned above, the choice is worked out by the worker
who is in the control room several meters from the
processed material and, thus, his decision is very subjective.
To get a more objective choice, the decision was committed
to a MCU controlled sensor unit, which learns the material
edges fluctuations during the process and after a time period
(30 seconds) is able to evaluate the undulations because of
that learning. The less undulated side of the plate is
determined as the reference one. During the learning period,
the control is running on the default or previously optimized
reference edge. The undulation errors are, in most cases,
within a range of +/- 10 mm. To get the best results, the
maximum gain of the control unit is required round the
sensor centre. Therefore, the dynamic range of the controller
manipulating variable was divided into two ranges (Figure
7). The highest gain of the control loop was within the range
of +/- 6 mm from the zero point of the sensor. In this region,
one half of the output 12-bit DAC dynamics was used for
the control. The other half of the DAC dynamics is intended
for the control within the rest of the sensor range – the
sensor adapts its sensitivity to the error magnitude. It should
be noticed that the material position data from both sensors
must be mirrored to get the proper direction of the position
correction (it is necessary to resolve the right and left side
sensors).

Figure 7. The sensitivity versus error characteristic of the horse-shoe
sensors for the steel plate centering during the roll-mill process.
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The sensor electronic unit takes advantage of the same
electronic circuits and the signal processing as in the case of
the width measurement, but only two measuring channels
are used. The basic difference is in the firmware of the
MCU, because the tasks of the measurement are different.
IV.

SENSORS REALIZATION AND RESULTS

Both types of sensors were designed and manufactured
as per the mechanical and electrical construction
specifications. Figure 8 shows the width sensor arrangement
with three measuring sections.

Figure 10. The PCB with all controlling and measuring electronics of a
three sections sensor.

The sensor for the centering of the steel sheet band is
shown in Figure 11. This figure shows its implementation
during the tests in the roll-mill. See the adjusting wheel
(RK) for setting the sensor centre to the required position.
The firmware for both tasks’ solutions was created and
the sensor’s functionality was tested.
V.

Figure 8. The three sections sensor for the belt width measurement.

The sensor is placed on a welded frame formed by
square profiled tubes. To save space, the sensor part which
is never covered by the band is placed upright to the
remaining two sections. The sensor takes advantage of three
sections; the active width of each section is 60 mm. There
are glass windows protecting the sensor optoelectronic
elements on the active sides of the sensor. They protect the
sensor elements against the mechanical stresses and dust.
The Printed Circuit Boards (PCB) of the sensor
transmitter and receiver are shown in Figure 9. The PCBs
are built in the sensor frame. The figure shows two sections
of the sensor. Note the linear arrangement of the
optoelectronic elements. The dimensions of the sensor
carriers are 200 x 15 mm.
The PCB electronic circuitry is shown in Figure 10. It
includes the mains power supply, supply of the optical
transmitter and all three signals analogue and digital traces
processing the transmitter’s signals. This PCB is built in the
BOPLA Elegant box, and its dimensions are 130 x 75 mm.

Figure 9. One section schematic diagram of the transmitter (upper) and
receiver (lower) optical elements.
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CONCLUSIONS

The first function tests in the real industrial environment
were successful because the achieved results of the control
process were much better compared with previous solutions.
The width control error was within the range of +/- 1 mm (at
the material width of 2000 mm); the error of the control in
the case of centering of the steel plate was +/- 2 mm at the
output spool. However, these errors are the errors of the
entire control process caused by the propagation delay
between the points of measurement and the position
actuating, by the hydraulics of the manipulator, etc. These
tests showed improved properties of the systems and
confirmed expected results. At present, a new test tool has
been designed and is being produced. This will let us
perform detailed analysis of the system parameters.

Figure 11. The implementation of the horse-shoe sensor in the roll-mil
machine.
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The
sensor
parameters
(accuracy,
resolution,
repeatability and stability) will be evaluated in the following
weeks because the project dealing with these sensors is not
yet finished.
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Abstract— Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) have found a
wide range of applications in monitoring, with most
deployments done in a centralized fashion. This results in high
energy consumption and latency, as such centralized schemes
are characterized by periodic long-distance transmissions. In
this work, we demonstrate the benefits of trading off
transmission for computation. We propose a solution where
local and distributed computing are used to improve the
accuracy of anomaly detection in physical systems without the
need for long distance transmissions to some central base
station. We practically demonstrate this in detecting leaks on a
water pipeline testbed, since water losses via leaks is a major
problem in most developing countries, including Cameroon.
Unlike other works for leak detection in water pipelines
available in literature, we build a low-cost sensor node, which
is feasible for deployment in developing countries from cheap
off-the-shelf commercial elements. The accuracy of the
measured vibrations on the surface of pipes is improved using
a distributed Kalman filter, where every node independently
computes the optimal state estimate used for leak detection by
running a local Kalman filter to obtain an accurate local
estimate from local measurements and also fusing it with those
of its close neighbors. Results show that the distributed
Kalman filter improves the reliability of leak detection.
Keywords- distributed computing; wireless sensor networks;
distributed Kalman filter; water pipeline monitoring; nonintrusive sensors.

I.

INTRODUCTION

A WSN consists of a number of distributed nodes with
sensing, processing and wireless communications
capabilities, deployed over an area of interest to monitor
physical or environmental conditions. Application areas of
WSNs include geographical monitoring, habitat monitoring,
transportation, military systems, business processes,
microclimate research, medical care and others [1][2]. They
are spatially distributed systems that exploit wireless
networking as main inter-node interaction channel and are
typically constrained in terms of energy, computing power,
memory and communication bandwidth.
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A. WSN: Shifting towards a distributed approach
Most WSN monitoring applications in literature are
centralized [3][4]. This has led to the underutilization of the
processing unit and overutilization of the communication
unit of sensor nodes since the primarily role of the sensor
nodes is to collect and transmit data periodically to an
intelligent central base station where all the processing is
done in order to detect anomalous behaviors [2][5][6]. In
large scale monitoring applications, most of the sensor
nodes are geographically far away from the base station and
from power supply and are usually battery-driven. The main
drawback of such a centralized approach is that of huge
energy consumption as periodic transmission of raw data
over long distances to the base station leads to fast depletion
of sensor node’s battery and shortens the lifespan of a WSN
[6]-[8]. This is the reason for the numerous research works
involved in the development of low energy consumption
protocols specifically for WSNs. Other drawbacks include
low reliability, longer response time, high bandwidth cost,
low level data safety and privacy [6]-[9] [11].
B. The stakes of Water Supply in Developing Countries
Water represents a primary necessity for everyday life
and for an effective accomplishment of many industrial
processes. In the most remote and isolated regions, as in the
most urbanized ones, water provisioning to domestic
premises represents a fundamental living necessity. The lack
of water may prevent the development of business activities
from handicraft manufacturing to goods transformation and
energy production [10]. Thus, making accessible potable
water is one of the critical essentials to human survival and
economic growth of today’s society.
In most civilized societies, water transportation via
pipelines to clients seems to be the most economical way
[12] and consists of water supply systems comprising of two
different parts: (1) Transmission mains, which are pipes
responsible for transporting water to tanks and (2) Water
Distribution Networks (WDN), which pipes and service
connections for distributing water to customers. However,
these infrastructures are not completely watertight as even
in the most recent and well-built WDN, some level of
leakage and occasional pipe bursts occur, leading to water
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losses [13]. Water pipeline leakages are one of a few
challenges to the water utility companies all over the world.
Water loss through leakages is recognized as a costly
problem worldwide, due to the waste of precious natural
resources, as well as from the economic point of view [14].
A recent report published by the World Bank in 2016
indicated that in developing countries, roughly 45 million
cubic meters of water are lost daily with an economic value
of over US $3 billion per year. The report also stated that
saving half of those losses would provide enough water to
serve at least 90 million people [15]. In Cameroon, a
developing Sub-Saharan African country, the level of nonrevenue water is at 4.67% [16][17]. The reason for this high
level of non-revenue water is explained by limited and
dilapidated infrastructure that creates physical losses
through leaks and/or bursts.
Water demand is increasing continuously and rapidly as
a result of the growth of the Earth’s population, but water
resources are facing a problematical and constant decrease
caused by global heating and climate change. Unlike other
more peculiar phenomena, water scarcity is common to both
developing and developed countries [10]. The scarcity of
water thus requires that water losses due to leaks be
minimized and if possible, completely eradicated. This has
led to enormous research over the years in the field,
providing a wide range of methods for detecting and
locating leaks in water pipelines.
C. Water Pipeline Monitoring: State of the Art
WSNs for Water Pipeline Monitoring (WPM) consist of
a number of sensor nodes with low-cost sensors that
periodically collect leak signals from the pipe. The signals
are then processed to detect the presence of a leak on the
pipeline. The biggest problem with leak detection in WPM
using low-cost sensors is that the leak signals may be noisy
and may result in false alarms in the leak detection system.
Thus, the issue of reliably identifying a leak signal in the
midst of errors from a number of sources (commonly called
noise) is a fundamental challenge of any leak detection
system [18].
A number of centralized schemes for WPM using WSN
have been proposed in literature [19]-[22]. The sensor nodes
periodically collect leak signals from the pipe where they
are installed and transmit to a central base station (where the
leak detection algorithm is found) for further processing in
order to detect the presence of a leak on the pipeline. Such
centralized schemes are characterized by a large number of
long-distance transmissions which depletes the sensor
node’s energy faster.
The purpose of this research is to demonstrate the
benefits of trading off communication for computation in
WSNs by exploiting the sensor node’s processing unit to
implement local processing and distributed computing. The
role of local processing is to improve the accuracy of
measurements made locally whereas distributed computing
is there to improve the performance of anomaly detection
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and to make the WSN to be autonomous without the need
for centralized intelligence.
D. Organization of the paper
In this paper, we will present a distributed computing
solution for the detection of leaks in water pipelines since
water losses due to leaks and/or bursts are a major problem
in most developing countries, including Cameroon’s WDN.
We practically demonstrate our proposed solution on a
water pipeline testbed, where we show how distributed
computing can be used to minimize the chances of having a
false alarm while also maximizing the leak detection
sensitivity of the system thereby increasing the performance
or reliability of leak detection in WPM. We implement a
distributed Kalman filter algorithm [24], on each sensor
node as the signal processing approach for filtering the
noisy signals collected by the sensors, thus improving the
accuracy of leak detection without needing to transmit
sensor readings over long distances to a central base station.
In our work, distributed computing is implemented using a
distributed Kalman filter algorithm and local processing is
implemented using a local Kalman filter.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews some related works in WPM using WSN with nonintrusive sensors. A detailed description of our proposed
node architecture and the distributed Kalman filter
implemented are presented in Section III. In Section IV, we
describe the testbed used to demonstrate our solution, while
Section V is involved with the results and discussions and
Section VI concludes the paper and highlights the future
work.
II.

RELATED WORK

In this section, we review some works in literature that
are closely related to our study and which made use of
WSNs with non-intrusive sensors for leak detection in water
pipelines. The survey is based on the node architectures and
the leak detection algorithm implemented in each of these
studies.
In [19], the authors described PipeNet, a system based
on WSNs which aims to detect, localize and quantify bursts
and leaks and other anomalies in water transmission
pipelines. A laboratory pipe rig was constructed to evaluate
and illustrate the detection and localization of leaks using
acoustic and vibration data acquired from densely spaced
hydrophones and accelerometers installed along the
pipeline. The adopted node was based on Intel commercial
mote composed of an ARM7 core, a 64KB RAM, a 512 KB
Flash, and a Bluetooth radio for communication. Local
processing at each node was implemented by using Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) and compression while crosscorrelation was implemented at the central server as the leak
detection and localization algorithm. Although this work
gives a complete solution for WPM, some significant
drawbacks could be mentioned. On one hand, the use of
Bluetooth radio as the communication technology by this
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work is not an energy-efficient solution. In addition, several
high processing algorithms were employed which affect the
power consumption of the nodes by accomplishing complex
tasks. Besides, despite the fact that data was collected at a
very high sampling rate and high frequency, which makes
this solution real-time, it leads to an increase in energy
consumption of the node. A final drawback is that of
adopting a centralized approach.
In [20], the authors reported on the design and
development of a multimodal Underground Wireless Sensor
Network (UWSN) for pipeline structural health monitoring.
The sensor node consisted of a PIC16LF1827
microcontroller, an eRA400TRS 433 MHz transceiver, two
temperature sensors and one Force Sensitive Resistor (FSR)
pressure sensor. According to the authors, power
consumption of the sensor nodes was minimized to 2.2 µW
based on one measurement every 6 h in order to prolong the
lifetime of the network. Two drawbacks could be
highlighted from this work. One is the inability to perform
real time monitoring and the other results from adopting a
centralized approach for leak detection.
The authors in [21] proposed a solution called
EARNPIPE which is comprised of a Leak detection
Predictive Kalman Filter (LPKF) and other methods to
detect and locate leaks. The data collected from sensors
were filtered, analyzed and compressed locally with the
same Kalman Filter (KF) based algorithm. A laboratory
testbed was constructed using plumbing components and the
nodes consisted of an Arduino Due board whose processing
unit is based on ARM cortex M3 microcontroller, FSR
sensors used for pressure measuring and Bluetooth for
communication. The main drawback of this solution is the
high-power consumption of the sensor nodes, resulting from
the choice of sensor node components such as using powerhungry components like the Arduino Due and Bluetooth as
the processing and communication units, respectively. The
centralized approach adopted for leak detection and
localization is also another drawback as it leads to increase
in response time due to latency in delivering processed
information and also uneven distribution of energy
consumption among nodes in the network [11].
The authors in [22] presented the development of a
water pipeline monitoring system using vibration sensors.
The experimental setup consisted of a MPU6050 sensor for
measurement of vibration occurring along the pipes, an
Arduino Uno and Xbee module for wireless transmission to
a centralized decision support system. The results of the
experiment indicated that, for a pressure of 58.8 kPa, the
data recorded by the sensor could distinguish between the
presence of a leak and when there is no leak. The drawback
of this solution is the high energy consumption at the node
level resulting from the choice of power-hungry sensor node
components such as the Arduino Uno.
In [23], the authors presented an end-to-end water leak
localization system, which exploits edge processing and
enables the use of battery-driven sensor nodes. The
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proposed system combined a lightweight edge anomaly
detection algorithm based on Kalman filter and compression
rates and a localization algorithm based on graph theory. It
was validated by deploying non-intrusive sensors measuring
vibrational data on a lab-based water test rig that had
controlled leakage and burst scenarios implemented. The
sensor nodes were based on Intel Edison development
boards and NEC Tokin ultra-high-sensitivity vibration
sensors. According to the authors, the edge anomaly
detection and localization elements of the systems produce a
timely and accurate localization result and reduce the
communication by 99% compared to the traditional periodic
communication. One main drawback of this work is that the
choice commercial element (Intel Edison board) that
constitutes the sensor node, is not a cost-effective solution
for deployment in developing countries. In addition, the use
of Bluetooth as a means of communication by the nodes is
not energy efficient.
Given the drawbacks of the solutions proposed in
literature, the geographic context of our deployment which
is to be done in Cameroon (a third world developing
country), and being aware of the fact that the choice of
architecture and technology of the sensor node is crucial in
determining its performance and power consumption, we
seek a solution that is low-cost, feasible and also energy
efficient. This will be achieved by first optimizing the
computing capacity and power consumption of the sensor
nodes by integrating very low consumption processing,
sensing and communication units from off-the-shelf
commercial components.
III.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Price often has a direct bearing on the quality of a
node’s sensors and influences the accuracy of the result that
can be obtained from a single node [25]. Thus, using lowcost sensors in WPM to detect leak signals is usually
characterized by noisy measurements and may result in false
alarms in the leak detection system. To minimize the errors
in measurement, we chose a one-dimensional Kalman filter
to remove the noise and to improve on the accuracy of the
measurement made locally at each node. In order to
maximize leak detection while minimizing the number of
false alarms, a distributed Kaman filter is proposed. In our
proposed solution, each sensor node runs a local Kalman
filter to obtain an accurate local estimate from the local
measurements, then later fuses it with those of its neighbor
to achieve a more accurate global estimate used for leak
detection. In this way, our proposed solution is autonomous
and does not need any central intelligence. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first work that uses WSNs with
non-intrusive sensors and a distributed Kalman filter for
leak detection in WPM.
In this section, we present a description of the off-theshelf commercial components that make up the sensor node
hardware alongside with the distributed Kalman filter
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algorithm used to improve on the reliability of leak
detection in WPM.
A. Sensor Node Architecture
The architecture and technology of a sensor node is
crucial in determining its cost, performance and power
consumption. We develop a low-cost and low-power node
by integrating cheap and low-power off-the-shelf
commercial components. Our proposed node consists of an
ESP32 from Espressif Systems as the processing unit, an
nRF24L01+ transceiver module from Nordic as the
communication unit and an LSM9DS1 Inertia Measurement
Unit (IMU) from STMicroelectronics as the sensing unit.
1) ESP32: It is a low-cost, low-power System on a
Chip (SoC) series Wi-Fi and dual-mode Bluetooth
microcontroller [26]. Engineered for mobile devices,
wearable electronics, and Intenet of Things (IoT)
applications, ESP32 offers Ultra-Low Power (ULP)
consumption through power saving features including fine
resolution clock gating, multiple power modes, and power
scaling [8]. The ESP32, when active (with the modem being
off and CPU being operational), consumes current in the
range of 20 mA ~ 68 mA and 10 µA ~ 150 µA in the ULP
state (only the RTC memory and RTC peripherals are
powered on and the ULP co-processor is functional). The
choice of this module is based on our exploration of
different sensor node architectures existing in literature
[8][27][28]. Some of the features of the ESP32 include: an
Xtensa Dual-Core 32-bit LX6 microprocessor operating up
to 240 MHz, 520 kB Static Random Access Memory
(SRAM), 12-bit Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) with
up to 18 channels, a built-in Wi-Fi card supporting IEEE
802.11 b/g/n standards, and Bluetooth version 4.2 and
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE). In addition, the ESP32 chip
features 40 physical General Purpose Input Output (GPIO)
pads, which can be used as general purpose I/O to connect
new sensors, or can be connected to an internal peripheral
signal [8]. This can permit the coupling of the nRF24L01+
transceiver module to the ESP32, thus making the sensor
node to have a complete coverage of the various
communication technologies used in IoT. Adafruit ESP32
feather (Huzzah32) is our chosen ESP32 board.
2) nRF24L01+: This transceiver operates in the 2.400
to 2.4835 GHz band and is suitable for wireless applications
requiring very low power consumption. It is compliant with
the IEEE802.15.4 physical layer protocol, a technical
standard which defines the physical layer of low-rate
wireless personal area networks. The module connects to a
microcontroller to communicate via the SPI interface. With
peak RX/TX currents lower than 14 mA, a sub μA power
down mode, advanced power management, and a 1.9 to 3.6
V supply range, the nRF24L01+ provides a true ULP
solution enabling months to years of battery life from coin
cell or AA/AAA batteries. The nRF24L01+ uses Gaussian
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Frequency Shift Keying (GFSK) modulation [4], with data
rates from 250 Kbps to 2 Mbps. The range can be nearly
100m and 500m with and without an external antenna
respectively at maximum power [29][30]. It has longer
range than Bluetooth, consumes lower power than Wi-Fi
and is a cheaper alternative to Zigbee.
3) LSM9DS1: It is a 9 Degree of Freedom (DOF) IMU
which features a 3D digital linear acceleration sensor, a 3D
digital angular rate sensor, and a 3D digital magnetic sensor.
The LSM9DS1 has a linear acceleration full scale of
±2g/±4g/±8g/±16g, a magnetic field full scale of
±4/±8/±12/±16 gauss and an angular rate of
±245/±500/±2000 dps. It includes an I2C serial bus and an
SPI serial standard interface for interfacing with the
microcontroller. It has analog supply voltage ranging from
1.9 V to 3.6 V and the current consumption of the
accelerometer in normal mode is 600 uA [31].
B. Configuration of the Node
The nRF24L01+ transceiver module and LSM9DS1
IMU sensor are interfaced with the ESP32 via the SPI and
I2C interfaces, respectively. The sensitivity of the
accelerometer in the LSM9DS1 sensor is configured to ±2g
since this has the highest sensitivity, which makes it most
appropriate for detecting vibrations of smaller magnitude
such as those on the surface of water pipe. The
accelerometer collects the vibration in 3D, that is in the X,
Y and Z direction given by Ax, Ay and Az, respectively. The
magnitude of the vibration on the surface of the pipe was
computed by taking the resultant of the acceleration in all
three directions.
C. Distributed Kalman Filter Algorithm
Kalman filtering is a technique of filtering information
which is known to have some error, uncertainty, or noise.
The goal of the filter is to take in this imperfect information,
sort out the useful parts of interest, and reduce the
uncertainty or noise [32]. There are two types of noise
associated with stochastic estimation, process noise and
measurement noise. Process noise can be explained as the
difference between the real system and the model, while the
measurement noise is the noise associated with the sensors
and instrumentation. The Kalman filter minimizes the
estimated error covariance in a linear stochastic system, has
low memory requirements and low complexity [33], and it
is capable of handling situations with a lot of noise or high
uncertainty in the data. This thus makes it a perfect
candidate for improving the accuracy of noisy measured
leak signal and detecting leaks in WPM using WSNs, as
nodes are constrained in memory, processing power and
energy [23][33][34]. Thus, to remove noise from the
readings obtained by the IMU sensors and improve on the
accuracy of measurement, we propose the use of a onedimensional Kalman filter.
The Kalman filter is based on two steps, comprising of a
prediction followed by a correction in order to determine the
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states of the filter. This is sometimes called predictorcorrector, or prediction-update [32].
In the first step, the estimated state x, at time k is
predicted from the updated state at time k-1. The prediction
of the current state and the covariance matrix is given by
[32] [33]:
(1)
k‾ = A k-1 + Buk
Pk‾ = A.Pk-1.AT + Qk

(2)

where k‾ is the predicted state vector at time k, k-1 is the
previous estimated state vector, Pk‾ represents the predicted
state error covariance matrix, A and B are matrices defining
the system dynamics, uk is the input vector, Pk-1 is the
previous estimated state error covariance matrix, and Q is
the process noise covariance matrix.
The second step is the correction or update step. This
step aims to get an improved estimate by incorporating new
measurements into the predicted estimate using the Kalman
gain (Kk).
(3)
k

=

k‾

+ Kk(zk - H k‾ )

Pk = (I – KkH)Pk‾

(4)
(5)

where H is a matrix necessary to define the output equation,
R is the measurement noise covariance, I is an identity
matrix, k is the estimated or updated state vector, zk is the
measurement at time k and Pk is the updated state error
covariance.
In the model equation, A and B are constants since we
are dealing with a one-dimensional Kalman filter. H is 1
because it is known that the measurement is composed of
the state value and some noise, while A is 1 because it is
assumed that the next value will be the same as the previous
one. We derived R from the LSM9DS1 datasheet. The linear
acceleration typical zero-g level offset accuracy given in the
datasheet is ± 90 mg, thus R is 0.09. Q is obtained after
some experimentation. From the datasheet, the sensor in a
steady state on a horizontal surface will measure 0 g on both
the X-axis and Y-axis, whereas the Z-axis will measure 1 g.
We did some experiments with different Q values and
selected the one that best approximated the acceleration
values at zero-g. Q equal to 0.001 best approximated the
zero-g acceleration values.
After noise removal, leaks can be detected accurately.
To maximize leak detection and minimize the number of
false alarms without using any form of centralized scheme,
we proposed the use of a distributed Kalman filter.
A number of distributed Kalman filter algorithms have
been presented in literature [24][34]-[36]. In our solution, we
implemented the distributed Kalman filter algorithm
proposed in [24]. The authors in [24] presented a novel
event-triggered distributed state estimator based on a
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consensus Kalman filtering approach, as well as a
transmission triggering condition which essentially requires
that the local estimate and/or covariance of a given node be
sufficiently far away from the ones computed by neighbors
before there can be exchange of data between a node and its
neighbors. The paper addresses Distributed State Estimation
(DSE) over a network in which each node can process local
data as well as exchange data with neighbors. In their
proposed DSE algorithm, each node runs a local Kalman
filter and then, in order to improve its local estimate, fuses
the local information with the one received from its inneighbors [24].
The implemented distributed Kalman algorithm starts by
updating a local information pair (local estimate and state
error covariance matrix) in the correction step. In the
information exchange step, each sensor node determines
whether to transmit its information pair to its out-neighbors
or not based on the value of its transmission flag. The
transmission flag is set when the discrepancy between the
current updated local estimate and the last transmitted local
estimate is larger than some threshold, which can be varied
to achieve a desired behavior in terms of transmission rate
and performance. This means that the data currently
computed by a node's out-neighbors are no longer consistent
with the data locally available at the node. The transmission
test is designed so as to ensure that, in the case of no
transmission, the data currently computed by the outneighbors of a node are close to the data locally available at
the node, both in terms of mean and covariance. Thus, the
idea is to selectively transmit only when the discrepancy is
large. In the information fusion step, a node computes a
fused information pair from its local information pair and
those received from in-neighbors at time step k. For inneighbors that did not transmit based on their transmission
flag not being set, the node computes an approximate local
pair for such nodes from the latest local information pair
received from them. Finally, in the prediction step, the fused
information pair is propagated in time by applying the
Kalman filter prediction step to compute the local predicted
information pair at time k+1.
The distributed Kalman filter algorithm is implemented
on a network of two nodes with addresses given by 00 and
01 (octal representation) with the node 00 being the base
node or Personal Area Network (PAN) coordinator. The
nodes, having the Adafruit feather ESP32 (Huzzah32)
microcontroller as the processing unit, are programmed with
the Arduino C programming language using the Arduino
1.8.9 Integrated Development Environment (IDE). It should
be noted that Adafruit recommends the programming of the
Huzzah32 board using the Arduino IDE. The RF24Network
and RF24 libraries by TMRh20 are used to control the
nRF24L01+ transceiver interfaced to the Huzzah32 via SPI.
The firmware uploaded to the nodes after compiling the
distributed Kalman filter algorithm using the Arduino IDE
occupied a storage space of 225 KB. Global variables use 15
KB of dynamic memory, leaving 312 KB for local variables.
The implementation did not make use of any operating
system, but that will be done in future work.
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IV.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

To practically demonstrate our proposed solution, a
laboratory testbed, whose configuration is similar to that of
a WDN in Cameroon, was built at the Electrical and
Electronic Laboratory of the University of Buea, Cameroon.
It consists of two plastic water storage tanks of capacity
1000 L (one being a storage tank placed on a tower of
height 9 m and the other being a supply tank placed beneath
the tower), a U shaped 13m long PVC pipe having an
external diameter of 32 mm and an internal diameter of 30
mm, and an electrical pump with 0.7 Hp motor providing a
maximum pump capacity of 40 L/min for filling the upper
storage tank. Leakage in the pipeline was induced by
opening a valve placed some 4 m away from the inlet of
water into the system. Figure 1 displays the testbed setup.

We carried out measurements for three scenarios: no
Kalman filter implementation, local Kalman filter
implementation
and
distributed
Kalman
filter
implementation. For these experiments, we took traces of
data collected from the two sensors, and compared the
effectiveness of the approach, that is the effect on leak
detection when the sensor nodes implemented distributed
computing and the case where they implemented only local
computing. In the case of local computing, the nodes run
only a local Kalman filter for improving the accuracy of
local measurements. In this scenario, each of the sensor
node predicts the next state from the previous state and then
collects local measurement which is then used to update the
predicted state to obtain a more accurate local estimate.
There is no exchange of local estimates between nodes in
the case of local computing. However, with distributed
computing, each of the sensor nodes first obtains its local
estimate by performing local computing. In order to achieve
a more accurate estimate, the node then shares its local
estimate with its neighbor and also fuses its local estimate
with the local estimate received from its neighbor. Figure 2
represents the data obtained from Node 00 (sensor after leak
position) when the distributed Kalman filter algorithm was
implemented on both sensor nodes while Figure 3 represents
the results obtained when only a local Kalman filter was
implemented on both sensor nodes without distributed
computing.

Figure 1. A cross-sectional view of the laboratory testbed.

Our setup consists of two sensor nodes namely Node 00
placed 1 m after the leak position and Node 01 placed 1 m
before the leak position, as shown in Figure 1. The
mechanical coupling between the pipe and IMU was done
by first attaching the IMU firmly to a polyurethane foam to
form a single entity. The entity was then glued to the pipe.
The role of the IMU sensors is to measure vibrations on the
surface of the pipe in the form of acceleration.
V.

(a)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the laboratory deployment
results. To measure the performance of our leak detection
solution using distributed Kalman filter algorithm, we
simulated a leak at a single location along the pipeline, as
shown in Figure 1. We used two sensor nodes, one placed 1
m before and the other placed 1 m after the leak position. In
this deployment, the leak location is fixed, but we could
vary the locations of the sensors to measure the
effectiveness of our solution with different sensor positions.
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(b)
Figure 2. Estimated acceleration from Node 00 with measured acceleration
(a) and without measured acceleration (b) when distributed Kalman filter
was implemented
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Figure 3. Estimated acceleration from Node 00 when distributed Kalman
filter was not implemented

From preliminary results obtained in the field, the
estimated acceleration of the pipe when there is no leakage
is below 1.01 g while an estimated acceleration greater than
1.01 g corresponds to a leakage on the pipe. This is because
when there is a leak, the flow turbulence increases and this
is significantly responsible for the vibrations of the pipe
walls, since the source of vibration is dissipated energy
caused by turbulence.
Comparing the results in Figure 2 (where distributed
Kalman filter is used) with those of Figure 3 (where only
local Kalman filter is used), reveals that a leakage scenario
can be isolated from a non-leakage scenario in the case
where distributed Kalman filter is used. This increases the
performance or reliability of detecting leaks and minimizes
the rate of false alarms. However, it is difficult to
distinguish a leakage scenario from a non-leakage scenario
when only a local Kalman filter is used. The data displayed
in Figure 3 has higher likelihood of producing false alarms
since the estimated acceleration computed by the local
Kalman filter is still having a lot of uncertainties. As shown
in Figure 3, the estimated acceleration is fluctuating rapidly
over short time periods. Applying the fixed threshold
acceleration of 1.01 g will result in a higher rate of false
alarms. This leads to multiple alarms and associated alarm
clears as an alarm is declared each time the estimated
acceleration fluctuates above the threshold value of 1.01 g
and as it fluctuates back below the threshold, the alarm
clears.
In our implementation, the Kalman filter performs 10
iterations to compute an optimal local estimate. When there
is no leakage, the measured acceleration on the pipe surface
is 1.00 g while the estimated acceleration on pipe surface
after performing Kalman filtering is 0.99 g.
VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper demonstrates the benefits of trading off longdistance transmission for computation. We propose a
solution where local and distributed computing are used to
improve the accuracy of anomaly detection without the need
for long distance transmission to some central base station.
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We practically demonstrated this in detecting leaks on a
water pipeline testbed.
In terms of sensor node architecture, unlike other works
for WPM using WSNs available in literature, we developed
a low-cost sensor node, which is feasible for deployment in
developing countries, from cheap off-the-shelf commercial
elements. The sensor node is composed of an ESP32
microcontroller as the processing unit, an nRF24L01+
transceiver module as the communication unit, and an
LSM9DS1 IMU as the sensing unit.
In terms of leak detection algorithm, we use a
distributed Kalman filter. Each node independently
computes the optimal state estimate used for leak detection
by running a local Kalman filter to obtain an accurate local
estimate from local measurements and also fusing it with
those of its close neighbors. As indicated in the results
obtained, this improved on the accuracy of the vibrations
measured on the surface of the pipes using the IMU and
increased the reliability or performance of leak detection in
WPM using WSNs without needing to transmit data over
long distances to some central base station.
As future work, we intend to measure and establish an
energy profile of the sensor node, where the energy
consumption of each of the components that make up the
sensor node is taken into consideration. This will enable us
to estimate the energy consumption of the sensor node when
it is in the idle mode, when it is in computing mode, and
when it is transmitting. The end product will be a
benchmark that can be used to evaluate the performance and
energy consumption of different distributed algorithms. This
will provide insights on how different distributed algorithms
affect the performance and lifetime of a WSN. In addition,
we are currently working on implementing the distributed
Kalman filter algorithm as a multithreaded application on
the ESP32 using the real-time operating system FreeRTOS
[37]. We will investigate the effect of using FreeRTOS on
the performance and energy consumption of the sensor node
and also analyze the scenarios associated with consumption
measures, in order to establish the energy performance of
the proposed solution.
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Abstract—Nowadays, sensor networks are widely used. To create
new hardware for these networks, simulations are used. These
simulations help during the design of the sensor nodes by
providing information about internal states, power usage, and
expected lifetime. They are useful to design one piece of hardware,
however they are cumbersome when multiple of such hardware
simulation instances need to interact with each other. This
paper explores the possibility of starting multiple instances of
a hardware simulation and connecting these via a simulation of
the environment they will be used in.
Keywords–SystemC; Simulation; Parallel; Network.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The concurrent development of hardware and software
enables the accurate simulation of the behavior of a finished
sensor node. Rather than focusing solely on the hardware
simulation, languages such as SystemC can also calculate the
software influences on the system. This is a necessary step
towards the complete simulation of a network. To simulate the
behavior of a network, multiple such sensor instances need to
be simulated simultaneously. These virtual sensor nodes are
then connected via a suitable environment simulation.
There are many solutions to the problem of simulating
single pieces of hardware. Hardware Description Languages
(HDLs) support the simulation of hardware on a low layer
of abstraction. The hardware descriptions used in this kind of
simulation typically enable the manufacturing of the hardware
itself. This means that the description, and thus the simulation,
of the device is very accurate. This accuracy comes with the
cost of low performance. To simulate more complex systems,
a higher layer of abstraction is needed. This increases the
simulation speed but decreases the resulting accuracy. A HDL
that supports multiple layers of abstraction, such as SystemC
[1], can describe the interconnection of hardware components
at a high layer of abstraction and, at the same time, keep most
of the accuracy for the components themselves [2].
The simulation of a network of computing devices can be
challenging. Most of the simulators available are either limited
to the sole simulation of the interaction between the network
components (e.g., [3]), or can just give rough estimations of
the executing time on each component (e.g., [4]).
To be able to simulate a sensor network without sacrificing
the accuracy requires the connection of a hardware simulation
tool and some tool that performs the interaction between the
sensor nodes. Pieber et al. [5][6] described an approach to
connect one instance of a SystemC simulation to the Gazebo
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simulator, a tool that is able to simulate an environment for
the sensor. We want to extend this approach by instantiating
multiple sensors in the Gazebo simulation and connecting them
in this environment.
To test the resulting performance change, a small-scale
networked control system has been implemented. This system
is then performing some data acquisition, forwarding the data
through another network node and finally the data storage at
a final sensor node. In contrast to the simulation created by
Pieber et al. [5] where one SystemC instance is connected
to the Gazebo simulation, this simulation connects multiple
instances of SystemC simulations to the Gazebo environment.
The remainder of this paper describes this process. Section
II briefly describes the background information and states the
related work to this publication. In Section III, the design
of our approach is described. The implementation of the
necessary parts is described in Section IV. Section V highlights
our findings. This publication concludes in Section VI. This
section also states our thoughts of what can be done next.
II.

BACKGROUND AND R ELATED W ORK

As concurrent tasks are a vital part of any simulation,
mechanisms to cope with this are introduced in every modelling language. There are three main approaches to deal with
concurrency in simulations:
1)
2)

3)

Multi-instance-one-simulation One simulation contains multiple instances of parallel tasks.
One-instance-multi-simulation One model only
contains a single task. These tasks are then run
in multiple simulations that communicate with each
other.
Multi-instance-multi-simulation Each simulation
contains multiple concurrent tasks. The tasks communicate within a simulation, the simulations communicate within themselves.

A simulation written in SystemC and Gazebo are simulations
of the first type. SystemC simulations run its component
modules quasi parallel using delta-cycles to reach a stable state.
Then, the simulation time is advanced until the next triggered
event happens. In the Gazebo simulator, the components are
modeled via plugins. These plugins are called sequentially.
When all components have been executed, the simulation time
is advanced by one time increment and the process restarts.
A more powerful example of a SystemC simulation comprising of multiple instances of modules has been created by
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network.
Schumacher et al. [9] presented an approach to simulate an
Multi-Processor System on Chip (MPSoC). As their solution
uses threads to achieve the parallelism, the solution is tied to
a single host machine. While the authors claimed a significant
performance improvement, it is already argued that this approach is not sufficient for a large sensor network simulation.
The approach of Sinha et al. [11] splits one SystemC simulation into multiple executable processes. In this approach, not
only multiple cores or the Central Processing Unit (CPU) of
one computer can be utilized, but also the Graphics Processing
Unit (GPU).
Chopard et al. [12] propose a method to parallelize the
SystemC kernel. In their approach, the researchers achieve a
speedup comparable to the number of usable CPU cores.

Figure 1. Performance problem using Gazebo and multiple SystemC
instances.

The article of Jones [13] describes a more optimistic
approach of parallelizing SystemC simulations. Jones also
addresses the topic of race conditions that can occur when
running such simulations in parallel. He also mentions that his
technique of accelerating SystemC simulations is not suitable
for existing simulations as large portions of code would need
to be modified.

Park et al. [7]. In this simulation, a smart house was simulated
using SystemC. There, each electrical component has been
modeled as a part of the complete simulation. These models
are evaluated in parallel.

The possibility to accelerate SystemC simulations that rely
on discrete events is discussed by Dömer et al. [14]. This team
of researchers present a scheduler that spreads the runnable
simulation nodes on the available CPUs.

The combination of these two simulations results in a concurrent simulation of the third type. This is a simulation with
multiple instances of different simulations, each containing
multiple concurrent modules.

Huang et al. [15] presented a SystemC library to handle
the distribution of SystemC simulations. This approach is
suited to work for multi-core machines as well as for a
number of separate hosts. A downside of this approach is
the limitation to functional and Transaction Level Modelling
(TLM) simulations. Another disadvantage of this approach
is the need for every SystemC simulation to handle its own
communication with the rest of the simulation. Both of these
issues are reflected on in our work by enabling SystemC
simulations to be independent of the distribution architecture.

The process Pieber et al. [6] described in their work is
intended to simulate one sensor node in an environment. This
environment provides the sensor with stimuli that the sensor
can work with. Furthermore, a communication channel is
provided to communicate with the sensor and get feedback
during the simulation time. In this approach, the Gazebo
simulation is halted during the execution of one SystemC
simulation. This results in a performance issue when using
multiple SystemC instances. Figure 1 illustrates this. Here, one
SystemC simulation blocks all other simulations. This results
in an execution pattern suitable for a single processor core
where only one simulation is being executed at a time. In
this paper, we try to parallelize the SystemC simulations by
introducing a mechanism that starts all SystemC simulation
steps in parallel and waits for all to finish.
There are some proposed solutions to parallelize SystemC,
such as [8]-[11]. These describe approaches that look for
all executable SystemC modules and try to execute them
in parallel. This results in a Type 2 concurrent simulation
(One-instance-multi-simulation) as each executable model is
treated as a single simulation. In these approaches, one large
simulation is split into multiple concurrent simulations that are
spread over the cores of one computer. In contrast to this, the
approach described here uses multiple SystemC simulations
and distributes them via a network. This method can spread
the simulation on cores of the same machine, but also use
additional computational resources of other computers in the
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Another approach for simulating multiple computers in a
network is used by Simics [3]. This simulator is built such
that it can use multiple computers in a network to simulate
the interaction of the systems. In this approach, the simulated
network nodes are connected via a simulated network. This
simulation can be used to simulate a computer network at a
high level of abstraction. The integration of analogue signals
(measurements of a sensor, or a very low level of abstraction)
is not directly possible.
Clement et al. [16] coined the term Internet of Simulation.
In their paper, the authors describe the need for heterogeneous
simulation systems that can capture the complex nature of
Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS). In their terminology, this paper
describes a co-simulation for virtual engineering.
This paper is based on the publications of Pieber et al.
[5][6]. It improves in the following details:
•

Concurrency:
The original approach uses one
Gazebo plugin for each sensor in the environment.
Each of these plugins directly creates a SystemC
process and communicates with it. This entails that
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all SystemC processes are located on the same host
machine. With the approach presented here, the SystemC instances are started before the main simulation.
These simulation instances can be located on different
host machines and communicate via a network to the
main communication. The plugins in the main simulation communicate to a server plugin that handles the
network traffic and connects the SystemC simulations
to the intended plugins.
•

Modularity: As the SystemC simulations are started
before the main simulation, multiple different implementations of the same simulation can be connected to
the same sensor plugin. This increases the modularity
of the simulation as only few changes need to be made
in order to exchange the SystemC simulations.
III.

D ESIGN

To improve the design of Pieber et al. [6] we implemented
a server-client structure to spread the simulations to multiple computers. Using this, only a single plugin (the server)
connects the SystemC instances. This plugin then blocks the
Gazebo simulation until all SystemC tasks are finished. Figure
2 shows the intended execution path. The Gazebo simulator
performs the calculations that are necessary for the data
transmission. The SystemC simulations receive the data and
perform operations on the data. When the simulation steps of
all SystemC instances are finished the Gazebo simulator can
continue its operation.
In this design, all necessary data from Gazebo is generated
during its time step. This information is gathered in the server
plugin. The server plugin then forwards the information to
the SystemC instances. While the SystemC simulations are
performing the simulation step, the Gazebo simulation is
halted. During the execution of the SystemC simulation, the
generated data is transmitted to the Gazebo simulation. There
the server plugin captures the data. When the simulation step is
finished, the SystemC simulations are halted and the Gazebo
simulation can continue. In this way, no information is lost
between the simulations, and all simulations are synchronized
at the end of the time steps. As the server starts all SystemC
simulations and waits for all to finish, also the SystemC
simulations are synchronized.
In this design, the server does not contain simulation
relevant operations. It just connects the Gazebo representations
of the sensors (sensor plugins) to the SystemC simulations.
This server therefore acts as a gateway for the sensor plugins
to the SystemC simulations which can be executed anywhere
in the network.
The server plugin has three responsibilities:
•

Connecting the correct SystemC simulation to the
intended sensor plugin. This includes the identification of the connected SystemC simulations and the
matching to the correct sensor plugin.

•

Passing data between the sensor plugin and SystemC
simulation.

•

Synchronizing the simulations.

The server plugin runs a thread that listens for incoming connections from remote SystemC simulations. For each
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Figure 2. Improved handling scheme for multiple SystemC instances.

connecting simulation, a thread is created that handles the
information exchange with the sensor plugin. Additionally, this
thread forwards the information to the SystemC simulation
and receives the resulting information. Figure 3 shows the
top-level structure of the plugin server. The server listens for
new SystemC connections and creates a worker thread for
each connected simulation. Each worker thread manages the
communication between the sensor plugin and the SystemC
simulation. To handle the SystemC simulation and the synchronization of the simulations, the thread appends data about
simulation states. In addition to all of that, the thread keeps
information about the connection to the SystemC simulation.
This is information about the Internet Protocol (IP)-address,
the port number, the simulation identifier, and the last sent
command to which the SystemC simulation has to react.
Each worker thread starts by initializing its own memory.
This is followed by the initial checks of the SystemC simulation. These checks are performed by verifying an identifier.
If the SystemC simulation can be used for the plugin, an
initial configuration for the SystemC simulation is sent. When
the initialization is finished, the SystemC simulation needs
to respond with its state. For each simulation step, the data
for the SystemC simulation is gathered by the sensor plugin.
This data includes the change of sensor data, information
about incoming messages, and changes of external energy
sources (for energy harvesting). This gathered information is
then forwarded to the server plugin and the correct worker
thread. The worker thread packs the data and adds additional
information. This additional information includes changes of
simulation states, status information, or commands to the
interface on the SystemC side. When the server plugin is being
executed, all information is forwarded to the SystemC simulations by the worker threads. Until all worker threads have
received the signal that their SystemC simulation has finished
its execution, the Gazebo simulation is blocked. During the
execution of the SystemC simulation, data that is destined
for the Gazebo simulation is sent to the worker thread. This
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4)

5)

6)

Networked system - single In this test each of three
different nodes is simulated on its own. The data for
nodes two and three is computed by node one and
given as input for the simulation.
Networked system - sequential This tests simulates
all three nodes in the network using the sequential
approach. The data is generated and encrypted in
node one, transmitted over node two, and decrypted
and stored in node three.
Networked system - parallel The three nodes of
the networked system are simulated using the parallel
simulation design.

The first three tests act as a baseline test for the hypothesis
that the simulation performance of the complete simulation is
comparable to the simulation of the slowest node.
Test 1 simulates each node separately. As the three nodes
are identical the simulation time should be equal as well. Test 2
uses the old connection via Gazebo to test the simulation speed
of the sequential case. Each SystemC simulation is identical.
As they are executed sequentially, the simulation time should
be roughly the sum of the single simulations - in this time three
times the duration of Test 1. Test 3 uses the new parallel design
to connect the sensors. As all simulations are calculated in
parallel, the execution time should be similar to the simulation
of one node of Test 1.
The second three tests use three different nodes. One that
gathers data, one that transmits the data to the last one, and
one that receives and stores the data. The data is continuously
transmitted and sent across the nodes. This way all nodes are
active all the time (except for the first message). Otherwise,
the test would limit the execution to the sequential case.

Figure 3. Top-level structure of the server plugin.

information is stored until the simulation proceeds. At the
end of the SystemC simulation step, a signal is sent to the
Gazebo simulation, informing the worker about the simulation
status. If all SystemC simulations have stopped their execution,
the Gazebo simulation can proceed. Now the stored data is
transferred to the sensor plugins. The plugins can access the
data in the next Gazebo time step.
With the use of the parallel design, the computation of
the network should have a similar performance as the sole
computation of the slowest node in the network. Thus, when
simulating similar nodes, the performance gain should be
related to the number of parallel nodes.
To test this hypothesis, multiple tests are designed:
1)
2)
3)

All nodes the same - single This test simulates one
sensor node performing measurements.
All nodes the same - sequential This test comprises
of three identical nodes, each performing the same
measurements.
All nodes the same - parallel The three nodes are
run using the parallel computation design.
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Test 4 uses precomputed data to test the functionality of
each node individually. Each node is simulated separately.
Test 5 combines the three nodes using the old connection via
Gazebo to test the sequential case. Test 6 uses the new parallel
design to connect the nodes.
The resulting simulation represents the data flow between
the sensor nodes on the environment scale. Furthermore, as
the sensor nodes themselves are simulated using SystemC, the
data processing on each sensor node is being calculated.
IV.

I MPLEMENTATION

The most notable change to the design of Pieber et al.
[6] is that a new plugin has been implemented that performs the communication tasks. In their publication, every
sensor plugin communicates with the corresponding SystemC
instance. We have implemented another plugin that performs
the communication tasks for all sensor plugins. A concept
for our implementation can be seen in Figure 4. There, the
sensor plugins send their data to the plugin server. This server
handles the communication with all SystemC instances. When
the SystemC simulations have returned data, the plugin server
forwards the information to the sensor plugins in the next time
step.
The communication between the server and the SystemC
clients is based on the concept described by Pieber et al. [6].
An additional top-level structure is added to the EXtensible
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Figure 4. Concept for transmitting data between the sensor plugins, the
plugin server, and the SystemC simulations.

Markup Language (XML)-formatted data. This structure specifies the type of message and the according payload. There are
two different types of messages that can be sent between the
server and client:
1)

2)

Command: This type specifies a message from the
server that the simulation needs as input data. This
can be a sensor value, incoming messages, or instructions to change the simulation status (finish the
simulation, change the simulation step size).
Status: The status message can be sent from either
side of the communication. If it is sent from the
server, it can ask for the identification of the SystemC
simulation, request information about the simulation
status, or inform the SystemC simulation about its
own simulation status. A status message from the
client side can contain requested information, or
signal the server that the simulation step is finished.

The complete communication structure between the server
and a client can be seen in Figure 5. The Gazebo simulation
starts the server. The server blocks the simulation until all SystemC clients are connected. After that, the server receives the
commands to send from the sensor plugins. This information is
relayed to the appropriate client. With this message the client
is given the command to start the simulation step. Until all
SystemC simulations have finished their step, the server blocks
the Gazebo simulation. When all clients are ready, the Gazebo
simulation can be resumed. This results in another message to
the SystemC client. If the Gazebo simulation is to be ended,
the server disconnects from the SystemC client. This triggers
the reset of the SystemC simulation. As the simulation system
is built to run in a network, simulation clients other than the
intended ones could connect to the server. To enable the server
to check if the SystemC simulation is required in the current
Gazebo simulation run, an ID is requested from the client.
This ID specifies the type of simulation. Based on this, the
server can decide whether the client should be accepted or
rejected. Accepted clients are then logically connected to the
appropriate sensor plugin.
During the execution of the SystemC tasks, the plugin
server blocks the Gazebo simulation. When all SystemC instances have returned their signal that the simulation step has
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Figure 5. Messages between the server and one SystemC client.

TABLE I. Durations of the test simulations
Test Nr.
1
2
3
4
4
4
5
6

Node Nr.
1,2,3
1,2,3
1,2,3
1
2
3
1,2,3
1,2,3

Duration
∼ 15.34 sec
48.0487 sec
16.7513 sec
153.7706 sec
10.6859 sec
120.8714 sec
284.6381 sec
156.1416 sec

been finished, the plugin server resumes by distributing the
received information to the sensor plugins.
V.

R ESULTS

The results of the experiments introduced in Section III are
listed in Table I.
These six experiments show that the final execution time
is slightly larger than the longest component simulation. It
furthermore shows that the simulation time, compared to the
sequential case, can be multiplied with a factor of ∼ N1 where
N is the number of parallel SystemC simulations where each
simulation uses approximately the same amount of time. For
simulations that differ in their simulation duration, the final
duration is slightly longer than for the slowest simulation.
This system therefore provides an extensible and flexible
basis to add additional SystemC simulations. The Gazebo
server remains independent of any added SystemC simulations
while also the client side keeps individual SystemC models
separated.
As an additional improvement can be seen that the sim-
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ulations need not be calculated on the same computer as the
Gazebo simulation. Normally, the Gazebo host system would
need additional resources to run the Gazebo system and the
SystemC simulation. The server-client structure allows the
SystemC simulations to be spread over a network. Thus, the
amount of possible parallel simulations is not limited to the
resources on one machine.

[3]

As a limitation to this system, the general network overhead
should be mentioned. As the commands and data are sent
over a network, additional data is added by the system. This
adds to the data size that is to be sent. Furthermore, the
data needs to be packed and unpacked at either side of
the communication, increasing the latency. This should be
considered, when designing the simulation.

[5]

VI.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

This paper describes a method to connect multiple SystemC
simulations of sensor nodes to a network. These sensor nodes
are placed in a virtual environment, simulated with the Gazebo
simulator, and communicate via this environment with each
other. As the Gazebo simulator processes its components
sequentially, the final simulation is inefficient. To improve
the performance of this simulation, a server-client structure
is proposed and implemented. This connects the server on the
Gazebo side to the SystemC simulations via network sockets.
The server can then unite the individual calls to the SystemC
simulations and start all simulations in parallel. In contrast
to the simulation duration being the sum of all component
simulations, the duration of the simulation using this structure
is only slightly longer than the longest component simulation.
In the current form, the simulation results can only be
evaluated when the simulation is finished. Due to the lengthy
simulations, this is inefficient. Therefore, live signal plotting
can be implemented. Using this, the simulation operator can
spot errors in the simulation early and stop the execution
prematurely. This would then reduce the simulation time for
erroneous runs significantly.

[4]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]
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Abstract— In the last years, Low-Power Wide Area Network
(LPWAN) technologies have increased their presence. Their
main characteristic is covering large areas with limited
resources. One of the greatest exponents in LPWAN is the
entire system composed by Long-Range (LoRa) and
(LoRaWAN). LoRa offers an easy deployment, a low-power
consumption, a wide-coverage, and a high performance,
although it also has several constraints such as a low Data-Rate
(DR), a duty-cycle restriction (1%), and a limited application
for real-time services. In this paper, we improve the
Framework for LoRa (FLoRa) network simulation framework
using open-source tools and the programming languages C++
and Python. The incorporated options allow a better
adaptation of the simulation to users’ requirements (topology,
network conditions, or typical LoRa setting parameters, such
as Spreading Factor (SF), Transmission Power (TP), Coding
Rate (CR), Bandwidth (BW), or Carrier Frequency (CF),
among others). As an example, we show the performance of a
simulated air-quality monitoring system deployed using
LoRa/LoRaWAN with a real dataset. System performance is
evaluated in terms of several quality metrics. By using
simulation tools like the one we present in this work, IoT
(Internet of Things) networks and services can be tested and
evaluated in advance, facilitating a better planning of future
real deployments.
Keywords- IoT; LPWAN; LoRa; simulation; OMNeT++;
FLoRa Framework.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) concept is described as a
dense, large-scale, open and dynamic ecosystem of socialtechnical entities and applications [1]. This recent concept
has shaken the network up with new devices and systems,
building a more heterogeneous network, where the
interconnection between devices and systems to transmit and
receive data is simpler [2]. These data will be further
processed to provide information and make decisions.
Moreover, IoT will allow an exponential increase of
connected devices to the network, rising to almost 31
billion by 2020 and more than 75 billion by 2025 [3].. It
will suppose an enormous economic injection to the
technology market [3]. IoT is present in many application
fields, such as Smart-Home, Smart-City, Industry 4.0, SmartGrid, etc. [4]. This technology is still in a research and
development phase, in spite of the forthcoming massive
deployment in short-medium term [5].
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IoT features perfectly match with Low-Power WirelessArea-Network (LPWAN) technologies, which stand out for
their resource efficiency, i.e., low-power transmission [6].
IoT and LPWAN share several features such as low-cost,
low-power, high-performance, wide-coverage, low DataRate (DR), and fast-arrangement, where dense-device
deployments could be done in a determined area connected
to one or multiple gateways. Over rural areas, LPWAN could
achieve communication distances around 30 kilometers
between emitter and receptor [7], which means a great
enhancement compared to Wireless Local Area Network
(WLAN) [8] or Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) [9]. In
addition, LPWAN technologies consume less energy in
comparison with cellular networks (2G, 3G, 4G). On the
other hand, LPWAN is not suitable for all services and
operations because it only sends light and infrequent frames
given the limited data rate imposed to fulfill the duty cycle
restriction which must not exceed 1% of the time over the
Industrial, Scientific and Medical (IMS) band (EU: 868MHz
and
433MHz;
USA:
915MHz
and
433MHz).
LoRa/LoRaWAN [10], Weightless [11], NWave [12],
Telensa [13], Random Phase Multiple Acces (RPMA) [14],
Sigfox [15], and Narrow Band-IoT (NB-IoT) [16] are some
of the multiple examples of LPWAN.
One of the LPWAN technologies with a higher
popularity is LoRa/LoRaWAN due to its performance. In
this work, we present the improvements done in a simulation
software to evaluate the performance of LoRa/LoRaWAN
networks and services. The modifications are done using
different libraries and frameworks at low-level. The base of
the simulation tool is the Framework for LoRa (FLoRa) [17]
and OMNeT++ [18]. Specifically, our contributions are:
1. FLoRa implements a simplified version of the
Okumura-Hata model. However, it is not accurate because it
is an approximation based on linear regression whose
outcomes do not match the results obtained in the related
scientific literature. We introduce a more precise
implementation of the Okumura-Hata wireless propagation
model.
2. Automatic assignment of some LoRa parameters for
static LoRa nodes. We propose a new simple algorithm to
automatically set Spreading Factor (SF) and Transmission
Power (TP) for each LoRa node according to the LoRa endnodes location in relation to the LoRa gateway (LoRaGW)
position.
3. Introduction of security mechanisms in LoRa. We
include encryption/decryption and digital signature in the
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communication using Counter Mode (CTR) and the Cipherbased Authentication Code (CMAC) mechanisms,
respectively. Both methods are based on Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES).
4. Performance evaluation tasks. Using our new
implementation, it is possible to change the simulation
environment and automatically adapt the parameters to this
simulation. After a sample period (Teval), the simulator
computes several quality components from numerous quality
metrics, namely, Quality of Data (QoD), Quality of
Information (QoI), Quality of user Experience (QoE), and
Quality-Cost (QC). As an example, we briefly present the
performance of a simulated air-quality monitoring system
deployed using LoRa/LoRaWAN with a real dataset. An
example will be shown under a rural environment, allowing
an efficient performance evaluation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
2, we briefly describe LoRa/LoRaWAN and report an
overview of the state-of-the-art in computer simulation tools
for LoRa. Section 3 describes the software used as the basis
for this work. Section 4 details the improvements that we
have incorporated and their advantages, with an example of
the performance evaluation outcomes. The paper ends
summarizing the most important results of this work.
II.

RELATED WORKS

A. LoRa/LoRaWAN
In a typical LoRa/LoRaWAN deployment (see Figure 1),
there are three main devices: LoRa end-nodes, which acquire
data from sensors at the application layer (from a simulation
perspective) and send these data using LoRa physical layer;
one or more LoRaGW that receive LoRa frames and cast
them to be forwarded through a wired network; and one or
more Network Servers, usually in the cloud, which will
process the received data and are likely in charge of
decision-making.
LoRa physical-layer uses Chirp Spread Spectrum (CSS)
modulation over the Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM)
frequency band which varies according to the region. Europe
uses 868MHz whilst USA adopts 915MHz, though 433MHz
is common in both regions. To gain resilience to interference
and noise, LoRa spreads a narrowband signal over a wider
channel bandwidth [4] and the sensibility of the receiver is
19.5 dB below the noise floor. There are multiple parameters
that characterize LoRa communication between LoRa endnodes and LoRaGW: Spreading Factor (SF), Transmission
Power (TP), Carrier Frequency (CF), Coding Rate (CR), and
Bandwidth (BW). First, SF varies from 7 to 12 (both
included). SF define the coverage area, where higher SF
values achieve higher ranges but with lower Data-Rate (DR).
Second, TP ranges theoretically from -4dBm to 20dBm. It
sets the intensity that LoRa end-nodes use to transmit LoRa
data frames to the LoRaGW. Observe that the higher SF and
TP, the larger the coverage area. Third, CF is the middle
frequency in steps of 61Hz within the range according to the
region. Fourth, CR provides security against interferences,
where higher values provide higher protection (4/5, 4/6, 4/7
and 4/8) [19]. BW is the frequency width in the transmission
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band and the wider BW is, the higher DR, though sensibility
is lower. Lastly, Time on Air (ToA) is the time to transmit a
frame from a LoRa end-node to the LoRaGW and depends
on SF and BW, being opposite to the DR parameter. The
technology has three degrees of diversity (time, frequency,
and SF) [4]. The communication between LoRa end-nodes
and LoRaGW can be unidirectional or bidirectional. Unicast,
multicast, and broadcast are the three types of
communication addressing available in LoRa networks. The
duty-cycle is limited and should be lower than 1% of the
time, having a high repercussion on the maximum transferrate. Depending on the application, this constraint makes this
technology inappropriate for many services that require
constant data transmission. Some authors propose the
implementation of algorithms such as Adaptive Data-Rate
(ADR) [20], Distributed Coordination Functions (DCF)
particularly Carrier Sense Multiple Access (CSMA) [21],
and Channel Activity Detection (CAD) [22][23], with the
aim of managing link parameters and getting adequate
network processes, providing medium access control
mechanisms as CSMA and detecting the LoRa preamble on
the channel with maximum power efficiency, respectively.
On the other hand, LoRaWAN [10] specifies the
architecture, layers, and protocols operating over LoRa.
Mesh or star are the two possible network architectures.
There are three LoRa end-node classes (A, B and C), all
classes observing the duty-cycle. Class A may open a
collecting window to receive acknowledgments or new
messages after a specific time lapse. Class B adds scheduled
received windows to class A and class C keeps the receive
window open at any time. The Network Server deletes
duplicate packets if multiples gateways are deployed and
redirect the packet to the corresponding Network Server. If
the application servers exist, then the Network Server will
send the information to them.
B. Simulation tools for LoRa/LoRaWAN
Computer simulators are complete tools to replicate real
network operation without the need of acquiring hardware,
but programming skills are required to define simulation
conditions with a blow of code. Simulators are also useful to
test large networks with hundreds or thousands of devices on
the network that are too costly in time (by placing and
programing) and expenses [24]. For instance, the study done
in [25] models the LoRa network efficiency and
demonstrates the exponential increase of packet drops with
the raising of devices due to interferences in a small area and
LoRaWAN access methods. Some well-known network
simulators are OMNeT++, NS3 [26], NetSim [27], SimPy
[28], and OPNET [29], among others. Moreover, multiple
frameworks and libraries are available to be imported such as
FLoRa Framework. FLoRa allows recreating a LoRa
network scenario under desirable conditions using the
OMNeT++ simulator and the INET framework. More details
about FLoRa are given in the next section.
Cooja framework is another simulation tool that runs
programs to simulate and evaluate the performance of
different networks, such as WSN or IoT-based projects such
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Figure 1. LoRa network and backbone network.

as LoRa using Cooja [24]; it is not a specific framework for
LoRa networks though. One of the strengths of Cooja is its
simulations taking into account the devices’ energy
consumption. Cooja is open-source and uses C programming
language. It includes low-power protocols to define the
simulation settings and uses SimPy to carry out the
simulation enabling a graphical interface.
On the other hand, LoRaSim is a discrete event simulator
implemented in a 2D scenario. It also uses SimPy to place
LoRa end-nodes and LoRa sinks. This framework sets the
LoRa parameters described previously and packets payload.
LoRaSim uses Semtech SX1301 as the LoRa reference
module compatible with Semtech SX1272/SX1276 (used in
the FLoRa Framework), which is able to receive 8
concurrent orthogonal signals. Additionally, LoRaSim
includes two evaluation metrics: Data Extraction Rate
(DER), the ratio of received to transmitted messages over a
period of time and Network Energy Consumption (NEC), as
the energy spent by the LoRa end-node to successfully
achieve the LoRa sink. NEC depends mainly on the
transceiver state and time per state, and it should be
minimum to extend as much as possible the batteries life of
the devices. LoRaSim is open-source and requires additional
libraries, e.g., Matplotlib, SimPy, and Numpy, but it has not
a graphical interface. Finally, it includes several examples
and low-power protocols implementations. Table I
summarizes the most important characteristics of the
simulation tools for LoRa environments.
III.

BASELINE SOFTWARE

We use open-source tools available online to implement
the simulator. These resources allow the user to develop a
complete LoRa network simulation environment adaptive to
any required scenario, getting an exhaustive performance
evaluation of the designed topology. The baseline tools used
in this work are: OMNeT++, INET Framework, FLoRa
Framework, and Crypto++ [30].
A. OMNeT++
OMNeT++ IDE uses Eclipse [31] as the main developer
platform and enhances it with new functions such as new
editors, views, wizards, and so on. It allows users to create
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new and/or re-configure existing models using Network
Description (NED) language, and configuration files (.ini).
Then, the simulator evaluates the performance taking into
account the obtained results. All of this is using C++
programming language, git integration, and other opensource tools and components. NED files define and edit the
model graphically or by text. Both options are able to create
compound modules, channels, and other component classes,
as well as other object features. On the other hand, the ini file
provides the parameters to adapt and configure models to the
simulation, and as the NED files, is edited graphically or by
text. An ini file recognizes all NED components from the
top-level module to the last inherited module, being possible
to define new parameters different to the default ones in all
existing modules. Moreover, ini files enable users to define
different scenarios according to the set parameters or random
number seed.
More than one process can be run at the same time, so the
building process is faster. While the simulation process runs
in a new window, the user can continue developing the
program due to this parallel operation. Once the simulator
has finished, the results are preserved into a vector (as a
collection of all intermediate results) and scalar files. The
default Integrated Development Environment (IDE) or other
external tools (e.g. Python) are available to the analysis of
the results.
B. INET Framework
New frameworks can be added to OMNeT++ to provide
new capabilities to the simulator. Particularly, INET includes
agents, protocols, and many other models to create, redefine,
or certify new protocols or scenarios. The supplied models in
INET are for physical, link, network, transport, and
application communication layers for different types of
communication networks such as wired, wireless, ad-hoc, or
WSN. INET bases its operation on message exchanges
between modules.
TABLE I.

COMPARISON OF LORA SIMULATION TOOLS
Simulation Tools

Features

FLoRa
Framework

Cooja
Framework

LoRaSim

Base Simulator

OMNeT++

Contiki OS
RIOT OS

Python

Programming
Language

C++

C

Python

INET

SimPy

Matplotlib
SimPy
Numpy

Yes

Yes

No

Open-source

Open-source

Open-source

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Examples

Yes

Yes

Yes

Last Version

0.8

3.0

0.2.1

Additional
Frameworks
Graphical
Interface
Software
Licence
Power
Awareness
Low-Power
protocols
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C. FLoRa Framework
As INET, FLoRa is a specific framework to test
LoRa/LoRaWAN networks. It enables physical and link
layer evaluation, defining one (or more) gateways in the
network where end-nodes will send data frames to,
supporting bi-directional communication, defining the path
for messages from source to destination (LoRa end-nodes to
Network Server), and estimating the energy consumed by
LoRa end-devices. FLoRa sets the main LoRa/LoRaWAN
parameters, namely, SF, CF, BW, CR, and TP, which
influence the communication coverage and the probability of
data frames collision. As LoRa transmission uses the
wireless interface, a frame is received correctly if the
received power (which depends mainly on SF and TP) is
higher than the sensitivity of the LoRaGW. The framework
also estimates the energy consumption of each LoRa node
according to both the time spent by the LoRa radio module
in a specific state (transmit, receive, sleep, and off) and the
TP value. Semtech SX1272/73 datasheet provides the
consumptions for each state with a supply voltage of 3.3V.
Lastly, a typical deployment is not usually only
composed of LoRa end-nodes and LoRaGW. As an example,
we usually include in our simulations a backbone network
behind the LoRaGW to reach a Network Server (Figure 1).
In our case, once the LoRaGW receives a LoRa frame, it
encapsulates the frame into an EthernetIIFrame and forwards
it to the Network Server using the TCP/IP protocol stack,
particularly, User Datagram Protocol (UDP) messages. This
part is mainly simulated using the INET modules explained
previously. Network Server will discard duplicate packets if
the same packet is received by multiple LoRaGWs.
D. Crypto++
Crypto++ is an open-source library based on C++
programming language that includes algorithms for
ciphering, message authentication codes, hash generators,
public-key cryptosystems, etc. Crypto++ implements
multiples methods and schemes such as Diffie-Hellman,
Advanced Encryption Standard (AES), RSA, Elliptic Curve
Cryptography (ECC), and Digital Signature Algorithm
(DSA), among others [30].
IV.

NOVEL INCORPORATED TOOLS

This section describes the improvements and
modifications that we have incorporated into the simulation
software, with the aim of having available an easy to use
performance evaluation tool for IoT services and networks
based on LoRa/LoRaWAN.
A. Wireless Propagation Model
The FLoRa framework includes an Okumura-Hata
implementation. From the FLoRa documentation, it is known
that this implemented wireless propagation model is based
on an approximation, using a linear regression with three
factors, namely, K1, K2, and the distance between a LoRa
end-node and the LoRaGW. The first two factors, K1 and
K2, take the default values of 127.5 and 35.2, respectively.
However, this method is not precise to estimate the FreeSpace Path Loss (FSPL), since it reaches a maximum
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distance of around 6 km (as observed in extensive
simulations). It can be verified in the related literature that
this distance is too small for this technology [7][32].
Additionally, with this implementation of the Okumura-Hata
model, it is not possible to choose one of the three available
environments that the original Okumura-Hata provides,
namely, rural, sub-urban or urban.
Consequently, we introduce a new Okumura-Hata model
implementation in FLoRa to accurately estimate the FSPL in
the simulator, taking into account those three possible
environments (rural, sub-urban, and urban). FSPL is lower in
rural scenarios and higher in urban environments, because in
the former there might not be buildings that interfere with the
electromagnetic wave propagation, contrary to the urban
environment. The main objective of using this type of
propagation models is to represent properly the effect of the
physical layer in the simulations, providing an environment
as real as possible and discarding the use of less accurate
regression methods. This new model implementation is
defined by (1) [33] and uses more rigorous factors such as
frequency (f), the distance between a LoRa end-node and the
LoRaGW (d), LoRa end-node height (hm), and LoRaGW
height (hb) [33].
a(hm) = 3.2(log10(11.75·hm)2 - 4.97
Lurban = 69.55 +26.16log10(f) – 13.82log10(hb) – a(hm)
+ (44.9 -6.55log10(hb))·log10(dm)
Lsub-urban = Lurban – 2(log10(f/28))2 -5.4

(1)

Lrural = Lurban -4.78(log10(f))2 + 18.33log10(f) – 40.94

B. Initial settings parameters in LoRa
Additionally, we use Python: a general-purpose
programming language to generate automatically an ini file
that sets the configuration parameters according to the
desired conditions, for instance: the environment (rural,
suburban, urban), number of LoRa end-nodes, or
performance evaluation period (Teval), among others. Every
Teval, the simulation tool will show the calculated
performance quality metrics.
In the same script, we define the automatic selection of
SF and TP values for each LoRa end-node. These values will
depend on two factors: the distance between the LoRa endnode and the LoRaGW and the distance between the farthest
LoRa end-node and the LoRaGW. Note that we are working
with fixed LoRa nodes and future improvements will be
added for mobile nodes. Given that to set SF we have 6
possible options [SF7, SF12], we assume that there are 6
possible distance intervals from 0 until the maximum
(farthest) distance, i.e., the LoRa end node that is farther
from the LoRaGW. Depending on what interval fits the
distance from LoRa end-node i to the LoRaGW, the
algorithm assigns the corresponding SF, knowing that lower
SF values are used for LoRa end-nodes closer to the
LoRaGW, and vice versa. Likewise, we follow the same
method to select the appropriate value for the TP, but using
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12 possible intervals for 12 possible values [2dB,14dB],
assigning lower values to LoRa end-nodes nearer to the
LoRaGW.
According to the European case, SF and BW
combination results in 7 different DR [DR0, DR6], each one
with a specified Maximum Payload Size (M). With all these
parameters it is possible to compute the maximum Time-onAir (ToA) for each DR class impacting in the effective
throughput due to data-cycle (1%). We calculate the ToA
and the minimum time between packets using a payload of
12 bytes and a duty-cycle of 1% (see Table II).
After the simulation, the Python script processes the
results and represents them graphically for a better user
comprehension and to facilitate the computation with other
environments.
C. Security
We have modified the simulation tool so that transmitters
and receivers use the AES Counter Mode (CTR) method to
encrypt and decrypt messages. CTR is a symmetric
encryption method, so it employs a shared private key to
encrypt/decrypt messages, whose content will be hidden
while flowing through the network. That is, the encrypted
message is sent through the wireless channel and it can be
only decrypted by those recipients sharing the same private
key.
Taking the same shared key (or a different one but also
shared), the message is signed using the AES Cipher-based
Message Authentication Code (CMAC) method. This digital
signature guarantees authentication (the origin of the
message is verified) and integrity (the data has not been
modified or altered along the communication path). These
processes (cipher/decipher and sign) are implemented with
Crypto++ libraries imported into OMNeT++. In both
algorithms, the key length is 128 bits.
D. LoRa network
By default, SimpleLoRaApp is the application module in
a LoRa end-node in FLoRa (see Figure 2). This module
generates a random number to schedule the messages
transmission (e.g., following an exponential distribution) and
sends the message to the LoRa physical layer, which is
responsible for transmitting the message in plain text. Then,
the LoRa end-node sends a RadioFrame to LoRaGW that
contains a LoRaAppMessage encapsulated in it.
To compute the number of lost packets and measure the
Packet Delivery Rate (PDR) in the LoRa/LoRaWAN, we
modify the radio interface of LoRaGW as follows. When
LoRaGW receives a new packet, it checks two values: its
sequence number and its source ID (LoRa end-node ID). If
for a source ID i the received and expected sequence number
match, the number of lost packets is 0. In contrast, if for a
source ID i the sequence number received is higher than
expected, the difference should be the number of lost
packets. Since we compute new intermediate metrics in
different modules and OMNeT operations is based on
message exchange, LoRaAppMessage and LoRaMacFrame
modify their payload to carry out the information to the
Network Server.
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Considering the simplicity of the LoRa end-node
application in FLoRa, we redefine it with three submodules
with specific functionalities, namely, Read, CipherData, and
SimpleLoRaApp, as depicted in Figure 2. The Read module
allows each LoRa end-node to read from its own dataset
(e.g., from a real one as it will be shown later). Once LoRa
end-node acquires the data, it sends a ReadDataPacket
message to the CipherData module. This module receives
read data and initializes the symmetric encryption process,
sending the data to the next module (SimpleLoRaApp)
encrypted and signed as explained before. The last module is
SimpleLoRaApp, which passes the message to the LoRa
physical layer and sends it via the wireless channel. It is
important to note that before the physical layer receives the
frame, we have also added two throughput meters. The goal
is to know the generated and received traffic by each LoRa
end-node (bits/s and packets/s).
E. Backbone Network
When the LoRaGW receives a new message, it
encapsulates the new message into a EthernetIIFrame and
forwards it to the Network Server using UDP. This transport
protocol implements message delivery through the network
with a simple connectionless communication model, without
confirmation or flow control. In its original form, the
Network Server is defined as StandardHost and when
messages arrive to the application module (called
udpApp[0]) its only purpose is to count the number of
received messages, discarding the message content. The
Network Server does not check if the message is duplicated
or not, which is insufficient for our needs (Figure 2).
Therefore, we have modified the Network Server
splitting it into three independent modules, namely,
CommunicationParameters, Decrypt, and Processing. First,
CommunicationParameters computes metrics to quantify
quality components at different abstraction levels.
TABLE II.
DR

SF

0
1
2
3
4
5
6

12
11
10
9
8
7
7

BW
(kHz)
125
125
125
125
125
125
250

LORA PARAMETERS ACCORDING TO SF Y BW
M
(bits)
59
59
59
123
250
250
250

Throughput ToA Min time between
(bps)
(ms)
Packets (s)
250
51
148.3
440
51
82.3
980
51
41.2
1760
115
20.6
3125
242
11.3
5470
242
6.2
11000
242
3.1

Figure 2. LoRa and backbone network protocol stack in our improved
simulation tool.
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Particularly, we measure metrics such as precision, accuracy,
timeliness, delay, jitter, throughput, PDR, energy
consumption, etc., from which we derive QoD, QoI, QoE,
and QC. Using these for quality components, the
performance of a service based on IoT and LoRa/LoRaWAN
can be easily evaluated [34]. The received message and these
metrics are sent to the Decrypt module that obtains the plain
text from the ciphered text using the shared key and also
checks the message signature. In case of a wrong signature,
the message is discarded. The last module is Processing,
which carries out two functions. First, storing the metrics for
each received packet in a T eval and second, when timer (Teval)
is over, the simulator processes the metrics and computes the
quality components using the received metrics during that
period.
F. Use case example
Our example is based on a real air-quality monitoring
system, whose dataset measurements will be used in the
simulations. The dataset [35] is part of a group of air-quality
stations that take multiple measures (Humidity, Temperature,
Pressure, CO, NO, etc.), located in a Spanish region. The
dataset is preprocessed, splitting it into different files, one
per LoRa end-node.
The simulated scenario is composed 53 LoRa end nodes,
one LoRaGW, and one Network Server. The location of
LoRa end-nodes is set according to the chosen environment
(having a higher area of rural environment) and the
LoRaGW is located in the center of all LoRa end-nodes.
From all the obtained metrics, quality components are
derived and normalized for a better comparison (Figure 3),
so that the closer to 1 the better the performance. The method
to obtain QoD, QoI, QoE, and QC is described in [34][36]
and it is out of the scope of this paper.

V.

CONCLUSIONS

The influence that IoT-based services may have on social
and industrial scenarios requires validating the proposed
schemes before a real deployment is done. We presented in
this paper a LoRa network simulator environment to study
the performance of new applications and services under
specific conditions, using as a baseline different libraries and
frameworks available. Particularly, we used FLoRa and
OMNeT, and introduced new features and several
modifications. Among others, a new Okumura-Hata model
has been implemented improving the accuracy of the
simulation tool, and new modules to read, cipher, and send
data from the emitter to the receiver have been incorporated.
As a future work, we plan to introduce new methods to
improve performance evaluation and monitoring based on
advanced quality metrics.
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Abstract—The usage of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
(UAVs) for different tasks has rapidly increased in recent years. An Unmanned Aerial Vehicle is an unpiloted
aircraft that operates by remote control or onboard
computers. This technology has become promising in
providing new opportunities in many fields, such as
smart agriculture, photogrammetry, remote sensing,
wireless coverage, rescuing and many others. Controlling the mobility of an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle while
monitoring geographical zones is one of the most important problems. In this context, managing the flight
route by finding an optimal path that fully covers the
Area of Interest with minimum energy consumption is
one of the main challenges. In this work, we propose an
algorithm to scan an area that reduces completion-time
and energy consumption. It also ensures a complete
coverage of the area. We consider an Area of Interest
without obstacles and non-flying zones.
Keywords—Unmanned Aerial Vehicles; Coverage Path
Planning; Energy-Aware Trajectories; Remote Sensings;
Cellular Decomposition.

I. Introduction
The rapid technology dissemination and advances in
the control field and Micro Electro Mechanical Systems
(MEMS) gave rise to a new chain of developments on mini
UAVs. The usage of UAVs or drones in remote sensing
scenarios has grown fast in the last years. Many application domains address terrain coverage, such as surveillance
[1], smart farming [2], photogrammetry [3], disaster management [4–7], civil security, wildfire tracking [8–11] and
many others [3][12][13]. Coverage Path Planning (CPP)
is basically finding the route that covers every point of a
certain Area of Interest (AoI). A main requirement in CPP
is to reduce the completion-time of the overall mission and,
at the same time, to ensure a complete coverage of the
area. The key elements in the scanning mission are the
drones types and the trajectory plan.
A. Drone Type and Application domains
UAVs can be divided into three main types: Rotary
Wing, Fixed Wing and Hybrid [14–16]. They have different
features, sizes and specifications like footprint, weight,
power support (gas, electric, nitro, solar, etc.).
Rotory drones, also known as rotary-wings drones, allow
vertical take-off and landing. They may hover over a fixed
location to produce continuous cellular coverage. This type
of aerial platform can also be classified into single-rotor
(helicopter) and multi-rotor (quadcopter and hexacopter).
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Quadcopters are inexpensive and have good maneuverability. They are widely applied in surveillance missions,
such as in confined spaces and close-range inspection tasks,
marine settings and terrestrial areas with steep terrain, or
extensive vegetation cover [14][17].
Fixed wing drones are comparatively weighty, as they
need significant battery power. However, they have the
advantage of carrying higher payloads. Furthermore, they
are suitable to be deployed in a large area because of their
high durability and long flight time duration. However,
they cannot focus on the same scene for a long period
of time due to their high speed. They cannot stop or
slow down the speed during the mission. Thus, fixed wing
drones cannot be used as remote flying camera controllers
as they need high speed sensors to survey [18].
Hybrid drones can switch their flight/operation mode:
in one mode they are ready to float, similar to helicopters,
and in the alternative mode, they fly, similar to fixed wing
drones.
UAVs are used in various fields ranging from the military, humanitarian relief, disaster management to agriculture. Below we present a few typical examples [19–21]:
• Rescue and search: Drones can be used in emergency
cases for rescue and search. They can overcome the
difficulty of crossing areas that humans cannot reach,
bridging isolated areas and enhancing wireless coverage.
• Smart policing: Most of the cities police or private
agencies use drones to keep an eye on the crowd during any event. It also provides detailed documentation
of a crime and accident scenes.
• Smart transportation and monitoring systems: New
UAV application areas are enabled by Internet of
Things (IoT). Drone mapping capabilities are helping
set the foundation for the future. They offer many
services and opportunities that can benefit smart
cities applications (medical [22], package delivery,
traffic monitoring and firefighting) [23]. Commercial
applications are focused on delivering products via
new type of smart transportation systems from depots
to homes of end-users.
• Smart agriculture: Monitoring the growing process
of plants can benefit from the use of drones. Data
collected from UAVs can be used for the analysis of
soils and drainage. It can also be used for the crop
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•

•
•

health assessment. The use of drones gives farmers a
richer picture of their fields.
Entertainment and Media: Advertising, entertainment, aerial photography, shows and special effects
[24].
Security: Monitoring lines and sites, proactive response.
Telecommunication: Tower maintenance, signal
broadcasting.

B. Motivation
The energy constraints and flight limitations of UAVs
have attracted significant attention from researches as
they directly impact the network performance in Coverage
Path Planning missions [25–28]. On-board energy in UAV
are consumed for powering the movements of the drone
(hovering, horizontal and vertical motions). However, increasing battery size is not an alternative key solution as
the energy consumption increases when the drone carries
extra payload and has more weight [29][30]. Moreover,
additional energy could be consumed in the air in the
presence of winds [31–33].
Two main performance metrics mainly reflects energy
consumption and completion-time. These metrics are path
length (or the traveled distance) [12][34] and the number
of turns [18][29]. The number of turns during a mission
impacts the time needed to accomplish the entire path.
In [35], authors rely on these metrics to find the optimal
path. These metrics are compared and investigated in [36].
Studies show that, for UAVs, a path with less turns is more
efficient in terms of route length, duration and energy.
Lowering the number of turns leads to a lower delay in
completion-time and thus to a shorter path. Consequently,
lower energy consumption is resulted.
In our work, we consider having one rotary wing drone.
We aim to cover an Area of Interest without obstacles
and non-flying zones. The main challenges in our work are
as follows: achieving minimum completion-time, minimum
number of turns, lowering the energy consumption, and
having a shortest mission path to cover the whole area.
The method described in this paper makes use of grid
partitioning to reach its goal.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The
related works are presented in Section II. In Section III,
we present our contribution. The computational experiments and results are discussed in Section IV. Section V
concludes our paper.
II. Related Works
The Internet of Flying Robots (IoFR) is a sub-concept
of the Internet of Things (IoT) [37] and Internet of Robotic
Things [38]. The Rlying Robots (FRs) may refer to drones,
UAVs, or airships in different applications [39]. CPP is
classified as subtopic of the path planning in robotics. Its
objective is to cover a free space in an environment and
obtaining a low cost path with minimum overlapping [40].
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Various approaches have been proposed to compute a low
cost coverage path [41–43] such as mirror mapping method
[44], in-field obstacles classification [45], context-aware
UAV mobility [46]. Among the different decompositionbased coverage methods that are used for coverage applications, we mention Classical exact cellular decomposition
[47], Boustrophedon decomposition [48] and trapezoidal
decomposition [49], landmark based topological coverage
[50] and grid-based methods [51]. Several research studies focus on the Coverage Path Planning from different
perspectives. They propose trajectory solutions with different scenarios taking into consideration different factors:
area shape, status of the plan (Online/offline), number of
drones, completion-time, energy consumption.
A. Area shape and Plan status
The area shape plays a role in defining the trajectory
method for coverage. An AoI could have a regular shape
[55][56][60] or an irregular shape [17]. A review of existing
approaches resulted in works that explore rectangular
areas. Others assume convex polygonal environments with
different type of sensors mounted on the UAV (visual sensors, thermal sensors, etc) [36][52][65]. Information about
the environment is either available offline or online. Several
approaches consider online path plan mainly used to cover
mobile sensors in real-time or to modify path depending
on sudden changes in the surrounding atmosphere [66].
The basic approach for Offline CPP algorithms is the area
decomposition, determining the visiting sequence of the
sub regions, and covering decomposed regions to obtain a
complete coverage path [43][67][68].
B. Coverage Motion and Path Planning
The large majority of strategies for Coverage Path
Planning rely on decomposing the area into cells that
must be visited and covered. The whole area is divided
using exact or approximate cellular decomposition. Authors in [3][26] adopt grid-based technique to divide the
area into squared cells. Each square contains occupancy
information of the part of the environment that it covers.
Cells are usually explored by back-and-forth motions using
single drone such as in [56][62]. Authors in [59][61][68] use
multiple drones, and back-and-forth motion to cover the
area in offline mode. They aim for less number of turning maneuvers. Other approaches adopt spiral or circular
motions. Authors in [54] adopt Spiral motion and use
single drone. They aim to cover an area in offline mode in
less mission completion-time and shorter distance. Others
adopt multiples drones to reduce the path length [57][58].
Authors in [60] relied on Integer Linear Programming for
collision avoidance. They try to reduce the flight time and
energy consumption. Table I shows a list of CPP related
works with the adopted area shape, number of drones, plan
status and challenges they tackle.
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TABLE I. COVERAGE PATH PLANNING APPROACHES
Ref.

Area Shape Status Drones Technique/Motion

Challenge

[52]
[53]
[54]
[3]
[26]
[55]
[56]
[57][58]
[59]
[60]
[61]
[62]
[63]
[28]
[64]

Circle
Circle
Irregular
Irregular
Irregular
Polygonal
Polygonal
Polygonal
Polygonal
Rectangular
Rectangular
Rectangular
Square
Graph Grid
Rectangular

Increase download link with less power
Shorter plans, less runtime
Tracking mobile objects (e.g. bicycles)
Minimum completion-time
Obtain images to build area map
Energy consumption
reduce turning maneuvers, Path length
Path length
Number of turning maneuvers
Flight time
Target detection, Search time, # of UAVs and info. exchange
Fixed and mobile target detection, Coverage rate
Minimum cost, lowest altitude possible
Path length; Robots distance average
Coverage time; Global detection efficiency

NA
NA
NA
Offline
Offline
Offline
Offline
Offline
Offline
NA
Offline
NA
NA
Online
Online

Multiple
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Single
Multiple
Multiple
Multiple
Multiple
Single
Multiple
Multiple
Multiple

3D deployment
Spiral decomposition
Combine multi data rate scheme
Grid-Based
Grid-Based
Energy-aware Spiral
Back-and-Forth
Spiral
Back-and-Forth
Mixed Integer Linear Programming
Back-and-Forth (Line Formation)
Back-and-Forth, Square
Multi objective
Edge Counting and Patrol-GRAPH*
Reinforced Random Walk

III. Contribution
In this work, we are going to use one rotary wing drone
to cover an area in an offline mode without obstacles and
non-flying zones. We planned the path using Grid based
technique with tractor mobility path pattern. We applied
sub-division on the main heatmap to tune the path and
reduce the number of turns and save energy. The main
phases in our path planning method are presented below:

However, due to the usage of grid-based method in
our work (i.e, grid-cells have rectangular shape), we
consider the rectangle inscribed in the footprint circle
(see Figure 2). Each rectangle is going to represent a
grid-cell entity.

A. Cellular decomposition
•

Generate Grid-cells: We consider having an image of the Area of Interest in binary format
(black/white image). We generate a matrix representation (heatmap) of the area (Figure 1(a)) and map
it to a grid-based form (Figure 1(b)). The required
matrix dimensions (i.e, length and width) are given
by the path planner. It depends on the UAV footprint
and determines the size of each grid cell in our work.
Concerning the scan direction, we choose it to
be parallel to the longest side of the grid (length
or width). Using principal axis transformation, the
longest side of the area is aligned parallel to the Y-axis
of the image. Each value on the heatmap represents
a percentage of the area covered in a grid cell.

(a) Heatmap format

(b) Area mapped to a grid

Figure 1. Binary image representation using Heatmap of the
matrix
•

UAV coverage range: The path planer defines
the coverage range for the UAV. Basically, a UAV’s
coverage projection (or footprint) is circular shape.
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Figure 2. UAV footprint

B. Path Pattern and trajectory generation
1) Basic approach
A tractor mobility pattern covers all nodes without
leaving any gap [69]. It pursues parallel tracks to the
grid dimensions, as shown in Figure 3(a). The turn angle
is always 90°. However, the path crossing points v1 , v2 ,
v3 passes through unneeded cell (example cell A1). Since
point v3 is higher than v1 , a UAV has to move to point v2
and make the rectangular angle.
In our basic plotting approach, we modify the turn
angles to get trapezoidal tracks (see Figure 3(b)). By this
modification, the path length is shorter. The track’s endpoint is the center of the last non-zero value cell on the
track. A path track crosses the center of the grid cells that
have non-zero values.
For example, in Figure 3(b), assume that the UAV is
positioned at v1 and is moving upward. Instead of moving
to cell A1, a turn is to be done at point v2 (cell A2) which
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(a) Rectangular Turn-angle 90°

(b) Modified turn angle

(c) Modified Turning Position (Basic approach)

Figure 3. Tractor mobility- Trapezoidal and Rectangular Turns

is the center of the last non-zero-value cell. The calculation
of the turn angle is explained in section III-B3.
Another concern can be raised when the grid cell contains small portion of the area. Is it possible to cover the
portion without moving to the center of the grid as this
avoids long path? In Figure 3(b), cell A2, a small portion
of the area exists. the same portion of the area can be
covered by moving directly from v1 to v3 as shown in
Figure 3(c). This can reduce the energy consumed during
the movement. The below section explains how we plan
the new trajectory. The main ideas discussed below are
(a) the selection of the turning positions, (b) the selection
of the start point and the direction of the trajectory.
2) Path turning and plotting points
In order to determine the accurate position at which a
turning is to be done, we divide each grid cell into a group
of 4 subcells. The new heatmap of the area in Figure 1(a)
is presented in Figure 4.

is located in the cell, as well as, the turning position and
degree.

(a) case 1

(b) case 2

(c) case 3
(d) case 4
Figure 5. Subdivision of a grid cell

The main steps in the trajectory generation are:
•

•

Figure 4. Resulted Heat-Map after the subdivision (grid: 20
x12)

Figure 5(b) represents the heatmap of Figure 3(c) after
subdivision. We investigate the heatmap values of the
subcells to determine at which side the portion of the area
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Step 1: Perform the subdivision of the original grid
cells and generate the new heatmap. Assume the original dimensions are L x W, the new grid dimensions
are L0 = max{2W, 2L} and W 0 = min{2W, 2L}. We
denote by H the matrix as follows:
H = {hij ∈ [0, 1]|i ∈ [1, L0 ] ∧ j ∈ [1, W 0 ]}
Each grid cell has a positive value in the heatmap H .
Step 2: We denote by ζ the set of non-zero columns
in the grid (|ζ| <= W 0 ). A column p (denoted ζp )
belongs to ζ if and only if the following holds:
ζp ∈ ζ ⇔ ∃hip > 0 ∧ i ∈ [1, L0 ]
ζp = {hij ∈ H |j = p ∧ i ∈ [1, L0 ]}
thus,
ζ = {ζp |p ∈ [1, W 0 ]}
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Let Fp denotes the first non-zero cells in column
ζp (see Figure 6):
Fp = {hip ∈ ζp |hip > 0 ∧ i < i0 , ∀i0 ∈ [1, L0 ]}
Let Lp denote the Last non-zero cells in column ζp as
follows:
Lp = {hip ∈ ζp |hip > 0 ∧ i > i0 , ∀i0 ∈ [1, L0 ]}
The cardinalities of Fp and Lp are |Fp | = |Lp | = 1.
For example, in Figure 4, ζ3 has F3 located at row 2
and L3 located at row 14.
We start the trajectory planning from the first
column in ζ. Each path track (denoted q) is going
to be the vertical middle line between two adjacent
columns in the grid. Track q1 is the vertical middle
line between ζ1 and ζ2 , Track q2 is the middle line
between ζ3 and ζ4 and so on. We are going to

side of the last elements of ζp and ζp+1 , the ranges
for the turning points are calculated from the Last
elements of ζp and ζp+1 . In this case, the two points
are:
- The center of the range that contains the Last
element in ζp .
- The center of the range that contains the Last
element in ζp+1 .
The range is the same as defined above.
If h(r+1)(p+1) = 0 or h(r+1)p = 0 or r = L0 , the range
becomes:
[h(r−1)p : hr(p+1) ]
•

•

Figure 6. Notations

•

investigate the positions of Fp and Lp in order to
determine the turning points of each track. It should
be noted that the two points of a track segment are
the track start-point and turning-point. Except for
the last track that has only a start-point and a stoppoint.
Step 3: Formally, a grid is represented as graph
G(V, E), where V is the set of nodes and E is the set
of edges. The center of the grid box (or range) formed
by 4 adjacent cells represents a node v in the graph
(see Figure (6)). These nodes (once determined) will
be linked together to form the final path.
In general, for two columns ζp and ζp+1 , the range
at row r and row (r+1), is denoted
[hrp : h(r+1)(p+1) ]
0
, where r∈ [1, L [. Let v rq be the center of this range.
Two cases occurs (see Figure 7):
(1) If the end-point of a track q is located from the
side of the first elements of ζp and ζp+1 , the two
possible turning points (or nodes) are:
- The center of the range that contains the first
element in ζp .
- The center of the range that contains the first
element in ζp+1 .
(2) If the end-point of a track q is located from the
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Step 4: To tune the path and choose between the
two possible turning points on a track q, we follow
the steps presented in Figure 8. Assume that the
start direction of track q is vertical ascending, the
algorithm indicates the turning point as well as, the
next node on the coming track (q+1). This point is
the start point of the new track. The algorithm checks
the position of each node in the grid in order to draw
the path link from one track to another. This link
forms an edge of the graph.
Step 5: According to our trajectory pattern, for each
track, there are two options for the direction:
Option1: UAV moves vertically ascending from the
side of last element (Lp ) of the track q to the first
element (Fp ). In this case, a turning point is located
on the side of the First element. The corresponding
path planning was described in the previous sections.
Option2: UAV moves vertically descending from the
side of the first element of the track p (Fp ) to the last
element (Lp ). In this case, the turning point of track
q and the start point of track (q+1) are located on
the side of the last element. The same steps described
in the previous presented algorithm (Figure 8) are
applied. We reverse the operators in the conditions.
3) Turn angle calculation
Let’s go back to Figure 3(c), the turn angle at
point v2 is the exterior angle between nodes v1 , v2 ,
v3 . We denote it ϕ123 .
Each node v ∈ V has coordinate (x, y) in the
cartesian plan. Let vi , vj ∈V denote specific nodes
and eij ∈ E denotes an edge between nodes vi and
vj . d(vi , vj ) is the distance between them.
d(vi , vj ) =

q

x vi − x vj

2

+ y vi − y vj

2

(1)

The turn angle at point vj can be calculated from
the internal angle ∠vi vj vk as follows:
ϕijk = π − cos−1 (∠vi vj vk )

(2)

where cos−1 (∠vi vj vk ) is found using the law of cosines
in the triangle 4vi vj vk . Consequently,
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Algorithm 1

Algorithm 2

Input: ζp ∧ ζp+1
Output: Two possible turning points on a track q
1: {If end-point of q is from the side of Fp & Fp+1
}
2: Find Fp for ζp
3: r1 ← row of Fp
4: Find Fp+1 for ζp+1
5: r2 ← row of Fp+1
6: {1st possible turning point}
v r2 q ← center of grid box [hr2 p : h(r2 +1)(p+1) ]
7: {2nd possible turning point}
v r1 q ← center of grid box [hr1 p : h(r1 +1)(p+1) ]
8: {If end-point of q is from the side of Lp & Lp+1
}
9: Find Lp for ζp
10: r1 ← row of Lp
11: Find Lp+1 for ζp+1
12: r2 ← row of Lp+1
13: {1st possible turning point}
14: if (r1 == L0 ) then
15:
v r1 q ← center of grid box [h(r1 −1)p : hr1 (p+1) ]
16: else
17:
if (h(r1 +1)(p+1) == 0) then
18:
v r1 q ← center of grid box [h(r1 −1)p : hr1 (p+1) ]
19:
else
20:
v r1 q ← center of grid box [hr1 p : h(r1 +1)(p+1) ]
21:
end if
22: end if
23: {2nd possible turning point}
24: if (r2 == L0 ) then
25:
v r2 q ← center of grid box [h(r2 −1)p : hr2 (p+1) ]
26: else
27:
if (h(r2 +1)p == 0) then
28:
v r2 q ← center of grid box [h(r2 −1)p : hr2 (p+1) ]
29:
else
30:
v r2 q ← center of grid box [hr2 p : h(r2 +1)(p+1) ]
31:
end if
32: end if

Input: v r1 q ∧ v r2 q ∧ ζ
Output: The turning point on track q and the start point
on track (q+1)
1: r3 ← row of Fp+2
2: v r3 (q+1) ← center of grid box [h(r3 )(p+2) : h(r3 +1)(p+3) ]
3: {for simplification}
4: v1 ← v r1 q
5: v2 ← v r2 q
6: v3 ← v r3 (q+1)
7: {Below Case refers to Figure 5(a)}
8: if (r1 > r2 ) then
9:
The turning point ← v1
10:
Move from v1 to v3
11: end if
12: {Below Case refers to Figure 5(b)}
13: if (r1 < r2 ) ∧ (r2 < r3 ) then
14:
The turning point ← v1
15:
Move from v1 to v3
16: end if
17: {Below Case refers to Figure 5(c)}
18: if (r1 < r2 ) ∧ (r2 >= r3 ) then
19:
The turning point ← v2
20:
Move from v2 to v3
21: end if
22: {Below Case refers to Figure 5(d)}
23: if (r1 == r2 ) then
24:
The turning point ← v1
25:
Move from v1 to v3
26: end if

Figure 7. Algorithm 1 generates two possible turning points

"
ϕijk = π−cos

−1

2

2

2

It has been mentioned earlier that UAV’s power consumption decreases when the number of turns performed
during the mission decreases [67]. We aim to have a
compromise between the length of the generated path and
the number of turn in such a way to cover the whole
area with minimum energy consumption and completion-
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time. We took different scenarios to evaluate the time and
energy consumption. The results are shown in Section IV.
IV. Computational Experiments and Result

In this section, we perform a set of comparisons with
different flight patterns. We demonstrate the performance
of our proposed method for the CPP problem.
The performance metrics are completion-time and energy consumption.
- Completion-Time: We adopt the formula [3] below to
# compute the completion-time:

(d(vi , vj ) + d(vj , vk ) − d(vk , vi ) )
2d(vi , vj )d(vj , vk )
(3)
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Figure 8. Tuning the trajectory from track q to track q+1

k

T =

S X ϕu
+
V
ω
u=1

(4)

where completion-time is denoted by T, S for route
length, V is UAV movement speed, while k is the number
of turns, ϕ is the angle of uth turn and ω is the UAV
rotation rate.
- Energy model: We adopt the following energy model
[67] to evaluate our work. Below we give a quick recapit-
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(a) Trajectory by Basic Spiral motion

(b) Trajectory by Spiral convex hull

(c) Trajectory by our work

Figure 9. Trajectory planning in Spiral motion v/s our work

ulation on the model components. Let c(eij ) denotes the
energy cost of traversing the edge eij between these nodes.
c(eij ) = λd(vi , vj )

(5)

where λ denotes the energy consumption per unit
length. It is related to the UAV characteristics.
Let c(ϕu ) be the cost associated with a feasible turn. It
is proportional to the angle of the turn ϕu .
180
ϕ
(6)
π
The total energy E consumed is the sum of two terms.
The first term is proportional to the distance traveled and
the second term is proportional to the sum of turn angles.
XX
XX X
E=
c(eij ) +
c(ϕijk )
(7)
c(ϕu ) = γ

i∈V j∈V

TABLE II. SPIRAL MOTIONS V/S OUR WORK
Spiral
Figure
9(a)

i∈V j∈V k∈V

In our experimentation, we assume that λ = 0.1164
KJ/unit length and γ = 0.0173 KJ/degree.
(i) Scenario 1: We compared our algorithm to the basic
spiral and spiral convex hull patterns on irregular star
area shape. The grid is 10rows*6columns. The grid cell
dimension is (0.98274 x 1.39335 unit2 ). The paths are
presented in Figure 9.
We assume that the UAV speed = 0.5 unit/sec and UAV
rotation rate ω= 30 degree/sec. The paths are compared
according to completion-time and energy consumption.
The comparative results are presented in Table II. The
table shows that our path length is 15.499% shorter than
the spiral path pattern in Figure 9(a). It is also 6.666%
shorter than the path in Figure 9(b) with reduction of
81.725% and 15.01% in number of turns in degree. This
means our approach achieves better energy saving. Results
show that the mission completion-time is reduced by
54.27% by our work over Figure 9(a) and by 8.76% over
Figure 9(b), with energy saving of 76.85% and 12.92%
compared to Figure 9(a) and Figure 9(b) respectively. In
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58.1238
0.5
Number of Turns k
48
Turns in degree
4925
Rotation rate ω in degree/sec 30
Completion-time T in sec
280.4143
Energy consumption E in KJ 91.97282
Route length S in units

UAV speed V in unit/sec

Spiral
Figure
9(b)

52.6216
0.5
27
1059
30
140.5432
24.44687

Our work

49.1151
0.5
24
900
30
128.2302
21.28786

Figure 10, we present the gain percentage in completiontime in our work over the results of Figure 9(a). We take
different UAV speed and rotation rate values. Results show
mission time reduction up to 70.84%.
In Figure 11, we present the gain percentage in
completion-time in our work over the results of Figure
9(b). We take different UAV speed and rotation rate
values. Results show mission time reduction up to 11.23%.
•

More irregular shapes: We explore the performance of our algorithm on other irregular shapes. In
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TABLE III. ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND MISSION COMPLETION-TIME COMPARED TO SPIRAL TECHNIQUE

Path
(unit)

Shapes

(a)

160
U Shape (Figure 13) 200
Y Shape (Figure 14) 130
L Shape (Figure 12)

Length Sum of Angles Completion(degree)
time (sec.)

Energy
consumed

(b)

(a)

(b)

(a)

(b)

(KJ)
(a)

187.3
209.8
158.2

450
540
540

540
540
540

350
430
290

404.6
449.6
346.4

34.2
38.8
30.7

(b)

37.4
40
34

Energy Saving

8.55%
3%
9.7%

(a) Trajectory by our work (b) Trajectory by Basic
Spiral motion
Figure 13. U Shape - Trajectory planning
Figure 11. Gain in completion-time in our work compared to
Spiral convex hull in Figure 9(b)

this section, we compare our work to other irregular
shapes (L, U, Y shapes).
Figure 12, Figure 13 and Figure 14 show the trajectory planning in L shape, U shape and Y shape area
respectively. The comparison is between our approach
and Spiral technique. The scenarios are tested with a
speed v=0.5 unit/sec and a rotation degree ω= 30
degree/sec assuming that the grid cell dimension is
10*10 unit2 .

(a) Trajectory by our work (b) Trajectory by Basic
Spiral motion
Figure 14. Y Shape - Trajectory planning

plan proposed in [3]. The grid dimensions are 10 rows x 6
columns. The path patterns are shown in Figure 15, where
the cell dimension is (0.9894 x 1.3934 unit2 ). The values
are shown in Table IV. We assume that the UAV speed =
0.5 unit/sec and UAV rotation rate ω= 30 degree/sec.
(a) Trajectory by our work(b) Trajectory by Basic Spiral motion
Figure 12. L Shape - Trajectory planning

TABLE IV. RESULTS OBTAINED BY THE TRAJECTORY
PLAN IN in FIGURE 15(a) AND FIGURE 15(b)
(a) Ref.[3] (b) Our work

50.2747
0.5
Number of Turns k
17
Total Turns in degree
1530
Rotation rate ω in degree/sec 30
Completion-time T in sec
151.5494
Energy consumption E in KJ 32.32034
Route length S in units

The performance of our algorithm is presented
in Table III. The table shows the energy consumed
and completion-time while covering the different area
shapes. Our algorithm performs between 3% and 9%
energy saving over spiral technique.
(ii) Scenario 2: We compared our method to trajectory
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UAV speed V in unit/sec

41.2304
0.5
10
900
30
112.4608
20.36884484
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(a) Trajectory plan by the work done in Ref. [3]

Figure 16. Gain in completion-time in our work compared to
Ref. [3]

(b) Trajectory plan by our work
Figure 15. Trajectory planning in our work v/s CPP’s
algorithm in Ref. [3]

Table IV shows that our path is 17.989% shorter than
the path in Figure 15(a) with reduction of 41.17% in
number of turns. This means better energy saving. Results show that the mission completion-time is reduced
by 25.79% in our work, with energy saving of 36.98%
compared to the results obtained in [3]. It should be noted
that the area is not totally covered by the work in [3].
There are two cells in Figure 15(a) that are part of the
area and the drone didn’t cover them. However, in our
work all required cells are covered.
In Figure 16, we present the gain percentage in
completion-time in our work over the work in [3]. We take
different UAV speed and rotation rate values. Results show
mission time reduction up to 32.97%.
(iii) Scenario 3: We compared our trajectory plan
to work presented in [26] on an area grid of dimension
6rowsx10columns. The obtained path patterns are presented in Figure 17. The cell dimension is 1 x 1 unit2 .
The resulted values are shown in Table V.
Table V shows that our path is 8.301% shorter than the
path in [26] with reduction in number of turns by 61.904%.
As for the completion-time, it is reduced by 29.37% in our
work, with a 53.53% less in energy consumption.
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(a) Trajectory plan by the work done in Ref. [26]

(b) Trajectory plan by our work
Figure 17. Trajectories obtained by the CPP in Ref. [26] and
our CPP method

In Figure 18, we present the gain in completion-time in
our work over the work in [26]. We take different speed
values and rotation rates. Results show a gain up to
45.82% in time reduction in our work.
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TABLE V. RESULTS OBTAINED BY THE PLAN IN
FIGURE 17(a) AND FIGURE 17(b)
(a)Ref.[26] (b)Our work

48.6268
UAV speed V in unit/sec
0.5
Number of Turns k
21
Total Turns in degree
1890
Rotation rate ω in degree/sec 30
Completion-time T in sec
160.2536
Energy consumption E in KJ 36.22407
Route length S in unit length

44.5875
0.5
8
720
30
113.175
16.833379

[7]

[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]

Figure 18. Reduction in completion-time in our work over the
work in Ref. [26]

V. Conclusion
We proposed an energy aware coverage path planning
method. In our work, we use one drone to cover areas
without obstacles and nonflying zones in an offline mode.
The results show that our work covers the whole area
and has lower completion-time and energy consumption
in comparison to the state of the art and the test cases
used. In the future work, we plan to extend the proposed
method to study the CPP in the presence of obstacles in
the Area of Interest.
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Abstract— In the design stage, Wireless Sensor Network
developers generally need simulation tools to save both time and
costs. These simulators require accurate models to precisely
describe the network components and behaviours, such as
energy consumption. Nevertheless, although the model has
grown in complexity over last years, from layered-stack to crosslevel, the energy aspects are not yet well implemented. In this
paper, we suggest an energy-aware cross-level model for
Wireless Sensor Networks. Our modelling approach allows for
parameters that belong to different levels to interact with each
other and to analyse their impact on energy consumption. To
validate this approach, the energy-aware cross-level model for
network radiofrequency activities is first provided. The results
obtained using suggested scenarios are compared with those
collected from a well-known simulator: NS2. Finally, the
usefulness of our model in Wireless Sensor Network design
process is demonstrated thanks to a case study aimed at
comparing and selecting the most energy-efficient wireless link
protocol.
Keywords-Energy-aware design;
modelling; Wireless Sensor Networks.

I.

Cross-level;

Energy

INTRODUCTION

A Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) is a set of nodes,
which embed sensors coupled with processing units and
wireless communication devices. This kind of network is used
to monitor physical phenomena in the deployment area or to
trace targets moving inside it. Thanks to battery-powered and
wireless connectivity features, WSNs are both highly flexible
and scalable. These two characteristics make WSNs a
technology that provides innovative applications in a wide
variety of domains, such as healthcare, industry, and
agriculture [1].
Nevertheless, node energy resources are strictly limited,
making the power-aware design of WSNs a major research
issue, whose relevance has increased in recent years [2]. In
this regard, at the very early stages of the design process,
engineers and researchers involved in the development of
WSN applications must take the right decisions in terms of
energy efficiency and also consider overall application
performances. Usually, simulators and emulators are used to
accomplish this task.
The scientific literature review reveals a wide variety of
simulators generally designed for a specific-level such as
network or node levels. However, this review shows that there
is a lack of analysis tools dedicated to the early design stages,
especially from a power awareness point of view. For
example, there is no model that is able to show how a given
parameter impacts energy consumption, not only from a
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specific-level perspective but from a multilevel one as
well [3].
In this context, the work presented defines an energyaware cross-level model for WSNs which tries to mitigate the
limitations mentioned above. The suggested model is applied
to the radiofrequency (RF) activities of the network, a vital
part of the node that is generally responsible for a high-energy
consumption in WSN applications [4]. The goal of our model
is to accurately estimate RF module consumption based on
cross-level parameter impacts.
This paper is organised as follows. Section II provides an
overview of the development of WSN models and the
associated simulators. In Section III, a global description of
the proposed cross-level approach together with its
application to WSN RF activities is provided. The first results
using the implemented energy-aware model are presented and
discussed in Sections IV and V. Finally, Section VI concludes
this paper.
II.

WSN MODELLING AND SIMULATION

To better address the modelling issue, a review of the
evolution of WSN models is first provided. Then, for WSN
simulators based on these models, an energy-aware levelbased classification is introduced.
A. WSN Models: from Layered-stack to Cross-level Design
Classical data network models, such as Open Systems
Interconnection (OSI), propose a design approach consisting
of a set of layers that are stacked together. In a layered-stack
model, the layers are separated according to their
functionality. Every layer offers interfaces only towards
adjacent layers in the stack [5]. However, in WSNs,
parameters from different layers interact with each other, and
services are provided across the stack layers rather than a
specific layer. Thus, the traditional stack-layered model is
difficult to adapt to the requirements of this kind of
network [6].
Several years ago, many works dealt with the modelling
issue, developing various solutions. In [5], the authors
propose a modelling approach based on a cross-layer design.
This approach supports adaptivity and optimisation across
multiple layers of the protocol stack. A similar cross-layered
model is proposed in [7]. Moreover, security considerations
from a cross-layer point of view are added to this crosslayered model in [8].
Another strategy is to propose the “tier” or “level”
concept [9], where a level represents a group of parameters
that belong to different functions and features of WSNs, and
not only to the network model. In parallel to the previous
approaches, the solution described in [10] groups the model
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layers into two levels. The first is mainly concerned with nonphysical parameters related to software and the application.
The second is dedicated to hardware where the protocols are
implemented, mainly routing and linking, as well as sensors
and RF unit parameters.
Subsequently, different evolutions were proposed to
develop a cross-level model following the multi-level
approach. This led to the development of a new approach to
model WSNs, extending the traditional layered-stack model
to include not only software and hardware levels that make up
the nodes, but also parameters from the surrounding
environment. In this way, a wireless medium level was
attached to the model in [11] and [12]. In [13], a description
of how the multiple-level model is used to design and develop
WSN from a cross-level perspective is also carried out.
Nevertheless, as demonstrated in [13], not all the proposed
approaches are actually employed in an effective cross-level
manner. Moreover, as mentioned above, the energy aspect of
WSNs is not always well implemented, despite this being a
crucial issue in WSN design.
B. WSN Simulators: a Level-based Overview
In general, WSNs simulators are dedicated to a specific
level of abstraction and are built over the previously discussed
models. Thus, they focus on simulating parameters related to
one particular level [2]. A parameter is a numeric value
describing one property of a given level, such as power levels
or bit rate.
For example, Network simulator 2 (NS2) [14] is oriented
to network protocol simulation and provides poor support for
hardware. On the contrary, TOSSIM [15] emulates hardware
in detail, but it provides an abstract perspective of network
protocols. Furthermore, there are multi-level simulators. In
this case, the simulator uses parameters belonging to different
levels at the same time. For instance, Jsim [16] is a multi-level
WSN simulator because it simulates both environment and
network parameters. Finally, some simulators are described as
cross-level, because they provide the ability for parameters
belonging to different levels to interact with each other.
COOJA [17] is an example of this category of simulators.
All the previously mentioned simulators are non-energyoriented. This does not mean they cannot simulate energy
aspects, but rather they were not built for this purpose. Based
on this, another classification can be proposed, as illustrated
in Figure 1. Simulators are first divided based on energy with
two main branches, energy-oriented and non-energy-oriented
simulators [3]. Then, a level-based classification is added.

Overviewing the energy-oriented simulators, on the one hand,
PowerTOSSIM [18] is an energy-oriented TOSSIM extension
dedicated to the emulation of energy in hardware. On the other
hand, IDEA1 [19] is an example of an energy-oriented multilevel simulator. IDEA1 divides the network into three abstract
levels: the environment, the node, and the wireless medium.
Although the simulator allows cross-level interaction for some
parameters, this feature is not fully supported, and there are
still parameters that are not treated in a cross-level manner,
such as the environment parameters.
This review shows that many non-energy-oriented multi
or cross-level models and simulators of WSNs have been
proposed. However, from an energy point of view, the crosslevel approach is not fully adopted. Therefore, with existing
simulators, it is difficult to analyse the impact of parameters
that belong to different levels on both the overall node energy
consumption and WSN lifetime.
III. CROSS-LEVEL ENERGY MODEL
In this section, to address the problems described above,
we propose a model for WSNs that is both energy-aware and
cross-level.
A. Global Model
In our model, the implementation of the cross-level
concept allows parameters from different levels to interact
with each other affecting the performances of WSNs. In this
work, we are only concerned with the impact of the
parameters on energy performance such as network lifetime
and node autonomy. Figure 2 provides an overview of the
proposed model.
The model’s levels can be described as follows:
 The Use case Level (UL) is the most abstract level of
the model. It is related to the design stage of the WSN
application. Parameters, such as frequency of the
pattern Fp of the nodes, to be defined later, or payload
length reside in this level.

Figure 2. The Proposed Cross-level model for Wireless Sensor Networks.
Figure 1. Energy-aware level-based classification for WSN simulators.
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The System Level (SL) reflects a topological point of
view of the network. It focuses on how high-level
protocols and algorithms affect WSN performances.
Parameters related to the network topology, like the
distance between nodes or high-level protocols
headers, belong to this level.
 The Node Level (NL) concerns the interaction
between software (node operating system) and
onboard hardware (RF circuit). As illustrated in
Figure 3, the parameters related to the link protocol,
such as the bit rate and the link layer header fit in this
level, as well as the parameters related to channel
access or acknowledgment process.
 The Circuit Level (CL) is particularly used to describe
node hardware. Modelling and description of
electronic circuits reside in this level. It includes RF
module, sensors, CPU and battery as well as
hardware-specific parameters, such as power level or
supply voltage.
Consequently, in this model, the higher the level is, the
more abstract and general the parameters are. For example,
parameters belonging to the UL are related to the scenario
description and theoretically fit into any WSN application. On
the other hand, CL parameters are very specific and describe
only particular electronic circuits.
As illustrated in Figure 2, the use of the cross-level feature
enables not only energy consumption of the nodes or the
system’s lifetime to be estimated, but also provides a basis for
different scenario comparisons.
B. Energy-aware Model Applied to RF Activities
The proposed model is first applied to describe RF
activities in a WSN. Based on the afore mentioned
classification, the parameters related to RF activities are
categorised as illustrated in Figure 3. Note that the colour of
each parameter corresponds to its parent level.
In the first stage, the total number of bits to send is
calculated. This includes the payload (UL) created by the
sensors or other applications that generate data on the node, as
well as high-level protocol headers (SL) and the link layer
protocol header (NL).
After this, the total amount of data is confronted against
the fragmentation threshold (NL) identified by the wireless
link protocol. If fragmentation is needed, the process will take
place in this stage, and will result in two or more data frames.
Next, the preamble (NL) is added to each data frame. Then,
the length of each frame is calculated in terms of seconds,
thanks to the bitrate(s) (CL) provided by the selected chipset.
The next step is to build the energy consumption pattern
for the node’s RF activities. In our approach, we assume the
energy consumption in each node takes place based on a
repeated pattern. The pattern is defined as a set of sequenced
activities or phases with their corresponding power levels. In
this context, the frequency of the pattern Fp (UL) corresponds
to the ratio between the number of occurrences of the pattern
and the considered simulation time.
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Figure 3. An energy-aware cross-level model for RF activities.

Then, to build this RF consumption pattern, activities
sequence (UL) and phases order (NL) are to be considered.
The activity sequence helps to specify the actions taking place,
i.e. sending or receiving frames, while the link protocol
defines the phases and their order within each activity. For
example, in the sending activity, the order of phases is:
accessing the channel (phacc), exchanging data frames (phexch)
and then waiting for acknowledgment (phack).
After that, the sequence of activities is to be matched with
the power levels (CL) provided by the RF module datasheet.
This includes the consideration of the distance (SL) that has a
direct impact on the power level of the sending activity. Then,
the energy consumed is calculated.
In the last stage, the total simulation time (UL), the
frequency of the pattern Fp (UL), as well as the initial amount
of the energy stored in the battery (CL) are considered in our
model to estimate the system’s lifetime.
IV.

MODEL COMPARISON WITH NS2

A. Scenario Definition
Simulation scenarios are suggested to compare the results
obtained from the proposed model with those of a wellknown simulator, namely NS2. These scenarios take place in
an open area measuring 25x25 m2. Within this area, there are
two wireless nodes, 10m apart, named Node A and Node B.
Periodically, Node A sends a fixed-length payload to
Node B through the wireless medium using its RF module.
As soon as Node B receives the payload, it replies by sending
the received payload to Node A through the wireless
medium. Node A and Node B use the same protocol stack.
Each node applies a TCP/IP network model. The
implementation of the protocols starts at the network layer
where Internet Protocol version 4 (IPv4) has been chosen.
The Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP), which is an
integral part of IPv4, is employed to create echo messages.
Consequently, whenever the IPv4 module receives a data
packet, it sends the same data back to the original source. In
all scenarios, the length of IPv4 and ICMP headers are 20 and
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4 bytes respectively, as defined by the standards. Table I
displays the scenario settings.
Next, the link layer parameters are set. We decided to
implement two wireless link protocols. 802.11a is used in the
first set of scenarios, while 802.15.4 is applied in the second
set. The energy specification for the 802.11a RF module is
derived from an implementation of a chipset named HDG204
(H&D wireless). For 802.15.4, the CC2420 transceiver (Texas
Instruments) is selected. Table II shows the settings of the two
wireless link protocols.
For each simulation, the considered time used to calculate
energy consumption is 100 seconds, and it begins after
initialising the nodes. For each protocol, three different values
of Fp: 0.1, 1 and 2 Hz, and ten values for the payload length
ranging between 10 to 100 bytes are used. Each scenario
requires a combination of the three parameters mentioned
above. As a result, there are 30 scenarios to be run for each
wireless link protocol. These scenarios are configured both in
NS2 and in the proposed model implemented in Matlab aimed
at comparing the results.
B. Results and Discussion
The obtained results are the energy consumed by different
activities of the RF module. These activities are categorised
into 4 phases:
 Access phase (phacc): RF module tries to access the
wireless channel.
 Exchange phase (phexch): RF module sends or receives
data frames.
 Acknowledge phase (phack): RF module sends or
receives acknowledgment frames.
 Complementary phase (phcom): The RF module is in
sleep state.
In these phases, the cross-level interaction between
parameters takes place, i.e. the energy consumed in each phase
is the result of interplay between parameters related to
different levels. For example, in the exchange phase, the
consumed energy is a function of the header lengths, payload
length and bit rate, which belongs to the following levels: UL,
SL and NL respectively.
TABLE I.

GENERAL SETTINGS FOR THE PROPOSED SCENARIOS

Parameter
Number of the nodes
Node positions
Scenario duration TSce
Pattern Frequency Fp
Payload length
Link protocol

Value
2
(10,10), (10,20) [m]
100 [s]
0.1, 1, 2 [Hz]
10, 20, …, 100 [Byte]
802.11a, 802.15.4

The results obtained by implementing the previously
described scenarios in NS2 and Matlab using our model can
be found in Table III. The upper part shows the obtained
results from 802.11a and the lower part for 802.15.4. Each part
is further divided into two subparts, corresponding to
scenarios with 10 and 100 bytes for the payload length
respectively. Figure 4 shows the energy consumption patterns
of Node B, extracted from our model, for the two protocols
when the payload length is 100 bytes. Compared to NodeB,
Node A has the same activities, thus, it has an identical energy
consumption.
For the two protocols, when comparing results obtained
from NS2 and our proposed model, the following differences
and similarities can be found. The energy consumed in phacc
or phack is identical and there is a slight difference in the
energy consumed in phcom. In phexch, the difference is notable
but fix and this is due to different interpretations of the link
protocol specifications. For example, in our model, the ICMP
header is considered to be part of the data packet, contrary to
NS2 where this header is added to the data packet later on.
Figure 5 shows the relative errors between the results
obtained from NS2 and those obtained from the proposed
model. The left side of the figure is dedicated to 802.11a and
the right side to 802.15.4. Different values of Fp are
displayed, namely 0.1, 1, and 2 Hz. For each of these values,
a set of corresponding errors is provided, each of which is
also related to a simulation where the payload length is 10,
50, or 100 bytes.
TABLE III.

Simulation

ENERGY CONSUMPTION OF THE PHASES IN DIFFERENT
SCENARIOS FOR NODE B(FP = 1 HZ)
phacc

Matlab
NS2

51.03
51.03

Matlab
NS2

51.03
51.03

Matlab
NS2

18.89
18.88

Matlab
NS2

18.89
18.88

The consumed energy by phase [μJ]
phexch
phack
phcom
Total
802.11a
10 Bytes
50.08
23.63
199.959 324.69
55.76
23.63
199.950 330.37
100 Bytes
106.79
23.63
199.935 381.38
112.46
23.63
199.927 387.04
802.15.4
10 Bytes
145.73
39.07
59.78
263.47
152.84
39.07
59.78
270.47
100 Bytes
465.37
39.07
59.44
582.77
472.42
39.07
59.45
589.82

TABLE II. WIRELESS LINK PROTOCOLS SETTINGS
Parameter
Bitrate [bps]
Carrier Sense Mechanism
Transmitter power [mW]
Receiver Power [mW]
Sleep Power [mW]

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2019.

802.11a
(HDG204)
12 M
Pure CSMA/CA
725
220
0.2

802.15.4
(CC2420)
250 K
CCA-ED
52
59
0.06
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Figure 4. Energy consumption patterns for different wireless link
protocols (Node B, Payload length = 100 Bytes, Fp = 1 Hz).
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Figure 5. Relative error between the proposed model and NS2.

In all the simulation results, the relative errors obtained
from 802.11a are greater than those of the corresponding
scenarios of 802.15.4. This difference can be explained by
unplanned and non-periodic radio activities that appear
periodically in NS2 802.11a simulations. These activities
have a fixed duration regardless of Fp and the payload length.
Each of these activities appears as a single pulse of
transmission or reception causing an additional energy
consumption around of 5 μJ and 2 μJ respectively.
Finally, as illustrated in Figure 5, the value of the relative
error between NS2 and the proposed model did not exceed
3.5%. Based on this, we can consider the proposed model is
validated with NS2. Although not shown in this scenario, our
proposed WSN model also allows adding energy
consumption phases with other hardware on the node, such
as CPU or sensors. As a result, an accurate pattern can be
constructed precisely representing the real consumption of
the node contrary to NS2 that has poor support for hardware,
as mentioned above.
V.

APPLICATION OF THE MODEL: A CASE STUDY

To demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed model, the
previous scenarios, suggested in Section IV.A, are used to
compare wireless link protocol performance in terms of
energy consumption. The interaction between two
parameters with regard to energy consumption is observed.
These two parameters are the pattern frequency Fp and the
payload length.
Figure 6 presents the difference, in Joules, between the
energies (Epat802.11a - Epat802.15.4) consumed by the two link
protocols respectively. There are three distinguishable
situations:
 The red curve: this represents the equal-energy
boundary, i.e. for the scenarios that are positioned on
the curve, the two protocols consume the same
amount of energy.
 The area above the curve (cyan): in this area, 802.11a
is more energy-efficient than 802.15.4. For all the
scenarios that are positioned inside this area, using
802.11a as the wireless link protocol is recommended
from an energy point of view.
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Figure 6. The Equal-energy caurve of the 802.11a and 802.15.4 in the
proposed scenarios.



The area below the curve (yellow): in this area,
802.15.4 is more energy-efficient than 802.11a. For
all the scenarios that are positioned inside this area,
using 802.15.4 as the wireless link protocol is
recommended.
As illustrated in Figure 6, when Fp is 2 Hz, using 802.11a
is more efficient in terms of energy consumption. On the
contrary, when Fp is 0.1 Hz, the use of 802.15.4 is more
energy efficient. In the case where Fp is 1 Hz, the choice is a
function of the payload size. If it is less than 30 bytes, the use
of 802.15.4 is more efficient. Conversely, when the payload
size is greater than 30 bytes, using 802.11a is more effective
from an energy perspective.
Finally, this case study demonstrates how the proposed
model could be used in the early design stage, as a tool to
select, for example, the most energy-efficient protocol for a
given case study. Moreover, it shows the energy-aware aspect
of our model, namely, its ability to observe how a given
parameter could impact energy consumption.
VI.

CONCLUSION

This paper has presented the principles of a cross-level
energy model for power-aware WSN design, mainly aimed at
WSN designers. First, the model was implemented to
describe the RF activities and the obtained results were
compared with NS2. This comparison showed a relative error
percentage below 3.5% for the considered scenarios. The
model’s usefulness has also been illustrated by comparing
two wireless link protocol from an energy point of view,
using a basic case study.
Although the results are promising, other hardware
activities, such as the CPU and sensors, are to be
implemented in the proposed model as well. Furthermore, for
future work, a simulation tool which implements the
complete cross-level energy-aware model is also to be
developed. This tool will first be validated using more
complex scenarios that cover, for example, a number of
different network topologies with more than two nodes.
Then, the results obtained from this tool will be also
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compared to experimental case studies to demonstrate the
accuracy of our cross-level approach.
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Abstract—The soft-decision fusion scheme on sensor detection
in wireless sensor networks is able to improve the detection
performance on the final decision made at the Fusion Center
(FC). In this paper, a bandwidth-efficient transmission scheme
using the soft-decision fusion scheme is proposed for distributed
binary detection. In the scheme, the source coding is through
the quantization process, but the output of the quantizer is
analogously transmitted to the FC. In the FC, the Maximuma-Posteriori (MAP) fusion rule is adopted to make the final
decision. The problem of huge channel bandwidth demand can
be avoided by using the considered data transmission scheme.
The proposed scheme is illustrated with numerical examples
highlighting its significant improvement in error performance at
the FC as compared with the hard-decision scheme.
Keywords–Distributed detection; bandwidth efficiency; fusion
rule; wireless sensor networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Distributed detection fusion using multiple sensors has a
lot of applications in Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) [1]
[2]. Conventionally, in the distributed parallel fusion network,
a phenomenon in a specified environment is first observed by
a sensor, and a decision based on the observation is made
without exchanging the information with other local sensors.
Then, each sensor transmits a signal to the Fusion Center (FC),
where the final decision is made.
In contrast to the binary local decision case [3], many
works have also studied the case of soft-decision fusion, in
which the sensor observation is divided into M regions, where
M is an arbitrary integer with M > 2 [4]–[11]. However, all
the works mentioned above assume that the information of soft
local decision is digitally transmitted to the FC, in which the
information of each quantization level is mapped to several
digital bits and the local quantizer output corresponding to the
received quantization level is then utilized by the FC to make
its final decision. As opposed to the existing works mentioned
above, this study considers bandwidth-efficient transmission
between the local sensors and FC in designing the soft-decision
fusion scheme on the sensor observation. Specifically, the
output of the quantizer is analogously transmitted to the FC.
In the FC, the Maximum-a-Posteriori (MAP) fusion rule is
adopted to make the final decision. Hence, by the proposed
scheme, the problem of huge channel bandwidth demand can
be avoided.
In the proposed scheme, the detection on the phenomenon
is divided into M regions, where M is an arbitrary integer
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with M ≥ 2. When the detection falls within a specific
region, a conditional mean is adopted as a representation of the
observation in the region. The goal of the proposed scheme is
to minimize the decision errors at the FC with the MAP fusion
rule via optimizing the region allocation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
first depicts the proposed M -ary scheme for binary distributed
detection problem. Section III shows the error performance
of the M -ary scheme and its comparison with that of the
conventional hard-decision scheme. Section IV concludes this
work and discusses possible directions in the future.
II. D ESIGN OF S OFT- DECISION F USION S CHEME
In a binary detection environment under binary hypothesis
H0 and H1 shown in Figure 1, assume a phenomenon A either
H0 : A = γ or H1 : A = −γ, where γ > 0, occurs symmetrically with equal prior probability P [H0 ] = P [H1 ] = 0.5.
L sensors observe the measurements generated from H0 or
H1 and the observation value by the l-th sensor is denoted
by Wl , where l = 1, . . . , L. Wl is independent and identically
distributed (i.i.d.) from sensor to sensor. Also, assume H0 :
Wl = γ+ηl ; H1 : Wl = −γ+ηl , where ηl is a standard normal
random variable. The probability density function (PDF) of√Wl
2
conditioned on H0 or H1 is fWl |H0 (w) = e−(w−γ) /2 / 2π
√
2
or fWl |H1 (w) = e−(w+γ) /2 / 2π. In the considered parallel
fusion networks, the l-th sensor makes its own decision X,
independent of all other nodes.
In this study, an M -ary source coding algorithm is
applied on the observation at each sensor, where Wl at
the l-th sensor is divided into M equally spaced regions, as shown in Figure 1. When M is even (M =
2N ), the 2N regions are I−N , I−(N −1) , . . . , I−1 , I1 , . . . , IN ,
and the (2N − 1) boundaries are −(N − 1)∆, −(N −
2)∆, . . . , −∆, 0, ∆, . . . , (N − 1)∆. ∆ is the width of each
region except for the two end regions I−N and IN . Similarly,
when M is odd (M = (2N + 1)), the 2N + 1 regions are
I−N , I−(N −1) , . . . , I−1 , I0 , I1 , . . . , IN , and the 2N boundaries
are −(N − 21 )∆, −(N − 23 )∆, . . . , − 21 ∆, 12 ∆, . . . , (N − 21 )∆.
We define pn = P [Wl ∈ In |H0 ] = Q(dlow − γ) − Q(dup − γ),
where n = −N, −(N − 1), ..., N , dlow and dup denote the
lower and upper bounds of In , i.e., In = {Wl |dlow < Wl <
dup }, Q denotes the Q-function, and P denotes the probability
function. pn is the probability that Wl falls within region In
when H0 occurs. (dup − dlow ) is ∆ except for I−N and IN ,
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fWl |H1 (w)

fWl |H0 (w)

0

A = −γ

-1

Since R1 , R2 , . . . , RL are assumed i.i.d., the MAP fusion rule
at the FC is the combination of the log-likelihood.

A=γ

L
X

+1

log(fRl |H0 (rl ))

l=1

x−N x−(N −1)

x−2

x−1

x1

x(N −1) xN

x2

Â=γ
>
<
Â=−γ

L
X

log(fRl |H1 (rl )).

(1)

l=1

Without loss of generality, assume H0 occurs, i.e., A = γ, and
thus the error probability Pe of the final decision is
" L
#
X
fRl |H0 (rl )
Pe = P
log(
)<0 .
(2)
fRl |H1 (rl )
l=1

←→
∆

←→
←→←→←→
∆ ∆ ∆ ∆

I−N I−(N −1)

I−2

I−1

I1

←→
∆
I(N −1) IN

I2

No closed form of Pe is obtained. Nevertheless, given
γ, N, L, ∆, and E/N0 , Pe is derived via numerical analysis,
and is optimized, i.e., minimized, by revising ∆ iteratively.

Figure 1. WSN with M -ary source coding on sensor detection

Hard decision(M=2)
3 regions
4 regions
5 regions
6 regions
7 regions
50 regions
101 regions

10 -2

where dlow = −∞ for I−N and dup = ∞ for IN . From
symmetry, P [Wl ∈ In |H1 ] = P [Wl ∈ I−n |H0 ] = p−n .
M -level quantization X is applied on the observation
and X = xn is the representation value of the n-th region
In . At the l-th sensor, xn is defined as the conditional
mean when Wl falls in In , i.e., xn = E[Wl |Wl ∈ In ] =
P [H0 ]E[Wl |H0 , Wl ∈ In ] + P [H1 ]E[Wl |H1 , Wl ∈ In ]. From
symmetry, x−n = −xn and x0 = 0.
The signal sl transmitted to the FC by the l-th sensor is
√
xn E, according to the decision on Wl ∈ In . Given γ and
E/N0 , the goal of the proposed algorithm is to minimize the
error rate Pe of the final decision at the FC via varying ∆ to
obtain the optimal region allocation. The P
average consumed
N
energy Ē of the transmitted signal is Ē = n=−N pn x2n E.
III.

√

2
N
X
pn e−(rl −xn E) /N0
√
πN0
n=−N

fRl |H0 (rl )

=

fRl |H1 (rl )

N
X
p−n e−(rl −xn
√
=
πN0
n=−N

√

E)2 /N0

√

2
N
X
pn e−(rl +xn E) /N0
√
=
= fRl |H0 (−rl )
πN0
n=−N

After all the received signals R1 , R2 , , RL have been
collected at the FC from each of the sensors, the optimal
Maximum-a-Posteriori (MAP) rule is applied to obtain the final
decision Â = ±γ, i.e., H0 or H1 .
fRl ,R2 ,...,RL |H0 (rl , r2 , . . . , rL )
fRl ,R2 ,...,RL |H1 (rl , r2 , . . . , rL ).
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Figure 2. Fusion performance of the proposed soft-decision fusion scheme

R ESULTS

The received signal from the l-th sensor at the FC is Rl =
sl + nl , and the PDF of Rl is

Â=γ
>
<
Â=−γ

Pe
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We conduct the performance comparison of the proposed
soft-decision scheme and the hard-decision scheme. Figure 2
illustrates Pe of the WSN under the proposed soft-decision
fusion scheme with γ = 1. As it can be seen, Pe is lower than
that of the hard-decision fusion system and is improved as M
increases. No significant difference exists between M = 50
and M = 101. Furthermore, the flooring of the curves is
observed at high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which is due to
the fact that the erroneous behavior of the transmitted signal
to the FC vanishes as SNR increases and hence the error
performance is from the decision made by each sensor only.
IV.

C ONCLUSION

In this paper, a new M -ary scheme on the decentralized
detection in WSN using analog transmission is proposed and
examined. The problem of huge channel bandwidth demand
is avoided by using the considered M -ary scheme. The goal
of minimizing the decision errors at the FC via optimizing the
region allocation is achieved. The error performance of the M ary scheme is better than that of the hard-decision scheme. The
behavior of the M -ary scheme when the transmitted signal to
the FC is under a fading environment is open to further study.
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Abstract— 13% of the global population is elderly and that
percentage is estimated to increase to 16.4% by 2030 as life
expectancy keeps increasing due in a great part to modern
medical technologies. Serving the elderly and the paralytic
persons is a noble cause; it is our responsibility to respect,
care and fulfill their needs. Communication for a person
having a speech disorder thoroughly relies upon the
movement of their fingers, hands and articulations. In this
paper, we propose a glove based Sign To Speech (STS)
system that uses gestures of fingers and hand to convert the
American Sign Language (ASL) into a Speech Signal
synthesized to adapt for English and different Indian
languages. To improve the services to the people in need of
mobility assistance, a Sensor Controlled Wheelchair (SCW)
is proposed with capabilities of navigating, detecting
obstacles and moving automatically by utilizing Gesture and
Ultrasonic Sensors that establish Ad-hoc Sensor Networks.
The wheelchair is intended for elderly, medically challenged
and paralytic patients, so they can lead a peaceful and
satisfying life.

primary language of Deaf and Mute communities in the
United States and Canada. The dialects of ASL and ASLbased creoles are used in many countries around the world.
The movement of fingers is converted into alphabets
using American Sign Language, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. American Sign Language Alphabets [6].

Keywords-Sign to Speech; American Sign Language;
Sensor Controlled Wheelchair.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Wheelchair assistive technology provides the
opportunity for people with mobility impairments, such as
imperfect limbs, weakness, muscle atrophy, stroke and
other symptoms, to move through indoor and outdoor
environments [1]-[3]. Depending on the lifestyle and
mobility of the wheelchair user, there are many types of
wheelchairs available including basic, lightweight, folding,
multi-function, special types, etc. Wheelchairs can be
divided into manual wheelchairs and automatic
wheelchairs. Sensor Controlled Wheelchairs designed as
traditional and automatic wheelchairs are not always
suitable for elderly people.
Muteness is commonly referred to as an inability to
speak often caused by speech disorders and hearing loss.
Normally, people have the ability to freely communicate
between each other vocally without any barriers but cannot
communicate with people with a speech disorder.
Researchers have been focusing on hand gestures
detections and have been developing applications in the
field of robotics [4]-[6], in the extended area of artificial or
prosthetic hands, that can mimic the behaviour of a natural
human hand using American Sign Language (ASL).
American Sign Language is a natural predominant sign
language that has the same linguistic properties as spoken
languages with grammar that differs from the English
expressed by movements of the hands and face. It is the
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Gesture recognition is classified into a pair of main
categories: vision and glove based techniques. The vision
based system fails during no visible light and it includes
challenges in image and video processing in varying
lighting conditions, backgrounds, field of scan constraints
and occlusion.
Our proposed system adopted a glove based technique
and will efficiently translate each gesture into speech.
Thus, it can be used by patients who are not able to speak,
but are able to move their fingers and hand.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a
brief literature review and its implications. Section III
presents the proposed system for differently abled persons
based on Medical Sensor Networks. The model presented
in this section includes block diagrams. Section IV
presents the system implementation. The model presented
in this section includes a flowchart of Sign to Speech and
Sensor Controlled Wheelchair. Section V presents some of
the results obtained from the hardware module described
in Section IV. Conclusion and future scope are presented
in Sections VI and VII.
II.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Hartman et al. [1] has proposed autonomous vehicle
technology in the field of medical mobility where
wheelchair users can advance their movement using a
smart human and machine interface. The research focused
on the design of such robotic wheelchair, which is a
multilayered task incorporating hardware and software
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with sensor technology, computer processing and power
distribution. The system described the design and
development of a smart wheelchair for autonomous path
planning and high- performance computing for real time
data processing.
S. Umchid et al. [2] have developed a Voice Controlled
Automatic Wheelchair. In general, due to many reasons
such as injury from accident, age and health problems,
physical disability occurs. The wheelchair is needed for
handicapped people travelling to other places by
themselves; however, people with hands and arms
impairment find it difficult to use a typical wheelchair. The
system’s objective was to design, develop and construct a
voice controlled automatic wheelchair.
T. Gomi et al. [3] have developed an Intelligent
Wheelchairs for the handicapped. A standardized
autonomy management system that can be installed on
readily available power chairs, which have been wellengineered over the years, has been developed and tested.
A behavior based approach was used to establish sufficient
onboard autonomy at minimal cost and material usage
while achieving high efficiency, sufficient safety,
transparency in appearance and extendibility.
S. Faiz Ahmed et al. [4] have described Electronic
Speaking Glove for Speechless Patients. The electronic
speaking glove was designed to facilitate easy
communication through synthesized speech for the benefit
of speech impaired patients. Commonly, a mute person
communicating through sign language is not understood
by the majority of people. The gesture of fingers of a user
is converted into synthesized speech to convey an audible
message to other people.
M. M. Abdel-Aziz et al. [5] have invented a Smart
Communication System as deaf and mute people find a
difficulty in communicating with normal people. The sign
language translator system is used for reducing the
communication barrier between the deaf-mute people and
the people who do not have this impairment. The system
deals with all these problems and supports the Arabic sign
language and Arabic vocal language as well as efficient
and friendly communication between deaf-mute people
and the rest.
A. Al Mamun et al. [6] have described a Flex Sensor
Based Hand Glove for deaf and mute people. As sign
language is the only way to communicate for listening and
talking with disabled people, the designed system uses a
hand glove that will make the sign language
understandable to all. An Android mobile phone app is
used to receive a voice, which will generate a speech
signal and send it to the hand glove through a wireless
communication system.
III.

The Sign to Speech system starts with obtaining a signal
proportional to the movement of fingers. Fingers can
interpret different hand gestures. Research showed that
Flex and MPU6050 sensors based on finger and hand
gesture are best suited to convert sign to the text as it is
more reliable and cost effective solution. However, to
convert the obtained text into a speech signal, the E-Speak
Synthesis Engine enables the user to get a speech signal in
English, or predefined different Indian language, as shown
in Figure 2.

PROPOSED WORK

The proposed Medical Sensor Networks (MSN) based
system provides an opportunity for elderly people with
mobility impairment to move through indoor and outdoor
environments and enables communication for persons
having a speech disorder, i.e. mute people. The Medical
Sensor Networks based system has a Sign to Speech node
and Sensor Controlled Wheelchair node.
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Figure 3. Block diagram of Sensor Controlled Wheelchair.

The block diagram of the developed sensor controlled
automatic wheelchair is shown in Figure 3. The MPU6050
based hand gesture of the user is transmitted through 434
MHz RF (Radio-Frequency) transceiver to operate and
move the Sensor Controlled Wheelchair in different
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directions. The Ultrasonic Sensors are employed for
automatic obstacle detection to stop the wheelchair during
object detection.
A. E-Speak Speech Synthesis Engine
E-Speak [11] is a compact open source software speech
synthesizer for English and other languages, for Linux and
Windows, and uses a "formant synthesis" method. E-Speak
coverts text into speech signal for the following languages:
Afrikaans, Albanian, Aragonese, Armenian, Bulgarian,
Cantonese, Catalan, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch,
English, Esperanto, Estonian, Farsi, Finnish, French,
Georgian, German, Greek, Hindi, Hungarian, Icelandic,
Indonesian, Irish, Italian, Kannada, Kurdish, Latvian,
Lithuanian, Lojban, Macedonian, Malaysian, Malayalam,
Mandarin, Nepalese, Norwegian, Polish, Portuguese,
Punjabi, Romanian, Russian, Serbian, Slovak, Spanish,
Swahili, Swedish, Tamil, Turkish, Vietnamese, Welsh.
Methods of accessing E-Speak:



The command line program of Linux and
Windows to speak the text from a file or from a
standard input.
On Windows, a shared DLL library of E-Speak.

The features of E-Speak:








Includes many languages with different voices
whose characteristics can be altered.
It provides flexibility to generate WAV file for
Synthesized Speech Output.
Provides program and data memory of about 2
Mbytes.
Converts text to phonemes with pitch and length
information and can be used as a front-end to
MBROLA diphone voices.
Modifies as a front end for another speech
synthesis engine.
Used with screen-readers and other programs
supporting the Windows SAPI5 interface.
Supports Speech Synthesis Markup Language
(SSML) and HTML language and other platforms
including Android, Mac OSX and Solaris.

B. Matrix Laboratory (MATLAB)
MATLAB [12] is a multi-paradigm numerical
computing environment and patented programming
language developed by MathWorks. It allows matrix
manipulations, plotting of functions for data,
implementation of algorithms, creation of user interfaces
and interfacing with programs written in other languages
including C, C++, C#, Java, Fortran and Python.
C. Flex Sensor
The Flex Sensor, also known as Bend Sensor,
measures the amount of bending. The resistance of the
sensor element is proportional to the amount of bending; it
is used as goniometer and often called flexible
potentiometer.
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TABLE I.

CHARACTERISTICS OF FLEX SENSOR.

Range of
Resistance
Range of
Temperature

1.5-40 kΩ depending on sensor type. Flex point claims
a 0-250 kΩ resistance range.

Lifetime

Lifetime greater than one million life cycles

Hysteresis

Hysteresis 7%

Voltage

Voltage 5 to 12 V

Size

Approximately 0.28" wide and 1"/3"/5"

-35 to +80 degrees Celsius

The Flex Sensor contains carbon resistive elements
within a thin flexible substrate. The characteristics are
described in Table I. The sensor produces a resistance
output relative to the bend radius. Practically, the
deflection in degrees of 0, 20, 40, 45, 50, 70 and 90 will
give 10 kΩ, 14.5 kΩ, 18.8 kΩ, 20 kΩ, 21.1 kΩ, 25.5 kΩ
and 30 kΩ of resistances, respectively.
D. Motor Driver
The Motor Driver L293D is a Dual H-bridge IC; it
allows the DC motor to drive in either direction and can
control a set of two DC motors simultaneously in any
direction. The clockwise and anti-clockwise rotation of
the DC motor depends on the polarity of the applied
voltage. A 9-volt battery is used to power the motor driver
for driving the DC motors.
E. MPU6050 Sensor Module
The MPU6050 Sensor Module is a 6-axis Motion
Tracking Device and combines 3-axis gyroscope, 3-axis
accelerometer and Digital Motion Processor in a single
package with the additional feature of on-chip
Temperature Sensor. It has I2C bus interface to
communicate with the microcontrollers and auxiliary I2C
bus to communicate with the sensor devices
magnetometer, pressure sensor, etc.
F. Ultrasonic Sensor
The Ultrasonic Sensor measures the distance of the
nearest object. HC-SR04 is employed for the automatic
obstacle detection and its range is from 2 cm to 3 meters.
Distance = (Echo Pulse Duration *.0343)/2

(1)

The Ultrasonic Sensor detects the nearest object by
emitting a short pulse and receiving the reflected echo. The
time spent by the pulse signal to reach the object and
return is used to determine the relative distance (1).
IV.

SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

The working principle of the developed Sign to Speech
system is presented in a flowchart, as shown in Figure 4.
After the hand glove is powered up, every fingers and hand
movement is analyzed each time to detect word or
character for its given American Sign Language pattern.
The gesture of fingers is obtained by Flex Sensor and hand
by MPU6050 Sensor. Depending on the degree of bending,
the Flex Sensor values are mapped onto eight different
values 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7.
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languages. This speech signal is used by a mute patient to
communicate with other people to inform or their needs,
desires and any other problems.
TABLE III.

Figure 4. A flowchart of Sign to Speech System.

The words and characters of the English language are
recognized based on values of Flex Sensor and orientation
of MPU6050. These are described in Tables II and III.
TABLE II.
Word

PF

WORD FORMATION.
RF

MF

IF

TF

Character

PF

RF

MF

IF

TF

MPU6050
Orientation

A

5|6

5|6

5|6

5|6

1|2

X>5

B

1|2

1|2

1|2

1|2

4|5

X>5

C

2|3

2|3

2|3

2|3

2|3

X>5

D

3|4

3|4

3|4

1|2

2|3

X>5, Y>2

E

5|6

5|6

5|6

5|6

5|6

X>5

F

1|2

1|2

1|2

4|5

3|4

X>5

G

4|5

4|5

4|5

1|2

1|2

X>0, Y>5

H

4|5

4|5

1|2

1|2

2|3

X>0, Y>5

I

1|2

4|5

4|5

4|5

4|5

X>5, Y<5

J

1|2

4|5

4|5

4|5

4|5

X>5, Y>5

K

4|5

4|5

1|2

1|2

2|3

X>5

L

5|6

4|5

5|6

1|2

1|2

X>5

M

5

4

4

4

4

X>5

N

5

5

4

4

4

X>5

O

4

4

4

4

3

X>5

P

3|4

3|4

3|4

1|2

2|3

X<5, Y<5

Q

4|5

4|5

4|5

2|3

2|3

X<5, Y<5

R

4|5

4|5

1|2

3|4

4|5

X>5

S

4|5

4|5

4|5

4|5

4

X>5

T

4|5

4|5

4|5

4|5

3

X>5

U

4|5

4|5

2|3

1|2

4|5

X>5, Y<2

V

4|5

4|5

1|2

1|2

4|5

X>5, Y>2

W

4|5

1|2

1|2

1|2

4|5

X>5

X

5|6

4|5

5|6

3|4

4|5

X>5

Y

1|2

5|6

5|6

5|6

1|2

X>5

Z

5|6

4|5

5|6

1|2

2|3

X>5, Y<-2

MPU6050
Orientation

Note: PF=Pinky Finger, RF=Ring Finger, MF=Middle Finger, IF=Index
Finger, TF=Thumb Finger, | = Logical – OR

The movement of the Sensor Controlled Wheelchair is
dependent on the orientation of the MPU6050 dictated in
Table IV. A single MPU6050 is shared between the nodes
in the Medical Sensor Network.

FOOD

2|3

2|3

4|5

4|5

2|3

X>5

NEWSPAPER

1|2

1|2

1|2

1|2

1|2

X>5, Y<5

WASHROOM

4|5

3|4

4|5

3|4

2|3

X>5

SICK

1|2

1|2

3

1|2

1|2

X>5

MEDICINE

1|2

1|2

4|5

1|2

1|2

X>5

EMERGENCY

5|6

4|5

4|5

4|5

4|5

X>5

WATER

4|5

1|2

1|2

1|2

4|5

X>5

The system provides flexibility to convert multiple
signs into text depending on the combination of American
Sign Language words and characters. However, the
obtained text is processed in MATLAB using E-Speak to
get a synthesized speech signal in English and other Indian
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TABLE IV.
MPU6050
Orientation
X<0

WORKING STATUS OF SENSOR CONTROLLED
WHEELCHAIR.
RF Bits

Movement of Wheelchair

1000

FORWARD

X>0

0001

BACKWARD

Y>0

0100

RIGHT

Y<0

0010

LEFT

X=0 & Y=0

0000

STOP
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The Sensor Controlled Wheelchair has five types of
motions, namely, moving forward, moving backward,
moving to the left, moving to the right and stop motion.
The Ultrasonic Sensors have been included to stop the
wheelchair during obstacle detection.

Figure 7. Sign for The English Word ‘NEED’

Figure 7 shows the sign for the English word ‘NEED’
based on the American Sign Language getting converted
into the corresponding text on the right-hand side.

Figure 8. Sign for The English Word ‘MEDICINE’

Figure 5. A flowchart of Sensor Controlled Wheelchair.

The working principle of the developed Sensor
Controlled Wheelchair is presented in a flowchart, as
shown in Figure 5. The orientation of MPU6050 is
transmitted to the Sensor Controlled Wheelchair through
RF wireless communication includes RF Encoder and
Decoder to encrypt the data and remove noise. The Motor
Driver L293D controls the rotation of the DC motors in
clock and anti-clock wise direction so that the required
movement of the wheelchair is achieved.
V.

RESULT EVALUATION

The implementation of Medical Sensor Networks for
differently-abled persons has shown good results in
encouraging the patients during recovery transition.

Figure 6. Sign for the English Alphabet ‘I’

Figure 6 shows the sign for English Alphabet letter ‘I’
based on American Sign Language, getting converted into
the corresponding text on the right-hand side by processing
the obtained values of Flex and MPU6050 Sensors.
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Figure 8 shows the sign for the English word
‘MEDICINE’ based on American Sign Language, getting
converted into the corresponding text on the right-hand
side.

Figure 9. Signs to Speech Conversion in the English Language

Based on the words and characters of American Sign
Language, the obtained text is synthesized in MATLAB
using Speech API to generate a Speech Signal in the
English language, as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 10. Signs to Speech Conversion in the Kannada Language

The obtained text in the English language is converted
into the Kannada language and then synthesized using ESpeak to generate a Speech Signal in the Kannada
language, as shown in Figure 10.
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The Sensor Controlled Wheelchair moving in the
backward direction as the horizontal orientation of
MPU6050 is greater than zero makes RF bits equal to
0001, as shown in Figure 14.

Figure 11. Object Detection in Sensor Controlled Wheelchair

The Sensor Controlled Wheelchair gets stopped
automatically as it finds any object in the path it moves
using the Ultrasonic Sensors and displays the
corresponding message on the right side, as shown in
Figure 11.

Figure 15. Moving Sensor Controlled Wheelchair in Right Direction

The Sensor Controlled Wheelchair moving towards the
right as the vertical orientation of MPU6050 is greater than
zero makes RF bits equal to 0100, as shown in Figure 15.

Figure 12. Moving Sensor Controlled Wheelchair in Forward Direction

The Sensor Controlled Wheelchair moving in forward
direction as the horizontal orientation of MPU6050 is less
than zero makes the RF bits equal to 1000, as shown in
Figure 12.

Figure 16. Sensor Controlled Wheelchair is Stopped

The Sensor Controlled Wheelchair gets stopped as the
vertical and horizontal orientation of MPU6050 is equal to
zero makes RF bits equal to 0000 and displays the
corresponding message on the right side, as shown in
Figure 16.
VI.

Figure 13. Moving Sensor Controlled Wheelchair in Left Direction.

The Sensor Controlled Wheelchair moving towards left
as the vertical orientation of MPU6050 is less than zero
makes RF bits equal to 0010, as shown in Figure 13.

CONCLUSION

Our proposed system uses Sign to Speech, which
converts American Sign Language into a Speech Signal
useful for speech impaired elderly patients to fill the
communication gap between patients, doctors and
relatives. The output speech can be in English or other
Indian languages for the mute patient to express their
needs by using gestures.
The Sensor Controlled Wheelchair operated by the
gestures of hand provides the opportunity for the old age
patients with mobility impairment to move through indoor
and outdoor environments. The automatic obstacle
detection is implemented in the system to stop the
movement of the wheelchair automatically, providing easy
access for elderly people and automatic protection from
obstacle collision.
VII.

FUTURE SCOPE

The Flex Sensors based hand glove can be replaced by
an E-Textile make hand glove that is light weight and less
wiring is required; however, it can be very expensive.
Figure 14. Moving Sensor Controlled Wheelchair in Backward
Direction
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The K-Nearest Neighbors Algorithm can be adopted as
the graphical view of the characters, words and sensor
values change with different persons.
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Abstract— We can find different examples of declared Smart
Cities in the world: Barcelona, London, Santander, Padova,
Paris, Stockholm, etc. In a Smart Planet context, what is the
place of the rural territories? We develop a scientific program
called Smart Village - Smart Paese: emergence of Smart
territories in a small village of 250 people in Corsica island. The
goal is to include rural areas is the global Smart Planet by the
development of a robust management system for resources and
rural activities management. In this paper, we introduce our
definition of a Smart Village and we propose a global
architecture with 3 parts: (1) a Wireless Sensors Network
(WSN) deployment of 20 nodes (with several sensors) according
to different activities (smart water, smart buildings, smart farm,
smart agriculture), (2) Data storage and Visualization tools and
(3) a prediction system. We describe the wireless network
deployment using Long Range (LoRa) technology, the used
sensors, and the developed dashboards for the dynamic data
display. We introduce also the first development ways of the
smart approach with Machine Learning algorithms called
Smart Entity Model (SEM) using Smart Village data.
Keywords- Smart city; Smart village; WSN; Data; LoRa; ML.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The emergence of Smart Cities cannot be considered
sudden, but as a natural transition brought about by
technological developments in the service of citizens, new
environmental constraints and the reduction of planetary
resources. The Smart Planet vision of [1] is possible by the
task automation and the acceleration of Information
Technologies (I.T.) development positioned to ensure the
realization of revolutionary, real-time, and real-world peoplecentric applications and services. Nowadays, this common
term of Smart City allows (3) us to talk about urban and social
innovation, citizen participation and all others common
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fundamentals. Smart City appears sometimes as a marketing
term and it is difficult to discern the reality of these projects.
The WSN take an important place in the development of
Smart Cities. The ever more reducing cost of WSNs is
allowing to embed them everywhere to monitor and control
virtually any space and environment and to form a part of the
Internet of Things (IoT) [2]. In the last 10 years, we have seen
the development of platforms using WSN in urban space [3]
to collect data, to manage the resources, interact with the
citizen and provide a model of sustainable development or ecitizenship.
In this context of Smart Planet, it is important to find a place
for the rural areas. We can perceive in India and Indonesia a
real development of Smart Village concept; a definition of
Smart Village could be assigned to Ghandi: a Smart Village
accounts a bundle of services delivered effectively to the
residents of the village in an efficient manner. We can find
the same objective between a Smart Village and a Smart City
with the citizen in the heart of the development strategy of
the territory thanks, in particular, to robust I.T. infrastructures
(communication, storage, security, responsiveness, sensor
networks, etc.). The creation of digital, participatory and
inclusive services is a permanent goal to control natural,
energy, human and economic resources. In this paper, we
introduce an WSN architecture and Machine Learning tools
for rural resources and activities management.
We provide in this paper, a first global overview of Smart
Village applications. Section III, we present the experimental
area of Cozzano, a small Corsican village. In Section IV, we
introduce the complete architecture for our developed
system, which uses LoRa communication, a data
visualization tool and a Machine Learning approach for rural
activities and resources management. In Section V, we
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present the first results of our machine learning system called
SEM.
II.

THE SMART VILLAGE OVERVIEW APPLICATIONS

It is difficult to find robust researches on the Smart Village
concept. However, the European commission introduces two
important working definitions of rural communities and
Smart Village[4]:
• Communities in rural areas can include one or
several human settlements, without any restrictions
regarding the number of habitants. Rural areas are
defined as "predominantly rural areas" according to
the urban-rural typology used by the Organization
for Economic Co-operation and Development
(O.E.C.D.) and Statiscal Office of the European
Communities (EUROSTAT).
• “Smart Villages are communities in rural areas that
develop smart solutions to deal with challenges in
their local context. They build on existing local
strengths and opportunities to engage in a process of
sustainable development of their territories. They
rely on a participatory approach to develop and
implement their strategies to improve their
economic, social and environmental conditions, in
particular by promoting innovation and mobilizing
solutions offered by digital technologies. Smart
Villages benefit from cooperation and alliances with
other communities and actors in rural and urban
areas. The initiation and the implementation of
Smart Village strategies may build on existing
initiatives and can be funded by a variety of public
and private sources”.
Based on the potential of WSN and the previous definitions,
we decide to focus on the WSN possible applications using
smart technologies [5] for rural communities needs. Digital
agriculture [6], Smart farming or Precision Agriculture (PA)
[7] aim to optimize agricultural processes in order to give
growers a more detailed overview of the ongoing situation in
their cultivation area, and/or coordinate the actions in such
way that optimizes energy consumption, water use and the
use of chemicals.
Recent works have focused on these research activities and
developed different solutions using WSN [8][9] or a
combination of IoT- Machine Learning algorithms [10]-[12]
The development of animal tracking solutions can help to
manage rural activities. Indeed, since the 1960s the scientists
have used electronic tags to track animals [13].
Nowadays, the low cost and the performance of devices
clearly favor the use of WSN to collect different kinds of data
(GPS, Temperature, acceleration) to help the breeders to
adapt their exploitation (animal health, crossing alert)
[14][15].
The need to know the environment conditions is important
in the development of rural activities and economy: natural
water quality [16]-[18], air quality [19][20], etc.
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In the previous works and examples, we can observe that
telemetry is the main axis in the use of WSNs, and the list of
activities is not exhaustive. However, we can distinguish
different possibilities offered by the WSNs. We propose in
the following section a deployment of WSN for telemetry
using LoRa communication in a small village in Corsica.
III.

EXPERIMENTAL AREA AND SMART VILLAGE
DEFINITION

The village of Cozzano is located in the center of the
Corsica island at 650m, surrounded by a pines forest, chestnut
trees and oaks, in a green valley with many streams illustrated
in Figure 1. With 250 people, the municipality tried to lead a
strategy towards a sustainable development. As a result of
this last point, the village is organized around four power
generation systems: a hydroelectric power plant on drinking
water, a hydroelectric power plant on a river, biomass boiler
for communal buildings and solar panel on social housing.

Figure 1. Village of Cozzano (Corsica island)

According to the definitions in the previous sections, we
build the concept of Smart Village around four axes:
1. Sustainable development: to promote development
of renewable energies, to manage natural resources,
to reduce global energy consumption;
2. Infrastructure and digital services: to develop a
wireless network and different services around this
network;
3. Rural activities: to improve agricultural activities to
promote precision agriculture and smart farming;
4. Education and citizenship: to include school and
citizens in the project, to inform citizens, to develop
inclusive, participatory and collaborative actions.
To contribute to these objectives in the Smart Village
context, we propose different steps in Smart Village building:
1. Build a wireless network infrastructure that has low
energy consumption to connect different kinds of
devices;
2. Deploy of a WSN to collect environmental data such
smart water, smart building, smart weather, and
smart rural activities;
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3.
4.
5.

Display data for decision support in the several
activities, to inform the people, and to include the
citizens in the Smart Village strategy;
Improve the system with prediction algorithms of
the observed system evolution;
Create services for the data users.

Ethnography

WSN- IoT

Education
Machine Learning

These 5 axes are presented in the following section.
IV.

APPROACH OF SMART VILLAGE ARCHITECTURE

According to our previous development process, we present
the developed approach for the Smart Village. In Figure 2,
we provide a basic representation of the different systems in
the Smart Village:
• smart water
• smart farm
• smart agriculture
• smart public buildings

Services

E-democracy

DataBase

People

DEVS AM
Smart Entity

Optimization via
Simulation

Data Visualization

Figure 3. Block scheme of Smart Village objectives interactions

A. LoRa Network infrastructure
The wireless network is built around a central sink based on
the church roof using LoRa technologies, as illustrated in
Figure 4. In this program, we would like to build a
homogeneous, robust and long-range network with a low
power consumption technology. LoRa develops an approach
based on the following two distinct layers: (1) a physical
layer, based on the radio modulation technique (868 MHz for
Europe), called CSS (Chirp Spread Spectrum) and (2) a MAC
layer protocol (LoRaWAN) that provides access to LoRa
architecture [21].

Figure 2. Basic representation of Smart Village

To reach these objectives, we build a WSN based on LoRa
communication. Our architecture is divided in five blocks, as
illustrated in Figure 3:
• Collect environmental data with a LoRa WSN
(including people’s survey);
• Store data in an indexed datacenter;
• Display the data with different dashboards
according to the different activities of Smart Village
(smart water, smart agriculture, smart building, etc.)
or citizen categories (children, elderly, mayor and
municipal council);
• Use the database for the evolution prediction of the
observed systems;
• Create services for the citizens according to the
dashboards: air and water quality with real-time
information, real-time weather and prediction,
information for the activities school.
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Figure 4. LoRa Antenna for the Smart Village on the church roof (left)
and second rescue antenna with solar panel (right)

The technology offers a mix of long range, low power
consumption and secures data transmission. The choice of
LoRa is clearly in the philosophy of the Smart Village
program and allows us to manage the network and devices
performances. The network deployed is a local private
network and we manage the global system using a carrier
grade network server. This choice allows us to study the best
possible coverage and to adapt the network. To supplement
the main antenna, a second LoRa Gateway visible in Figure 4
is deployed on a distant hill about 4 km from the village of
Cozzano to offer greater network coverage. In our system, we
collect different kinds of data from a WSN and the collected
data is stored in a database. The data are stored in a database
according to the different applications of the Smart Village, as
illustrated in Table I and Figure 5.
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TABLE I.

SENSORS FOR SMART VILLAGE APPLICATIONS

Application

Type

Input

Precision

Negative
Smart Agriculture Soil temperature temperature
coefficient

Operating
temperature
-30°C to 80°C

Smart Agriculture Soil humidity

Electric Voltage

Capacitive

Smart Air

Ozone

Serial Data
Interface at 1200 Detection threshold 0,02 ppm
baud

Smart Air

Fine particle

Electric Voltage

Sensor by laser scattering

-20°C to 50°C

Smart Building

Door opening

Electric Voltage

Magnetic aperture detector

-20°C to 70°C

Accuracy

0,4°C

+ 3%

Combined electrode (pH /
Serial Data
reference) with special glass Interface at 1200
reference Ag/AgCl, gel
baud
electrolyte (KCl) Combined electrode (RedOx /
Serial Data
reference), platinium tip /
Interface at 1200
reference Ag/AgCl, gel
baud
electrolyte (KCl)

illustrated in Figure 6. Based on LoRa communication, the
system will help the farmers to know the position of the
animals [22] and we apply this on a pigs farming, as showed
in Figure 7. These trackers are energy consumption optimized
to have a lifetime battery of one year. This tool aims to limit
the farmer’s movements and allows him to rethink his farm
organization with new services, such as the real-time
monitoring.

0,0 to 999,9 mg/m3

Measuring range (0-14
pH)

Smart Water

pH

Smart Water

RedOx

Smart Water

Serial Data
Optical measurement by
Dissolved oxygen Interface at 1200
luminescence
baud

-10°C to 60°C

+ 0,1 mg/L - + 0,1 ppm
+ 1%

Smart Weather

Pyranometer

Electric Voltage

-40°C to 70°C

Spectral range 360nm
to 11200nm

Smart Weather

Raingauge

Counter

-20°C to 60°C

Resoluion 0,1 MV ;
accuracy + 2 mV

Figure 6. Block diagram of the proposed wireless embedded card
Wind speen accuracy
+ 5% ans wind
direction + 7%

Smart Weather

Wind (force and
direction)

Smart Weather /
Smart Building

Relative humidity Numerical

Antiradiation shelter

-40°C to 70°C

+ 2 to 4%

Smart Weather /
Smart Building

Temperature

Numerical

Antiradiation shelter

-20°C to 60°C

(25°C) : + 0,3°C / (5°C
to 40°C) : + 0,4°C / (40°C to 70°C) : + 0,9°C

Smart Weather /
Smart Building

Pressure

Electric Voltage

0,15 to 1,15 Bar / Max Value :
4 Bar / Sensibility : 45
0°C to 85°C
mV/Kpa

Counter

All pigs positions are sent to the gateway and stored in the
database. These data are used to create real-time dashboard,
which is presented in the following section.

0,2 Vcc

Figure 7. Pig with AMBLoRa GPS Tracker

Figure 5. WSN deployment (water, agriculture, water quality, weather,
buildings)

This system is complemented by dedicated tools for smart
farming with a LoRa GPS tracker.
B. Tracking system
One of the rural activities of this Corsican area is free-range
pigs farming. We developed a GPS tracker called AMBLoRa,
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C. Discusions on WSN and LoRa gateway deployment
The development of the LoRa network revealed some
difficulties. Indeed, power outages are common in a rural area
and we had data loss because of the unpowered antenna. We
tried to limit these problems by using a second antenna with
solar panel (weather dependent). This was enough to increase
the resilience of a system, but it did not make the system
100% reliable.
For the signal range, theoretically, it should cover tens of
kilometers. However, this does not take into account the
topography and the vegetation cover which very strongly
reduces to just a few kilometers.
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D. Visualization system
To display in real-time the collected data from database, we
developed an information system with Web interface for the
visualization. This architecture is built on an indexed
database. All the data collected are stored and indexed to
allows a dynamic visualization.
This architecture is based on Elasticsearch [23], a real-time
distributed search and analytics engine. It is built on a fulltext search-engine library called Apache Lucene. To
visualize the data, we use the Kibana tool [23]. Kibana is a
data visualization software on top of the ElasticSearch
engine. It provides a number of tools to display information,
like dashboards, queries, filters and time ranges. Information
stored in an ElasticSearch cluster can be visualized as
interactive plots such as pie charts, histograms, text, maps,
etc. We develop different dashboards according to the
different activities such as: weather, air quality, smart water,
smart agriculture, smart building and smart farm. In Figure 8,
we can see an example of a dashboard built with Kibana, with
different information for the farmer and a heat map with last
pigs positions. We can also have the signal quality from the
LoRa devices using a Received Signal Strenght Indication
(RSSI).

the observed system to help in the resources and activities
management.
V.

MACHINE LEARNING SYSTEM CALLED SMART ENTITY

To reach our objective of a real smart system, we developed
a model to predict behaviors evolution of observed systems
using popular Machine Learning (ML) Libraries. The
prediction must help to manage the village environment and
to provide decision support for the municipality. Our ML
system is based on a model called Smart Entity Model
(SEM). This model must be generic and be able to treat all
kinds of data collected on the Smart Village.
The SEM [24] is a generic model based on modeling
approach using Discrete Event System Specification (DEVS)
Formalism. DEVS is a modelling and simulation formalism
proposed by B. P. Zeigler [25] in the 70s. The main DEVS
objective is to provide an explicit separation between
modeling description and simulation core. The formalism is
based on two mains concepts: Atomic Model (AM) and
Coupled Model (CM). AM describes the system behavior in
a modular way and CM describes the system structure by
abstraction levels and model encapsulations. This genericity
of model description provides a reusable abstract simulator
independent of the studied systems. The model is defined
with a fixed number of inputs and outputs ports in order to
maintain a high level of interoperability.
As represented in Figure 9, the collected data are stored in
the database. These data become the SEM AM inputs (XE)
and they are used as dataset to select the best ML algorithms
for the prediction of the observed system according to the
most popular libraries [26]-[29]. The XE dataset is divided in
two parts: 80% for the training process of ML algorithms and
20% for the prediction comparison test. SEM defines a ratio
between the predicted data and the actual data and gives a
score for each ML algorithm. The best algorithm is chosen to
build the prediction model. This selection is made every
thousand new data entries.

Figure 8. First Kibana tracking visualization based on Elasticsearch
engine

We have presented the LoRa architecture, the deployment
of WSN and the dashboards for the real-time visualization of
the data collected using our architecture. However, to become
a smart system, our approach needs to predict the behavior of
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Figure 9. SEM for the prediction
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Figure 10 and Figure 11 show the first results of prediction
according to the collected by the WSN on the Smart Village
project. We can see in Figure 10, the prediction of air
temperature by hour. The diagram in Figure 11 shows the
prediction of air temperature by day.

Figure 10. Hourly Prediction outputs on Smart Village Air temperature

display the data according to the different observed
applications.
This first step of R&D is quite conclusive for many reasons:
- The network architecture is robust enough to collect
regularly the data without major communication
problems and to obtain a resilient network architecture
to provide a real Quality of Service (QoS) on the Smart
Village;
- LoRa Technology capacities (coverage, long range,
low power consumption) allow us to develop different
applications for the Smart Village;
- The first results of SEM are sufficient to validate the
first step of our smart approach.
The future objectives in the project are as follows:
- New deployment of WSN based on LoRaWAN
communication technology to observe other Smart
Village systems (public lighting, waste) and
improvement of network architecture;
- Integrate and develop several SEM (for all observed
systems) as a Web service directly connected to the
database.
- Reduce energy consumption to improve battery
lifetime of LoRa devices;
- Develop dashboards for all activities;
- Cozzano’s municipality supports this project by
providing access to its infrastructures, its building for
researchers and organizing events in the field of
sustainable development.
Citizen are involved in the research program and they are
proactive through different events. During regular meetings,
field surveys, or interviews realized by the students of the
University of Corsica, people expose the impacts of the
project on their living environment, their needs or their
wishes. We also included the school in a project through a
school journal for the project information dissemination.

Figure 11. Daily Prediction outputs on Smart Village Air temperature

VI.

CONCLUSION

This paper introduces the first research and development
(R&D) steps of a scientific program called Smart Village Smart Paesi, emergence of Smart Territories. We propose a
definition of a Smart Village and our global architecture
according to 4 parts: (1) a WSN built around a LoRa
Gateway, (2) a database, (3) a data displays interface and a
(4) prediction system to anticipate the evolution of the
observed systems: water, air, weather, building, agriculture
and farm.
We deployed a WSN based on LoRa communication to
observe different systems in the village (weather, water
quality, agriculture, air quality, buildings, farm). All the
collected data are stored in a dynamic database using the
Elasticsearch engine. The data are also used to supply a
ML/DL model called Smart Entity Model to predict the
evolution of observed systems. We also built dashboards to
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Abstract—As the global population is aging, healthcare systems
in developed countries are facing many new challenges, such as
insufficient human resources for quality patient monitoring
and elderly care. One of the major health threats to elderly
patients is falling, which could cause severe injuries and the
associated complications can lead to mortality. To reduce the
potential damage caused by falling, there are many wearablebased monitoring systems commercially available, but they
often suffer from high false alarm rates and high costs. Most of
the available solutions are based on embedded Inertial
Measurement Units (IMUs), which can easily detect a sudden
slip fall or a sudden trip fall from standing, but often fail to
detect short falls, such as falling from a bed or a chair when an
elderly is trying to get up. In this paper, a wearable fall
detection system using barometric pressure sensors is
proposed. The system is capable of detecting falls from high
and low positions with high accuracy, and it was tested using a
dataset collected from 10 healthy subjects and validated using
a 5-fold inter-subject cross-validation.
Keywords-Fall detection; Body Sensor Network; Healthcare;
Barometric pressure sensor.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Due to declining fertility rates and rising life expectancy
in many countries, the world elderly population is expected
to continue to increase rapidly. According to the World
Health Organization (WHO), the proportion of the world
population who is over 60 years old will rise from 12% in
2015 to 22% by the end of 2050 [1]. Elderly population is
often at risks of falling, which is one of the most
consequential events leading to severe injuries. According to
the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), one
in every four elderly people living in the United States report
one or several falls each year [2]. When elderly people fall
down, they are often immobilized due to joint dislocations,
bone fractures or head trauma. Therefore, fall detection
systems are of vital importance for elderly people who live
alone, as a study of 125 elderly people who fell shows that
half of the elderly fallers who remain laying on the ground
for more than an hour after falls died within 6 months after
the incidents [3]. If the injuries caused by falls are not fatal,
it still leads to a significant burden to the public healthcare
service, as elderly fallers require longer time to heal, and
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they often have a higher chance of falling again. In 2012,
30.3 billion dollars were spent in medical treatments related
to non-fatal falls in the U.S. [4].

Figure 1. (a) Sensor positions and (b) System architecture

Although it is difficult to prevent elderly people from
falling, fall detection systems can significantly reduce the
time between falls and medical treatments by informing
emergency services automatically and promptly after the
incidents [5]. Extensive research has been proposed for fall
detection, which can be categorized into two basic types of
systems: vision-based and wearable sensor-based. Visionbased systems, such as [6], are less intrusive and can detect
multiple fall events simultaneously [7]. However, such
systems have very limited range of usage, as fall events will
not be detected outside the sight of cameras or are occluded
by other people or objects. On the other hand, wearable fall
detection systems are effective almost anywhere, and less
expensive than vision-based systems. With recent
advancement in sensing technologies, many wearable
sensors have been developed for fall detection, such as those
based on Inertial Measurement Units (IMUs). IMUs often
consist of accelerometers, gyroscopes, and magnetometers,
and they can measure the acceleration, angular velocity,
direction, and tilt of a device in three dimensions [8].
The research on IMU-based fall detection systems is
mature, and the majority of such systems are based on the
algorithms that can detect sudden sharp changes in the
magnitude of acceleration signals, such as [9][10]. To avoid
false alarms on other activities, such as squat and sit on a
chair, the threshold value for detecting falls of these
algorithms must be set very accurately for different
individuals, as they might have different muscle reflection
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and strength, causing difference in acceleration signals [11].
Another disadvantage of using IMUs for fall detection is that
the IMUs must have very high sampling rates to detect
sudden changes in magnitude. As fall detection devices are
ought to be worn by elderly people 24/7, the battery of the
devices will drain very quickly. In addition, if the fall
detection is not processed on node, the data collected by
IMUs needs to be transmitted over wireless channels
constantly, which can cause congestions of the wireless
network. Instead of measuring the sudden changes in
magnitude of acceleration signals, barometric pressure
sensors can measure actual drop in altitude of the body mass
of the elderly people. It has three advantages over IMUs,
first, pressure sensors can operate at much lower sampling
rates than IMUs; second, elderly people's initial falling
positions, such as standing and sitting, can be determined by
air pressure signals, which is useful for assessing the severity
of the falls; third, the orientation of devices will not affect
the fall detection algorithms using air pressure signals.
In this paper, we propose a wearable fall detection
system using only barometric pressure sensors and machine
learning algorithms, to detect the actual drop in altitude of
the body using air pressure signals. The proposed wearable
fall detection system has low power consumption, and it can
be worn in any orientation in the waist or just be attached to
the top of the trousers. The rest of the paper is organized as
follows. Detailed experimental setup, feature extraction, and
fall detection algorithms are presented in Section II. The
experimental results on the performance of the proposed
system are shown in Section III, and the conclusion is
presented in the final section.

Sensor Network (BSN) wireless sensor node [13], as shown
in Figure 2. 10 healthy subjects (8 males and 2 females) were
recruited in the experiments, and the participants were asked
to perform the incidents as listed in Table I for 3 times per
incident in one session. The participants simulated falls from
standing, sitting, and lying positions onto a mattress, and also
performed non-fall incidents, such as walking and standing.
There were two pressure sensors used in the experiments, the
first sensor was attached to participants' trousers at waist
positions or on the belts, and the second sensor was attached
to the shoes of the participants. The second pressure sensor is
used as a reference, and it can also be fixed on a wall or
placed on the floor in a room. The proposed system can
potentially work without a reference sensor, but the accuracy
will drop and could lead to higher false alarm rates.

Figure 2. The proposed fall detection sensor node, which consists of a a
BSN node, a battery, and a casing of the sensor (with a quarter US dollar
coin on the side)

TABLE I. FALL DETECTION PROTOCOL

Figure 3. Raw and smoothed air pressure sensor signals

II.

METHDOLOGY

Figure 1 shows the system architecture of our proposed
solution. The pressure signal captured by the sensors is
transmitted to the gateway, where the fall detection
algorithms are executed. If a fall occurs, the gateway will
inform caregivers and relatives.
A. Experimental Setup
The barometric pressure sensors used in the study were
Infineon DPS310 Pressure Shield2Go [12], which has a
relative accuracy of ±0.06Pa, a sampling rate of 128Hz, and
a precision of ±0.005hPa (or ±5cm in altitude). The pressure
sensors were used with an Infineon XMC2go development
board during data collection, then integrated with a Body
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B. Feature Extraction
The feature extraction process can be done either on the
sensor node or on the network gateway. Before feature
extraction, the barometric pressure signals with high
frequency noises are smoothed, as shown in Figure 3, using a
moving average algorithm, which can be generalized as.
(1)
+
where xi is the moving averaged signal at time instant i,
which is also at the center of moving window with a window
size of 2K+1. Then, the entire sample S, which contains only
one repetition of an incident, is normalized by subtracting its
mean, which ensures the overall signal energy of the sample
is zero for different incidents. Then, the sample is partitioned
equally into M parts and feature extraction is conducted for
each part individually. This is to extract features for different
stages of incidents. For example, if M is set to 3, the sample
will roughly be divided into 3 parts: pre-incident, incident,
and post-incident. For each part of the sample, 6 features are
=
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extracted for each sensor. Therefore, if M is set to 3 and 2
sensors are used, there will be 36 features per sample.
Assuming there are N data points in the mth part of the
sample S, the first feature is the standard deviation, which
can be expressed as
∑

− ̅ )
(2)
−1
where xmn is the mnth moving averaged signal point ̅ , and
̅ is the mean of the mth part of the sample. Then, the
minimum and maximum of the mth part of the sample are
extracted using min(xmn) and max(xmn) where mn = m1, m2,
…, mN. The root mean square deviation rm is also calculated
using
=

=

(

1

(

(3)

)

and Shannon entropy Em is calculated as
=−

(

)

(4)

These features are selected as they can present the status
of the pressure signals. Finally, all the features Rm extracted
for different parts of the sample are concatenated together to
form a final feature maps for the sample, which can be
expressed as
(5)
ℝ = [ , ,…, ]

validation function requires 5 inputs: the dataset which
contains barometric pressure readings from participants
while emulating different incidents, the labels of these
incidents, which are in numeral orders listed in Table I, M,
which is set from 2 to 5, K, which represents the number of
partitions for cross validation and is set to 5, and learner,
which is the type of classifier used for the machine learning
process. There are 4 types of classifiers used in the
experiments: Decision Tree, k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN),
linear Support Vector Machine (SVM), and medium
Gaussian SVM.
The algorithm will iterate K times and will return a
metric called results, which contains matrices, such as True
Positive (TP) rates and True Negative (TN) rates. In each
iteration, first of all, feature maps ℝ are extracted from the
dataset using the equations presented in feature extraction
subsection, which are then partitioned into training and
testing sets with a ratio of (1 − ) . The training set is then
fed to the model training function with one of the 4
classifiers to produce the trained model, which is then tested
using the testing set and compared with testing labels to
produce classification metrics, which are stored in results
and returned when all K iterations are completed.

Figure 4. Pseudo code for the fall detection algorithm

C. Experiments
To evaluate the performance of the proposed fall
detection system, a series of experiments were conducted to
classify fall and non-fall incidents under various conditions.
The performance evaluation followed pseudo codes
presented in Figure 4, where a k-fold inter-subject cross
validation is presented to demonstrate the robustness and
effectiveness of the proposed fall detection system. The cross
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Figure 5. Confusion matrices of the proposed system (M=4) when using
linear SVM (a), medium Gaussian SVM (b), decision tree (c), and kNN (d)
of 300 samples

III.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The first experiment is fall detection, which contains only
two classes: fall and non-fall. Figure 5 shows the confusion
matrices of the proposed system using 4 different machine
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learning classifiers, and Table II presents the performance of
the proposed fall detection system using different machine
learning classifiers. There are totally 300 samples and all of
them were tested using 5-fold inter-subject cross validations
with M set to 4. Among these classifiers, linear SVM has the
best accuracy of 94.3% and medium Gaussian SVM
performs the worst in terms of overall accuracy. However,
medium Gaussian SVM has an accuracy of 97.3% when
detecting falls, but also has the worst false alarm rate at
18.7%. Decision tree and kNN have similar performance on
detecting falls, but both have slightly worse false alarm rates
than linear SVM. Similarly, linear SVM has the best fall
detection performance in terms of accuracy, specificity, and
F1 score at 94.3%, 98.7% and 93.5% respectively, whereas
medium Gaussian SVM has the best sensitivity of 97.3% for
detecting falls. In addition, Figure 6 shows Receiver
Operating Characteristic (ROC) curves of the proposed fall
detection systems when M was set to 3 and 4, respectively.

feasibility and accuracy of using only barometric pressure for
fall detection, especially for slow fall situations. In addition,
this study shows that the barometer can complement IMU
sensors in a wearable fall detector to provide better accuracy
in detecting different types of falls and optimize the energy
consumption. Future work can include more types of
incidents of falling, analyze the power consumption and the
processing time of the system, conduct an in-depth
comparative study with IMU-based fall detection systems,
recruit more subjects for the experiments, and test the system
in more practical and natural settings, such as in nursing
home and hospitals.

TABLE II. PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM ON CLASSIFYING
FALL AND NON-FALL INCIDENTS

Figure 6. ROC curves of the proposed system using different machine
learning classifiers when (a) M = 3 and (b) M = 4

In the second experiment, initial falling positions were
also taken into consideration. As indicated in the confusion
matrix in Figure 7, there are 6 classes instead of only fall and
non-fall. Experiment participants are falling from standing
(Fstand), which includes action 1, 2, and 3 in the fall detection
protocol in Table I, falling from sitting (Fsitting), falling from
lying (Flying), walking (Walk), staying still (Still), which
correspond to actions 7, 8, and 9 in Table, and pick up items
on the floor (Pickup). The proposed system has an averaged
accuracy of 81.7% for all classes. The system distinguishes
falling from standing at sensitivity of 93.3%, but can only
distinguish falling from sitting and lying at 63.3% and 66.7%
respectively. This is because, as presented in Figure 7, many
falling from sitting and lying samples were detected as
falling from standing by the proposed system.
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, a novel wearable fall detection system
using only barometric pressure sensors and machine learning
algorithms is proposed. This paper demonstrates the
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Figure 7. Confusion matrix for classifying initial falling positions and nonfall events M = 4), F=Fall
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Abstract — A low-cost Distributed Wireless Sensor Network
(DWSN) system designed and developed for real-time
monitoring and diagnostics of hydraulic fracturing activities
applicable to mine preconditioning operations is introduced in
this paper. Built on open-source electronics platforms, as well as
XBee wireless transceiver modules, and powered by solar
energy, the system was deployed during the preconditioning
operation in Whitehaven’s Narrabri mine (New South Wales
(NSW), Australia) and Luossavaara-Kiirunavaara Aktiebolag’s
(LKAB) Malmberget iron ore mine (Norrbotten County,
Sweden). Over a period of two years, the system successfully
monitored the placement of more than 2000 hydraulicallyinduced fractures in real-time, while providing an average
packet delivery success rate of more than 99.995%.
Keywords - Tiltmeter Monitoring; Surface Deformation
Monitoring; Mine Preconditioning; Hydraulic Fracturing
Monitoring and Diagnostics; Distributed Wireless Sensor
Network Systems.

I.
INTRODUCTION
DWSN systems are growing rapidly and being used
extensively in various domains, such as environmental
monitoring [1][2], agriculture [3][4], urban monitoring [5] and
structural health monitoring [6] as a viable solution for
monitoring various parameters of interest, such as pressure,
temperature, humidity, strain, and acceleration in real-time
and for long periods. The evolution of open source platforms
for hardware and software development, along with the
commercialization of modular low-cost and low-power
electronics for data logging, processing, and wireless
communication has provided developers with the opportunity
for rapid prototyping and implementation of DWSNs for
scientific, industrial and commercial applications.
Hydraulic fracturing refers to the process of injecting
pressurized fluid into a wellbore with the intention to create
new fractures in the deep rock formations and/or increase the
size, extent, and connectivity of existing fractures. The
process can be applied in the mining industry, particularly to
the underground long-wall and block-cave mines, to induce
predictable rock caving within excavation cavities. Hydraulic
fracturing treatments are usually applied to the undisturbed
rock or ore-body in advance of the mining operation as a
method to pre-weaken or pre-condition the rock for improved
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operation productivity and safety during resource extraction
[7]–[9].
To ensure the effectiveness of a hydraulic fracturing
treatment, an array of high-resolution tiltmeters is placed
beneath the ground in concentric circles surrounding the
injection hole to measure the displacement gradient induced
by the injected fluid and hence, map the fracture propagation
process [10]. Flowmeters can also be used at the observation
boreholes around the injection hole to determine any fracture
connectivity between the injection hole and monitoring holes
by measuring and confirming potential fluid return. The data
recorded by tiltmeters and flowmeters provide helpful
guidance for the operators to control the injection fluid, thus
optimizing the fracturing treatment and ensuring its
effectiveness where required, therefore reducing the
operational costs [11].
In this paper, we introduce a novel DWSN system as a
low-cost and flexible solution for real-time monitoring of
hydraulic fracturing activities during the preconditioning
operation on mine sites. The system, built on the Arduino
open-source platform and XBee wireless transceiver modules,
aims at providing sensory information for the operators in
real-time while allowing for remote management and control
of the sensor array over the Internet.
This paper is organized as follows. The overall
architecture of the system is introduced in Section II. The
design and development of various hardware and software
components of the DWSN system is then detailed in Section
III. Section IV elaborates the system optimizations in terms of
total power consumption. Finally, the results of the field
deployment of the system are illustrated in Section V, before
drawing the conclusion and providing the outline for future
work.
II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The overall architecture of a DWSN system designed and
developed for monitoring preconditioning operations is
illustrated in Figure 1. The system comprises a number of
surface nodes interfaced with a sensor of interest (tiltmeter
and/or flowmeter). The sensor array is usually scattered across
a 1000 [m] × 1000 [m] area, and the average distance between
sensor nodes is typically 50 to 100 meters. The ground surface
is covered by vegetation and tall trees, so line of sight is not
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necessarily available between sensor nodes for wireless
communication.
Each sensor node is equipped with an XBee radio
transceiver, as well as a microcontroller unit interfacing
various modules, such as Global Positioning System (GPS),
micro Secure Digital (microSD) card, voltage scaler and
serial-to-TTL (transistor-transistor logic) converter for
integrating multiple sensors with analog or digital output to
the system. The base station also consists of an XBee
transceiver, connected to a laptop using an XBee Universal
Serial Bus (USB) shield. The XBee transceivers (sensor nodes
and the base station) form a mesh network using DigiMesh
communication protocol. DigiMesh is a proprietary wireless
mesh networking topology which allows for time
synchronized sleeping nodes and low-power operation [12].

Figure 1. Overall system architecture.

The main advantage of the DigiMesh protocol is that all
devices on a network are configured the same. Therefore, no
complex architecture is required to define different nodes on
the network as end-nodes, routers, coordinators, border
routers, etc. Every device is the same, and capable of routing,
sleeping for power optimization, and communicating via a
mesh network [12].
The base station is connected to the Internet via a Wi-Fi
bridge allowing for direct access to the nearest mobile tower.
The real-time dashboard on the base station laptop serves as
an interface to control the DWSN system, monitor sensor
health, record sensor data, and synchronize data with
CSIRO’s online cloud servers in real-time. The dashboard can
be accessed by authorized staff both on-site and off-site using
third-party remote desktop connection software.
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III.

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT

A. Sensor Node
The sensor node is developed around the Atmel
SAM3X8E 32-bit Advanced RISC Machine (ARM) core
microcontroller on the Arduino Due framework. Arduino is an
open-source electronics platform integrating commonly-used
flexible and low-cost hardware and software for rapidprototyping of science and engineering projects [13]. The
Arduino Due prototyping board offers 54 digital input/output
pins, 12 analog inputs, 4 Universal Asynchronous ReceiverTransmitter (UART) ports, an 84 MHz clock, a 12-bit analogto-digital converter (ADC), and a Serial Peripheral Interface
(SPI).
The Lily self-leveling borehole tiltmeter is the instrument
used for surface deformation monitoring. The dual-axis
tiltmeter senses the displacement gradient induced by the
underground fluid injection in two orthogonal vertical axes
using precision electrolytic tilt sensors with nano-radian
resolution. The instrument’s on-board electronics samples the
analog tilt signal and then, outputs a data string containing the
X and Y tilts, azimuth (sensor heading with respect to
magnetic north), temperature, power supply voltage and the
instrument’s serial number over RS-232 or RS-485 serial
communication protocol [14]. This output is interfaced with
the Arduino microcontroller using a MAX485 chip on a
UART-to-RS485 converter module and a MAX3232 on a
transceiver breakout module.
A u-blox NEO-M8M Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS) module interfaced to each sensor node facilitates
global geo-spatial positioning and time synchronization,
provided antenna reception to sufficient satellites. Major
GNSS, such as GPS, Galileo, and Globalnaya
Navigazionnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema (GLONASS) are
supported, and data is outputted in standard National Marine
Electronics Association (NMEA) string format [15]. The tiltsensing application involves immobile assets, so geospatial
data is not time-critical and only require a single update in
most cases. The location and time data are used as a
redundancy in tiltmeter installation information and also clock
synchronization of data between various sensors. On-site
operators can access these visualized data via the real-time
dashboard.
The wireless network is designed and developed based on
a mesh topology using XBee-PRO 900HP embedded modules
from Digi International. This radio transceiver utilizes the
Australian Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) 918-926
MHz frequency band and offers up to 200 Kbps data transfer
rate at maximum transmit power. It is capable of outdoor
communication of up to 6.5 kilometers line of sight range
using 2.1 dBi dipole antennas, and up to 28 kilometers line of
sight range using high gain antennas [12]. XBee-PRO 900HP
modules utilize DigiMesh networking protocol, an innovative
mesh protocol developed by Digi International specifically for
power-sensitive applications relying solely on batteries.
DigiMesh is built on the Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers (IEEE) 802.15.4 technical standard, which
specifies the Physical (Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK)
modulation at the 900MHz band) and Media Access Control
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TABLE I. HEXADECIMAL BYTE OUTLINE OF AN EXAMPLE FRAME TO BE PASSED TO THE XBEE TRANSCEIVER VIA UART FOR RADIO
TRANSMISSION OF THE DATA PAYLOAD.
Start
Frame Frame Frame
Delimiter Length Type
ID
7E

00 7C

10

00

64-bit Dest.
Address
01 3A A2 00
41 5B 7E 79

16-bit Dest.
Address

Broadcast
Radius

Options

FF FE

00

00

(MAC) layer protocols. DigiMesh offers a wide range of
advantages, such as added network stability through selfhealing, self-discovering, and dense network operation. At the
user-level, only the destination module serial address,
preamble ID, and network ID are required for one-to-one
transmission. Data transmitted are packed into frames in the
XBee API2 format [16]. Reserved characters for frame
formatting and an integrated checksum byte improve the
reliability of the received data, at the cost of using more
bandwidth. The current average size of the frames per transfer
is approximately 127 total bytes (example shown in Table I).
Data acknowledgments and failure retries are disabled to
decrease network bandwidth, reduce energy consumption, and
enforce sleep mode. Data encryption is also an available
feature, but is currently disabled.

Payload (shown in ASCII text)
Checksum
Tilt-data
GNSS-data
$ 13.232, -25.221,239.83, 21.71,10/12/18
,12/10/2018,06:33:46,87
16:32:49,13.07,N7928
30.5055199,+149.85530093

across to the instrument, and node-specific commands are
intercepted by the firmware.
Over-the-radio firmware updating is achieved without the
need for any additional electronics due to the dual partition
memory capability of the Atmel SAM3X8E microcontroller.
The binary file of the firmware update is transmitted,
checksum verified, and flashed into the adjacent memory bank
before a software reset into the correct memory boot location.
The sensing instrument and the sensor node are powered
indefinitely using solar power and an Absorbent Glass Mat
(AGM) battery. The electronics layout for the sensor node is
well illustrated in Figure 2.
B. Base Station
The base station consists of an XBee transceiver interfaced
with a Panasonic Toughbook via an XBee Explorer USB
module (USB to UART). The XBee module baud-rate at the
base station is set to 230,400 bps to take advantage of the
maximum bandwidth allowed by the XBee-PRO 900HP
transceiver. The XBee receiver is equipped with an omnidirectional antenna. The electronics layout for the XBee
receiver at the base station is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 2. Electronics layout for the sensor node.

An Arduino Wireless SD shield is used to interface the
XBee transceivers with the Arduino Due board.
Communication between the microcontroller and the XBee,
as well as microSD card is via UART and SPI, respectively.
Each XBee transceiver is equipped with a Laird 3 dBi outdoor
omni-directional antenna to enhance the communication
range. The microcontroller firmware is developed in C/C++
and has the primary function of relaying the tiltmeter output
data-string to the XBee module for wireless data transfer to
the base station. Secondarily, it integrates all other additional
peripherals, such as the microSD card and GPS module.
Lastly, it performs additional housekeeping, including
implementing a watchdog for potential software hang-ups,
node health reporting, GNSS data refresh, and modification of
communication parameters. Other features of the firmware are
over-the-radio firmware updates and reset. The set-up and
calibration commands designated for the tiltmeter are relayed
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Figure 3. Electronics layout for the XBee receiver at the base station.

A real-time dashboard developed in the LabVIEW
environment is used for recording and visualizing the
measurements. The application is hosted on a Windows-based
laptop at the base station on-site, and receives the data from
the XBee receiver via a USB port. The objective of the
software is to consolidate the data collection process, the
diagnostics needed by the on-site operators to maintain system
health, and interaction with the instruments’ core firmware
into a single intuitive platform. High-level functionalities,
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such as data quality control, preliminary processing, data
visualization, command generation, issue reporting, and
alarms are examples of the features implemented in the
dashboard. The recorded data are instantly synced with
CSIRO’s online cloud service, so off-site engineers and
scientists have real-time access to the data as required. An
example of the application interface is shown in Figure 4.

effectively implementing a 20% duty cycle on-time. A
relatively-large buffer period (approximately 15% duty cycle)
is used due to slow startup, non-constant XBee transmission
time, and for a command reception window. The GNSS is
configured to run on low-power, which involves a slower
satellite scanning rate. The microcontroller disables the GNSS
upon the registry of valid geo-location and time data. The
XBee module is placed in sleep mode at the same duty cycle
as the microcontroller.

Figure 5. Sensor node power consumption before and after optimization.

Figure 4. Real-time Dashboard for monitoring the tiltmeter array during
preconditioning Long Wall 108 at Narrabri mine, NSW, Australia.

Data arriving into the dashboard is checksum verified for
quality control, before being sorted and logged according to
date-time and the instrument’s serial number. Charted
tiltmeter data, mapped locations, color-coded alarms, and
tabulated tiltmeter health allow for quick system health
verification at a glance. Operators can use the commands’
panel to access the tiltmeter core utilities, such as instrument
calibration, by sending the commands over the radio.
Command transfer can be instrument specific or broadcasted
to the entire array. Some special commands are reserved to be
intercepted by the sensor node microcontrollers for radio
module functionality, such as firmware reset and radio
communication parameter changes.
IV. POWER OPTIMIZATION
As a preliminary prototype, the sensor node components
were selected based on high-level compatibility and
availability. Upon successful field demonstration, the sensor
node firmware was revised to reduce average power
consumption, with the hardware remaining mostly
unchanged. Improvements to the microcontroller firmware
include putting the SAM3X8E microcontroller into ‘Backup’
(i.e., deep sleep) mode between the sampling intervals. In this
state, the microcontroller’s internal core voltage regulator and
memory peripherals are powered down. The still-running
internal real-time timer is synced to the tiltmeter output rate
and provides the trigger to restart the microcontroller,
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The power consumption of the sensor node before and
after the firmware revision is shown in Figure 5. The revised
firmware includes algorithms that disable unused peripherals
and enable periodic system sleep in-between sensor data
sample. The average power consumption of the sensor node
(at 0.1 Hz sample transmission) was reduced by 58.5% to
approximately 500 mW through firmware optimization. At
the moment, the majority of power is consumed to transmit
the radio signal and store the data into the microSD card.
V.

FIELD DEPLOYMENT

A total of fifty sensor nodes (radio modules) and six
receivers were developed as part of the DWSN system
introduced in this paper. The total cost of each sensor node
was approximately A$250, which is low relative to similar
products currently available on the market. An example of the
developed sensor node is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Example of developed radio module enclosure or sensor node.
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The DWSN system was first deployed in April 2017
during the preconditioning operation of Long Wall 107 in
Narrabri mine located in NSW, Australia. Up to 34 tiltmeters
were used throughout the preconditioning operation, and the
real-time dashboard was deployed on-site in 2018. The
DWSN system introduced in this paper has been operating in
Narrabri mine 24/7 ever since, and has successfully monitored
the propagation of more than 2000 hydraulically induced
fractures placed in ~500 boreholes during the preconditioning
operation of three long-walls (LW107, LW108 and LW109)
from April 2017 to June 2019.
In 2017, the DWSN system was also deployed at the
Malmberget iron ore mine in Sweden for the purpose of
monitoring the preconditioning operation for mitigating the
seismic hazards in the underground mine [17]–[19]. The
deployment included 15 tiltmeters buried underground, each
connected to a sensor node on the surface and a base station
with a receiver for logging the data in real-time, as shown in
Figure 7.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, the design, development, and deployment of
a low-cost DWSN system for real-time monitoring of the
hydraulic fracturing operations in mines is introduced. The
system is built on the Arduino open-source platform and XBee
wireless transceiver modules. The sensor nodes are scattered
around the injection borehole in a 1000 [m] × 1000 [m] area
with ~50-100 meters spacing, and interfaced with tiltmeters
buried underground.
Over the course of two years, the DWSN system deployed
in Narrabri (Australia) and Malmberget (Sweden) mines
successfully monitored the preconditioning operation with
real-time data delivery success rate of more than 99.995%.
The system deployment showed great potential in automating
the tilt monitoring operation for the purpose of fracture
monitoring, system diagnostics, and reducing the time
required for sensor calibration from days to minutes. The
system has also improved the quality of the recorded tilt data
significantly by minimizing data loss across the network and
removing data access latency limitations by pushing the
recorded data to the CSIRO’s cloud service in real-time.
The successful deployment of the DWSN system
demonstrates the advantage of developing in-house low-cost
and low-power data collection system using open-source
electronics platforms with modular components as compared
to commercially available solutions which are often limited in
offering long term reliability, flexibility, and scalability across
various scenarios. The system has proven easy to implement,
cheap to maintain, and simple to modify when future
adjustments and upgrades were required.
Future works include reducing the system bandwidth (a
potential 70% reduction) by replacing the system data
encoding format with binary. This, along with the second
revision of hardware and electronics, will drastically reduce
system power consumption, as well as physical dimensions of
the radio module unit. Transitioning the final product away
from the prototyping platform to fully-integrated printed
circuit boards and electronics at scale can reduce the per-unit
cost to below A$100. Furthermore, the implementation of the
lower-power Long Range (LoRa) radio technology to replace
the existing radio system can unlock the capability for the
DWSN system to be deployed in no-recharge scenarios, such
as in underground mines.
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Abstract—Underwater wireless communications pose challenges
due to the characteristics of water as a propagation channel
medium. Regardless, it is needed for a range of systems that
operate underwater. Commonly used technologies for these use
cases (radio-frequency, acoustic and optical communications)
are lacking, as they usually suffer from strong attenuation,
multipath and propagation delays. In this context, we explore
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) systems underwater and
the feasibility of their application. This paper aims to discuss the
theoretical transmission models for RFID systems underwater,
separating them into near-field systems – which use Magnetic
Induction (MI) to communicate – and far-field systems – that
transfer data via Radio Frequency (RF). We determine the path
loss for each case, explore its value for different system configurations and present preliminary measurements of magnetic field
strength.
Keywords–RFID; underwater wireless communications; underwater RFID; near-field communication; magnetic induction.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Underwater wireless communications present some challenges due to the channel medium. The underwater environment has different characteristics and phenomena compared
to the terrestrial radio propagation channel [1]. Despite these
difficulties, underwater wireless communications are needed
for underwater systems. Practical applications include seismic activity monitoring, equipment monitoring and control,
underwater wireless sensor networks, underwater robots and
Underwater Autonomous Vehicles (UAVs), aquaculture and
underwater environment monitoring [2][3].
There are three commonly used technologies for underwater communications [1][4][5]. Radio-frequency (RF) communication consists of propagating electromagnetic waves,
and it has high data rates at short ranges but suffers from
multipath propagation, strong attenuation and Doppler effect
[1]. Due to the increasing attenuation for higher frequencies,
it requires that systems operate at lower frequencies for longer
ranges, which demands large antennas. Acoustic communication makes use of propagating sound waves, which have low
attenuation underwater, achieving the longest range. However,
this type of communication exhibits high propagation delay
due to the speed of sound underwater, suffers from multipath
propagation, and is affected by a large delay spread that
leads to intersymbol interference. Temperature gradients and
ambient noise are also problems for acoustic communications.
Another technology is optical communication, that leverages
electromagnetic waves in the visible spectrum to transmit
data. They have large data rates with low propagation delay.
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However, they suffer severe absorption in water and strong
backscatter due to suspended particles.
Underwater Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) is not
an extensively explored topic due to the problems outlined
above. However, some RFID systems communicate via Magnetic Induction (MI), which could provide an alternative for
the existing technologies. In this paper, we want to explore
this possibility. We examine the different methods of communication that different RFID systems employ, separating them
into two categories: near-field communication and far-field
communication. Theoretical mathematical models exist for
terrestrial RFID systems, from which the system functionality,
communication properties and link budged can be derived.
This paper aims to derive similar models for underwater
RFID communications, by describing the underwater channel
physical properties for near-field and far-field electromagnetic
fields by presenting the path loss for each. This can then be
used to predict communication range, link budget and channel
capacity.
This paper is organised as follows. Section II discusses the
related work. In Section III, we give a brief overview of an
RFID system and its components. Section IV then presents
the model for underwater RFID for near-field and far-field
communications. In Section V, we present preliminary results
of measurements done of magnetic field strength in freespace and freshwater. Section VI discusses underwater RFID
in light of the theory presented and the measurement results.
We conclude the paper in Section VII.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

Underwater RFID is not a common topic due to the
challenges that the underwater environment poses to RF communications. However, some preliminary work has been done.
For example, [6] explores the use of Near-Field Communication (NFC) underwater. Using smartphones and smart cards
operating at 13.56 MHz, they tested the read range achieved
and the influence of dissolved salts in water in the read
range. Another group used Low-Frequency (LF) RFID to track
the sediment movements in a beach [7]. Transponders were
coupled to pebbles, creating "smart" pebbles that could be
detected at up to 50 cm underwater. They were then released
into the beach and tracked to map the sediment movement.
Systems that use LF RFID underwater can be found in Passive
Integrated Transponder (PIT) tags used to uniquely identify
fish in fisheries and research [8][9].
The authors in [10] summarised the current understanding of underwater RFID, examining the penetration depth
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in freshwater and seawater. However, the model presented
is simplified and accounts only for the far-field operation.
They also showcase other uses of RFID underwater, such as
underwater pipeline monitoring. Other authors have explored
MI communications underwater, where the system communicates via induction coupling. [11] provides an overview of the
current research findings and challenges for MI. Models for
MI can be found in [12]–[16].
III.

RFID S YSTEM

RFID uses electromagnetic fields to identify, track and
communicate with electronic data carrying devices (usually
called tags) [17]. An RFID system is comprised of a transponder or tag that is the object to be identified and a reader that
reads/writes data from/to the transponder. The tag consists of a
coupling element (antenna or coil) and a microchip that stores
the data, while the reader has an antenna, a control unit and a
radio frequency module.
For data transfer, the reader generates an electromagnetic
field to query any transponders in its range. The tag receives the signal via its coupling element, and the energy
captured from the electromagnetic field is used to power up
the transponder’s chip. This chip then sends back the data to
the reader via load modulation or backscatter. In general, the
transponder is passive (does not contain a power source), and
it is powered by the field generated by the reader. There are
also semi-active and active devices that have power sources
that can power up additional circuitry and extend the range of
communication.
IV.

The conductivity σ is dependent on temperature, pressure and
salinity. In marine water, the conductivity ranges from 2 S/m
to 6 S/m, being considered constant 4 S/m in most cases [10].
In freshwater, the considerations are the same. However, the
salinity is lower, which means that the conductivity is lower
(typically ranging from 30 to 2000 µS/cm) [10]. Due to this
high conductivity, Eddy currents are induced within the water,
caused by the propagating magnetic field. These Eddy currents
are a source of attenuation of the magnetic field.
For the Transverse Electromagnetic Mode to the positive z
direction in lossy medium (in this case, water), E and H can
be derived as [18]:
E(z) = âx E0 e−γz
γ
H(z) = ây
E0 e−γz
jωµ

Source

(1)
(2)

where γ is the propagation constant, with α as the attenuation and β as the phase constants. The wavelength λ is
λ = 2π/β.
p
γ = α + jβ = jωµ(σ + jωε)
(3)
"
!#1/2
r
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(5)

The dielectric permittivity of the medium ε is further
defined by ε = εr ε0 , ε0 = 8.854 · 10−12 F/m being the
permittivity in air and εr the relative permittivity of the
medium (also known as dielectric constant) that is 81 for water.
µ = µ0 = 4π · 10−7 H/m is the magnetic permeability of the
medium, that does not change for non-magnetic media.
The salinity of the water is proportional to the concentration of dissolved salts (chloride, sodium, sulphate, etc.).
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r

Reactive Radiating Far-field
near-field near-field

The antenna or coil of the RFID reader generates an
electromagnetic field. These fields can be described as timeharmonic fields in a lossy medium [18]:

√

(7)

For a given antenna, the space that surrounds it can be
separated into three regions: (a) a reactive near-field, (b) a
radiating near-field and (c) the far-field. There are no abrupt
changes at their boundaries [19]. A representation of these
regions can be seen in Figure 1.

RFID C HANNEL P HYSICAL C HARACTERISTICS

∇2 E = γE
∇2 H = γH

(6)

Figure 1.

Field regions.

The Reactive Near-Field is the space immediately near the
antenna where the reactive field predominates (magnetic
pfield).
For most antennas, the limit of this region is at 0.62 D3 /λ
[19], where D is the biggest dimension of the antenna. The
Radiating Near-Field is located between the reactive near-field
and the far-field and is the space wherein radiation fields are
dominant. The angular field distribution is determined by the
distance from the antenna. This field existence depends on
the ratio between antenna size D and the wavelength λ: if
D/λ  1 then this region does not exist. The Far-Field is the
region wherein the electrical and magnetic components of the
field become orthogonal to each other as they separate from
the antenna and propagate as an electromagnetic wave. The
lower boundary of this region is located at 2D2 /λ for any
antenna [18], also considered to be λ/2π for dipole antennas.
According to [17], a good rule of thumb for RFID systems is
to place the beginning of the far-field at λ/2π.
The field boundary distance is different for each medium
due to the difference in wavelength. Tables I and II show the
values for the attenuation coefficient, wavelength and far-field
boundary for freshwater and seawater respectively.
Current RFID systems can be separated into two categories:
near-field systems that work with inductive coupling due to
the dominance of the magnetic field in the near-region, and
far-field systems that receive power from the propagating
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TABLE I.
VALUES OF ATTENUATION COEFFICIENT α, WAVELENGTH λ
AND FAR - FIELD BOUNDARY zF = λ/2π FOR FRESHWATER (σ = 2 · 10−3
S/ M ).
Frequency
134.2 kHz
13.56 MHz
433.92 MHz
915 MHz
2.4 GHz

α (Np/m)
2.81 · 10−2
4.19 · 10−2
4.19 · 10−2
4.19 · 10−2
4.19 · 10−2

λ (m)
1.66 · 102
2.46
7.68 · 10−2
3.64 · 10−2
1.39 · 10−2

zF (m)
26.5
0.391
1.22 · 10−2
5.79 · 10−3
2.21 · 10−3

i1

i2

VS



Z11 Z12
Z21 Z22

V1

V2

ZS
(1)

(2)

Zin

VALUES OF ATTENUATION COEFFICIENT α, WAVELENGTH
AND FAR - FIELD BOUNDARY zF = λ/2π FOR SEAWATER (σ = 4 S/ M ).

TABLE II.

Frequency
134.2 kHz
13.56 MHz
433.92 MHz
915 MHz
2.4 GHz

α (Np/m)
1.46
14.5
65.4
76.5
82.4

λ (m)
4.32
0.426
6.00 · 10−2
3.33 · 10−2
1.37 · 10−2

zF (m)
0.687
6.78 · 10−2
9.55 · 10−3
5.30 · 10−3
2.17 · 10−3

A. Near-field
In the near-field, the magnetic field created by the reader’s
antenna induces a voltage in the transponder immersed in
this field. This is called inductive coupling and the interaction
between reader and transponder can be considered as coupled
inductors. This method of communication can also be called
Magnetic Induction (MI).

VS

CT X

CRX

RT X

RRX

i2

ZS

LT X

LRX

TX antenna

Figure 2.

Figure 3.

Two-port network equivalent of the system.



V1
−ZL I2

RX antenna

L=

Consider the equivalent circuit for the inductively coupled
system shown in Figure 2. The transmitter antenna is fed
by a source with internal impedance ZS and the receiver
antenna is terminated by a load impedance ZL . The transmitter
coil antenna has a impedance of ZT X = RT X + jωLT X +
1/(jωCT X ) and the receiver coil antenna is ZRX = RRX +
jωLRX + 1/(jωCRX ).
Using the two-port network equivalent (Figure 3) and considering an ideal source for VS , Z11 = ZT X and Z22 = ZRX
are the self-impedances of the coils and Z12 = Z21 = jωM
are the mutual impedances due to the coupling.

  
Z12
I
· 1
Z22
I2

(8)

µπ 2 N 2 a
l

(9)

where l is the length of the coil. In the free space, the
magnetic field strength generated by a coil antenna in the near
field is [17]:
H0 =

N a2 I
2(a2 + z 2 )3/2

(10)

The magnetic field magnitude for a lossy medium is then
H = H0 exp(−αz) according to (7). This magnetic field
induces a voltage in the tag’s coil antenna, given by:
di1
dΦ21
= −M
dt
dt

(11)

R
where Φ21 = B · dS is the magnetic flux through each
turn, B = µH the magnetic field and S the surface area of the
coil. Considering that the reader’s and tag’s coils are aligned,
and using (10):

Bz =

ISBN: 978-1-61208-744-3


Z
= 11
Z21

The resistance of a coil is R = N · 2πa · R0 , where N is
the number of turns of the coil, a is the diameter of the coil
and R0 is the resistance of a unit of length of the wire used
to fabricate the coil. The self-inductance is

Inductive coupling between reader and transponder.
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U2 = −N2
ZL

M

Zin

λ

electromagnetic waves in the far-field [20]. The frequencies
used in each region are different. Since the lower frequencies
– such as Low Frequency (LF) at around 134.2kHz and High
Frequency (HF) at 13.56MHz – have a far-field boundary that
is further away, they are mainly used in inductive coupling
systems. Higher frequencies are then used mostly in far-field
systems.

i1

ZL

µN a21 I
2(a21 + z 2 )2/3



e−αz

(12)

√
Therefore, the mutual inductance M = k L1 L2 is:

M=

µ · π · N1 · a21 · N2 · a22
2 · (a21 + z 2 )3/2



· e−αz

(13)

where α is the attenuation constant of the medium.
The transmission power can be defined as the power
consumed by the radiation resistance in the reader (transmitter)
antenna:
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PT X =

1
Re(Z11 ) · |I1 |2
2

(14)

The received power is defined as the power consumed in
the load:
1
PRX (z) = Re(ZL ) · |I2 |2
(15)
2
Using (8) and considering ZS ≈ 0, the received power can
be written as:
PRX (z) = PT X

Re(ZL )ω 2 M 2
Re(ZT X )|ZL + ZRX |2

(16)

Path loss in decibels (dB) can be defined as:

P L = −10 log10

PRX
PT X

Figure 5.


(dB)

(17)

The path loss is a function of the number of turns and
radius of both coils and the impedances of the system, as well
as the frequency and the distance between reader and tag. The
highest amount of power is transferred to the load when its
impedance is matched with the impedance of the antenna.
For an example system with a transmitter antenna with 100
turns and 1 m of radius paired with a receiver antenna with
100 turns and 10 cm of radius, both resonant at 134.2 kHz,
the path loss in terms of range is shown in Figure 4. The path
loss as a function of frequency is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4.

Path loss for an inductively coupled system at range z = 50 cm.

higher frequencies is not as significant in seawater. This is
due to the higher conductivity, where the attenuation factor is
stronger for higher frequencies.
The influence of the number of turns of the transmitter or
the receiver coil in the mutual inductance M is linear. Therefore the power received would increase quadratically with the
increase in the number of turns. The relationship between the
power and radius of the coil is not so straightforward. Figure
6 shows this relationship for a system operating at 134.2kHz
with a transmitter antenna with 100 turns and variable radius,
with a receiver antenna with 100 turns and 10 cm of radius,
at 50 cm of distance between reader and tag.

Path loss for an inductively coupled system operating at
f = 134.2kHz.
Figure 6.

The path loss for the MI system increases with the increasing distance between reader and tag. Also, the path loss
is higher for seawater due to the higher conductivity of the
medium. In freshwater, an increase in frequency decreases the
path loss. However, as the frequency increases, the distance
from the reader where the border between the near and the
far-field is located decreases. This implies that the maximum
theoretical range decreases with frequency. We can then conclude that there is an optimal combination of frequency and
distance for each application. The decrease in path loss for
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Path loss for an inductively coupled system at range z = 50 cm
and frequency f = 134.2kHz.

A more in-depth model of underwater magnetic induction
communication can be found in [13]. The model shown here
assumes that the reader and tag coils are oriented in the same
direction, with the field strength reaching zero if the angle
between coils is 90°. To remove this limitation, the authors
in [21] present a model of the Underwater MI channel for
a tri-directional coil. To increase the achievable range of MI
systems, waveguides can be used [12][22].
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Data transmission from tag: When a transponder is located
in the magnetic alternating field generated by the reader, the
reader ’sees’ the transponder as the secondary wing of the
transformer. This means that the transponder’s impedance is
reflected back to the reader as the transformer impedance ZT .
If the transponder antenna impedance changes, this is
reflected back to the reader’s coil via the reflected impedance
ZT . Therefore, a data stream can be transmitted via modulation
of the voltage UL in the reader’s coil (called Load Modulation);
this can be demodulated by the reader via rectification of the
voltage [17]. This is only feasible in the near-field as if the
transponder leaves the coupling is lost and the transmission
link is not operational anymore.
For an amplitude modulating system, due to the weak
coupling between reader and transponder antennas, the voltage
fluctuation is orders of magnitude smaller than the voltage
provided by the reader. As a direct result, the reader has
to integrate a complex circuitry to separate noise from the
signal and detect the data stream. On the other hand, if the
transponder modulates the signal at a frequency fS , smaller
than the frequency of the magnetic field (f0 ), two spectral lines
±fS are created and they can be filtered with a band-pass filter
and demodulated more easily [20].

Figure 7.

Comparison of path loss for two dipole antennas operating at
f = 13.56MHz using α and α0.

1
|E0 | −2αz
S = Re(E × H) = âz
e
Re
2
2



1
ηc∗


(20)

where ηC is the intrinsic impedance of the medium:

B. Far-field
In the far-field, the electromagnetic fields separate completely from the reader’s antenna and become propagating
waves, no longer retroacting upon the reader’s antenna. These
waves are captured by the antenna on the transponder. The
energy on the antenna is rectified and used to power up the
IC. The frequency range commonly used for this type of transmission is the Ultra-High Frequency (UHF) and Microwave.
A linearly polarized plane EM wave propagating in lossy
media in the z-direction can be described by the electric field
strength Ex :
Ex = E0 ejωt−γz
(18)
With γ = α + jωβ as the propagating constant according
to (4) and (5).
In [23], the authors propose a review of this model to
account for the difference between the theoretical model and
the empirical data of attenuation of the radio waves underwater.
The experiments show that the signal attenuation at higher distances ( 10m) is not as strong as predicted. Therefore, they
redefine the attenuation constant α as a corrected absorption
factor α0 that matches experimental results closely:

s
ηC =

α0 =

λ
λ+r


·α

S0 =

PEIRP
PT X GT X
=
2
4πz
4πz 2

The radiation power density S is the instantaneous value
of the Poynting vector S = E × H. From [18] and considering
(7):
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(22)

Whereas the radiation power density in a lossy medium is
then:
S = S0 e−2αz
(23)
For the receiving antenna, the average power received is
the radiation power density times its effective receiving area
Ae [23]:
GRX λ2
(24)
PRX = S · Ae = S ·
4π
The transmission equation then can be written as:


GT X GRX λ2
(4πz 2 )2



e−2αz

(25)

(19)

Figure 7 shows the difference in the path loss for both
models in freshwater and seawater for a system operating at
13.56 MHz.
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For the transmitting antenna in the free-space, S0 is the
power supplied to it over the area of the spread surface:

PRX = PT X


jωµ
σ + jωε

where GT X and GRX are the antenna gains for transmitter
and receiver respectively, λ = (2π)/β is the wavelength and
z is the distance between antennas. This equation assumes
that the antennas are aligned and have the same polarization.
The path loss P LEM in decibels is then defined as P LEM =
−10 log10 (PRX /PT X ).
Figures 8 and 9 show the path loss of different operating
frequencies for a dipole transmitting antenna (reader) and
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Figure 8.

Path loss for RF as a function of distance for two dipole
antennas in freshwater using α0.

Figure 10.

Path loss for RF as a function of frequency for two dipole
antennas in freshwater and seawater using α0.

on the reflection cross-section of the object: antennas that are
resonant with the waves have a larger reflection cross-section.
The reflection characteristics can be altered by changing the
load that is connected to the antenna. For example, if a load
RL is switched on and off while connected to the antenna, this
changes the reflection characteristics of the antenna, generating
a modulated backscatter signal [17]. The range is limited by
the amount of energy that reaches the tag (path loss) and
the sensitivity of the reader’s receiver to the reflected signal
(reflected signal strength ∝ 1/x4 ) [24]. The authors in [25]
present a method for measuring the backscatter of an RFID
tag and for calculating its radar cross-section. They utilise a
network analyzer connected to an anechoic chamber.
V.
Figure 9.

Path loss for RF as a function of distance for two dipole
antennas in seawater using α0.

a dipole receiving antenna (tag), both with gain 1.63. For
freshwater, it is clear that the higher frequencies suffer more
from attenuation than lower frequencies. However, in Figure 9,
the path loss increases with the frequency for 134.2 kHz, 13.52
MHz and 433 MHz, after which the path loss starts to stabilise
around a region. This happens due to the difference in the
behaviour of the propagating medium for different frequencies:
the medium can be classified as a good dielectric (insulator)
if (σ/ωε)2  1 and – contrastingly – as a good conductor if
(σ/ωε)2  1. The frequency at which this behaviour change
is around 666 Hz for freshwater (σ = 0.002 S/m) and 888
MHz for seawater (σ = 4 S/m). This behaviour can be seen in
Figure 10, in which the path loss for a reader and a tag with
dipole antennas separated by 50 cm is plotted as a function of
the frequency of transmission. In this figure, the path loss for
seawater peaks at around 888 MHz.
Data transmission from tag: For passive RFID, the method
of transmitting back to the reader is via Backscatter. Electromagnetic waves are reflected by objects that are larger than half
the wavelength ( λ2 ). The efficiency of this reflection depends
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M EASUREMENTS

To explore the difference in magnetic field strength between free-space and water in the near-field region, a preliminary experiment was designed. The Anritsu MS2038C
VNA Master [26] vector network analyser and the probe 100C
from Beehive Electronics, USA [27] were used to measure
the magnetic field strength at the system’s resonant frequency.
Two Evaluation Kit RFID readers were used: MRD2EVM from
Texas Instruments, USA that operates at 134.2 kHz [28] and
Pepper Wireless C1 USB from Eccel Technology Ltd, UK that
operates at 13.56 MHz [29]. Both have square loop antennae
embedded on the printed circuit board, with sides of length
3.0 cm and 4.5 cm, and number of turns 5 and 1, respectively.
For a square loop antenna with N -turns, the magnetic field
strength in free-space can be written as [30]:
H0 =
2π

z2
l2

+

NI
q
1
4

(26)
z2 +

l2
2

Where z is the distance from the centre of the antenna and
l is the length of the side of the antenna. Using 7, for a lossy
medium (in this case freshwater), the magnetic field strength is
then H = H0 exp(−αz). Using α from I we can then calculate
the theoretical values for the magnetic field strength for any
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distance and compare this with the measurements made with
the probe.
For both systems, the setup for the experiments was the
same, as seen in Figure 11. The probe was placed in different
distances z from the centre of the embedded antenna of the
reader. The free-space tests were done without the water
container, while the freshwater measurements were done using
a plastic container bigger than the antenna filled with tap water.
The plastic container was then placed touching the antenna,
and the probe was submerged in the water to get the measured
field strength.

Figure 13. Theoretical and measured field strength values for the Eccel
Technology Pepper C1 USB evaluation kit (f = 13.56MHz).

Figure 11.

Experiment setup for measuring the magnetic field strength in
water.

Figure 12 shows the theoretical and measured values for
the 134.2kHz system, while Figure 13 shows the values for the
13.56MHz system. We can see that for both cases the measured
values agree with the calculated theoretical ones. The difference between free-space and freshwater for the theoretical
values is very small due to the small α for freshwater. However,
we can see that the difference between measured field strength
in freshwater and free-space is greater. This is could be due to
the interfaces of water and plastic and water and air that could
introduce losses to the system. For the 13.56MHz system, the
attenuation underwater is bigger than the attenuation for the
134.2kHz. This is due to the higher attenuation coefficient α
for higher frequencies.

Figure 12. Theoretical and measured field strength values for the Texas
Instruments MRD2EVM evaluation kit (f = 134.2kHz).

VI.

D ISCUSSIONS

The most common method of wireless transmission underwater is acoustic communication. This is due to the long
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range that can be accomplished with this technology. However,
some applications do not need such long range and are deeply
affected by acoustic noise and refractions, reflections and
multipath due to the proximity to the water surface, such as
coastal environments. In these cases, wireless communication
can be better served by other methods that do not suffer from
these problems. We explore the possibility of using RFID
technology to better serve these environments.
In the near-field region, the magnetic component of the
electromagnetic field dominates. The method of communication for RFID in this region is MI. Compared to other methods
of underwater communications, MI has several advantages. It
is not affected by multipath propagation or fading and the
magnetic field can cross the water to air boundary with low
attenuation [12]. The signal propagation delay is negligible
if compared to acoustic waves. The channel response is predictable, and a sufficiently large range can be achieved with
modest data rates [11].
For the far-field, the electromagnetic field propagates as
a wave, and the communication is realised through radiofrequency. Due to the high attenuation, there is a severe
constraint on data rates and propagation distances for this
method [1]. Lower frequency signals have lower attenuation
(due to conductivity of the water) but require larger antennas.
This also limits the bandwidth of the system due to the
lower frequency of operation. Higher frequency systems would
then require more power to reach the same ranges. Shallow
water environments, in particular, pose a problem to wave
propagation due to the proximity to the water to air upper
boundary and to the river/sea bed, which causes multipath
propagation [5].
Both technologies do not require line-of-sight and are
unaffected by light and acoustic ambient noise. Moreover,
the channel response is independent of water quality conditions, such as turbidity. The achievable range for a given
transmission power is not great for both methods, as longrange transmissions underwater are best served by acoustic
communication. However, the numerical results show that MI
has lower attenuation than RF for freshwater, and similar
results for seawater, which agrees with other studies such as
[12]. Combined with its immunity to multipath and fading, MI
is a great alternative for wireless communications underwater.
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Added to that, the achievable range of MI communications
can be greatly extended by deploying waveguides that do
not require power – simple passive relay coils that guide
the magnetic field – such as demonstrated in [12][22]. For
example, [12] uses an MI waveguide and achieves a range 26
times higher than a normal MI system. Another development
that improves MI communications underwater is to use omnidirectional coils that remove the requirement of the transmitting
and receiving coils being aligned [11][21].
However, to design an underwater RFID system is to
balance a trade-off between range, transmission power and
frequency (and therefore data rate and channel capacity).
Nonetheless, the RFID system can always be engineered to
achieve the best range given its power budget. For an MI
system, the size and number of turns of the transmitting and
receiving coils has an impact on the path loss. In the far-field
category, the antenna can be carefully designed to provide the
best radar cross-section, and therefore antenna gain, for the
desired application.
An example application that would benefit from MI communication over acoustic would be sensors deployed in coastal
areas and fish farms. In these environments, the acoustic noise
– from waves, animal life and vessels – and the proximity
with the water surface negatively impact acoustic underwater
communications. In these cases, MI underwater communication would better fulfil the needs of the system.
VII.

C ONCLUSIONS AND F UTURE W ORK

Given the existing challenges in wireless underwater communications, it is worth exploring alternatives, such as RFID.
However, underwater RFID is not a well-explored topic. In
this paper, we expanded on the existing theoretical model for
RFID channel characteristics to account for the attenuation
that the electromagnetic field suffers underwater. The RFID
operation was separated into two categories: near-field and
far-field. For both cases, the physical characteristics of the
transmission were presented and from this, the equation for
path loss was obtained and the values for different system
configurations were explored.
In both technologies, the water salinity is a problem, as
it increases its conductivity and, therefore, its attenuation.
However, MI communication has advantages that RF does not
have: immunity to multipath propagation and fading. Added
to that, the magnetic field can cross the air/water boundary,
which is required for some applications. Therefore, near-field
RFID communication is a promising alternative for underwater
wireless communications.
The model presented in this paper considers that both the
transmitting and receiving antennas are located underwater
with no transition borders and other losses. This model could
be expanded to account for transition borders such as the airwater interface located at the water surface or the interface
with the waterproofing material of the reader and tag. In
this paper, we also presented some preliminary measurements
for magnetic field strength in free-space and freshwater. For
future work, we plan to include underwater measurements with
water of different salinity values and refine the measurement
procedure.
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Abstract— This paper presents a novel, low-cost, batteryless Near-Field Communication (NFC) sensor transponder for
museum artefact monitoring of Cultural Heritage objects. The
proposed solution combines a unique combination of
packaging materials and NFC technology to enable a low-cost
preventive conservation solution that is practical to implement,
something that is not possible at present. Cultural Heritage
objects and artefacts are valuable objects housed by museums
and are often stored in uncontrolled climatic conditions, which
may lead to degradation of these objects. Preventive
conservation is a new strategy that aims to avoid future
degradation of these types of valuable objects. Recently, NFC
sensor transponders have shown an increased use in food and
pharmaceutical cold supply chains for monitoring, but these
commercial solutions are expensive to implement and cannot
be easily adapted for museum artefact monitoring. In this
work, we present a battery-less, long shelf life, low-cost sensor
transponder for monitoring the temperature and humidity
conditions inside cardboard artefact storage boxes. In
developing the proposed solution, the state of the art NFC
sensor technology is first reviewed in detail, and a battery-less
NFC sensor transponder is proposed with a cost of less than €5
in quantities of 10k. In addition to this, early-stage prototype
results are also presented.
Keywords- Artefacts; Battery-less; Cultural Heritage; Energy
Harvesting; High-Frequency RFID; Internet of Things;
Museum; NFC; Preventive conservation; Sensor Technology.

I.
INTRODUCTION
Degradation of movable tangible Cultural Heritage (CH)
objects can significantly increase by unfavorable and
unstable climatic conditions, environmental pollutants,
pollutants emitted from artefacts and their packaging
materials. An effective and affordable Preventive
Conservation (PC) strategy is highly necessary to minimize
the ageing and degradation of such artefacts. In small and
medium-sized museums, only a very small percentage of all
museum objects are on display; the vast majority are in
storage. The stored artefacts are often exposed to daily and
seasonal temperature and humidity fluctuation. Currently
used Passive Sampling Devices (PSDs) and monitoring
systems are expensive and cumbersome to calibrate and also
fail to deliver the correct sensing in a timely manner [1].
One critical disadvantage of monitoring the storage
conditions by PSDs is the necessity of opening the box for
analysis.
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Figure 1. Depiction of proposed NFC temperature/humidity sensor
solution. (a) Cardboard artefact storage box with proposed NFC sensor
attached, (b) NFC sensor scan using a Smartphone, (c) Depiction of NFC
sensor-to-cloud data flow.

This can lead to a loss of the desired microclimate, and
reading the sampled results would be time-consuming. The
values obtained by PSDs further do not represent the current
Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC) concentrations inside
the box but show an accumulation during the measurement
time, which can not be related to a current concentration at a
specific moment. For making rapid decisions, such as
whether an absorbent must be replaced or if any further
adjustment is required, these values have to be as reliable as
possible.
The APACHE (Active & intelligent Packaging materials
and display cases as a tool for preventive conservation of
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Cultural Heritage) project is a Horizon 2020 project focused
on the reduction of costs for maintaining and controlling
constant climate conditions for CH artefacts. This project
also focuses on ‘long-term storage’ as a tool of preventive
conservation for a wide range of tangible CH artefacts [2].
The proposed solution is shown in Figure 1. The cardboard
box contains the cultural artefact, along with a smart NFC
temperature and humidity sensing label as shown in Figure
1(a). The transponder will be read using an NFC Type 5
(NFC-V) enabled smartphone and the data will be uploaded
to the cloud for storage and analysis, as shown in Figure
1(b) and 1(c).
A key motivation for this work stems from the fact that
the diversity of the objects themselves, as well as their
degradation mechanisms, are quite large and mainly
influenced by Temperature (T) and Relative Humidity (RH).
For these reasons, specific strategies for their preventive
conservation during storage in appropriate containers have
to be established. Each material, like cellulose-based paper
or wood objects, photographs, leather, or contemporary art
out of plastics, require a different specific climate for
optimized long-term storage conditions [3]. In collections
with different materials, all these specific requirements
cannot be met, even if air conditioning and climate control
are available for the room. However, as the latter is not
affordable by the majority of small and medium-sized
museums, the APACHE project aims to create specific
optimized climate conditions in each storage item. This
strategy allows collectors to build up a climate control
system for their collection step by step in accordance with
their financial resources.
Furthermore, within this project, the developed storage
boxes and containers shall enhance the buffering of
temperature and humidity fluctuations and therefore reduce
their accelerating effect on the material degradation process.
Already small temperature fluctuations can cause significant
changes in relative humidity conditions, which, in turn, can
cause mechanical stress in art objects by elongation and
shrinkage processes. For example, if an art object is packed
under standard climate conditions (23°C, 50% RH) and the
temperature decreases by about 10 degrees during transport
or day/night change, which is not unusual, the relative
humidity in an airtight enclosure would increase to 90% [4]
[5]. At colder temperatures, condensation on the artefact
surface could lead to mould growth, and hence, catastrophic
damage. Moreover, air pollutants and VOCs like plasticizers
or organic acids lead to further destruction, especially of
cellulose-based materials [6][7]. As a consequence, a
remarkable effort is made in the development and
application of novel temperature regulating, humidity, and
pollutants absorbing materials to exclude damaging impacts
as far as possible [8]. For the definition of thresholds, which
allow expressing if humidity or VOC concentrations are in a
critical range, materials modeling simulations, and the
development of damage functions as a decision-making tool
are included. In the end, a possible acquirement of sensed
temperature and RH data will ensure the preservation of
microclimates found in archive boxes. In this method, the
archive boxes can remain closed permanently.
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Wireless Sensor Technologies (WST) such as Near-field
communication (NFC) technology are essential to monitor
the inside microclimatic conditions of a closed archive box.
NFC is a short-range wireless communication technology
that has evolved from existing contactless identification
technologies [9]. Additional NFC standards ensure the
interoperability of NFC-enabled devices and enable
communication between them. The NFC standard defines
the data rate (26.48 to 424 kbit/s), data frame formats such
as NFC Data Exchange Format (NDEF), modulation,
initialization, and collision control during initialization [10].
NFC uses magnetic coupling between two loop antennas
located within each other's proximity or vicinity. It follows
the ISO/IEC 18092 communication mode and ISO/IEC
18000-3 mode 1 protocol and operates at 13.56 MHz
Industrial, Scientific, and Medical (ISM) band [11][12].
NFC has shown increased growth in the past few years due
to the incorporation of NFC readers into smartphones and
increasing significance of the Internet of Things (IoT). NFC
technology not only enables consumers to perform
payments, access stored data, and connect electronic
devices, but also helps to sense various parameters. The
decisive advantage of NFC against PSDs is that the data can
be remotely read and analyzed without direct physical
contact or the need to open the storage box. The resources
and costs required to use, maintain, and read the sensors are
thus significantly reduced compared to traditional
monitoring systems. STMicroelectronics have recently
introduced NFC sensor integrated circuits that are suitable
for this application [11]. With this interdisciplinary
approach, APACHE will lead to an active and intelligent
solution for storage and archive boxes, where NFC sensing
acts as an intelligent tool to replace currently used PSDs. An
NFC sensor transponder represents a fast, convenient,
sustainable, and precise alternative to check actual
concentrations, temperatures, and humidity in archive
boxes. An atomized sensing would give further information
about the inside conditions during e.g. heating periods or an
institution´s closure times, which can be very useful for
management decisions.
In this paper, the technical requirements of this
application are first defined in Section II. A detailed review
of the literature is described in Section III to survey the
existence of prior work (both academic and commercial
works) in the area of NFC sensor technology. Section IV
describes the proposed solution architecture where a lowcost, battery-less NFC temperature and humidity sensor
transponder is outlined for a museum artefact monitoring
application. Early prototype results are described in Section
V.
II. TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
Early detection of temperature and humidity fluctuations
is of crucial importance to successful PC in museums. The
technical requirements of every component related to this
are described in the following subsections.
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A. Storage Box
Corrugated board material represents an environmentally
friendly, recyclable, and inexpensive material, which
exhibits tremendous stability, needed for stackable boxes
and the storage of heavier artefacts. Corrugated board in
aging resistant archive quality (following DIN ISO 16245)
furthermore provides the opportunity to enable an alkaline
reserve, which acts primarily as an absorbent for acidic
emissions, arisen from paper degradation [13]. The
production of archive boxes out of corrugated board allows
the design of individually sized boxes, which provides the
significant advantages of a space-saving storage solution
combined with the best possible protection of the objects by
a reduced volume of "packed air." To detect microclimate
fluctuations, the sensor transponder needs to be located at
the inner surface of the box, such as in the fore-edge area of
a storage box: The surface of potentially degrading material
should be maximal at this point, which gives the most
representative critical Temperature and Relative Humidity
values.
B. NFC Radio and sensor
The implementation of sensors transponder into storage
boxes requires the development of low cost, (typically less
than €5 per piece), and high durability and stability of
typically greater than 5 years. The sensor transponder
should be able to sense and transmit the surrounding
temperature and humidity of packed artefacts with metadata
such as storage boxes unique ID, artefacts type and location
using NFC technology. Thus, to transmit this small payload
rapidly, a low bit rate is expected, typically less than
25kbit/s. As this application does not encounter a sudden
fluctuation in temperature and humidity, no data logging is
required. The sensor transponder must be battery-less and
capable of harvesting up to 10mW power from a reader
(NFC Enabled smartphone) magnetic field.
Furthermore, harvested power will be utilized to power
up the sensor and microcontroller. The sensor transponder
should be able to communicate, without any collision with
adjacent sensor transponders. The NFC radio should have at
least 4 Kbit memory and should support dual access (RF
and I2C). A communication distance of typically 4 cm is
also required. The size of the sensor transponder must
comply with ISO/IEC 7810, ID-1 card size standard (85.60
mm×53.90 mm). It should be assembled on a flexible PCB
substrate and must be flat with a self-adhesive layer, hence,
making it easy to be attached inside and on the front of
storage boxes. The NFC sensor transponder must be
compliant to NFC-V specification and should also comply
with the ISO/IEC 15693 air interface. Therefore, it operates
in the vicinity of the reader and provides the desired data
rate, communication distance, and interoperability with
NFC-V enabled smartphone. Transponders based on the
ISO/IEC 14443 air interface have a shorter read range
(typically, 3 cm) and thus unsuitable for this application.
The implementation of sensor transponders into storage
boxes requires low cost, high durability, long shelf-life, and
high sensitive temperature and humidity sensors. The
readable temperature range should be -10°C to 60°C with a
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sensitivity of 0.5°C. The readable humidity range should be
0 to 100% RH with a sensitivity of 0.5 %.
C. Smartphone Application
In order to allow small to medium collections with low
available resources and still have a chance to monitor the
status of their artefacts, a widely available cheap solution
resides in the use of NFC readers embedded in everyday
smartphones. Raw data received from sensors should be
managed by a specific smartphone app compatible with
different smartphone brands and operative systems. Data
should initially be stored in the smartphone’s internal
memory and displayed to the user for an immediate
consultation. This allows performing of readings in
conditions where reduced or absent external connections are
available in the artefacts storing facility. Once the
smartphone comes back to sufficient connectivity
conditions, the internally stored data is automatically sent to
the cloud server for storage and further processing. The
smartphone app should be able to tag each reading properly
with the timestamp and distinctive details about the
analyzed artefact. The app should also be able to receive
information from the cloud about status and previous
readings related to artefacts to allow a fast check from the
operator.
D. Cloud Processing
The remote server, receiving data gathered through the
smartphone app, might be located inside an intranet (local
cloud) or on the Internet (cloud). In both cases, the same
infrastructure is needed, which should be composed of a
web server, an application server, and database storage. The
web server waits for incoming data through a specially
designed API software interface. The smartphone app
establishes a secure connection with the server through the
API and then utilizes the channel to funnel the gathered raw
data to the server. On reception, the webserver passes
information to the application server, which immediately
stores the raw data in the database and successively
processes it to generate all requested information for
decision support. Finally, the processed information is
correctly displayed to users through dynamic charts and
tables, while alarm messages are broadcasted as soon as
danger thresholds are reached for any of the assessed
artefacts.
III. TECHNOLOGY REVIEW
A thorough review of the literature is described in the
following subsections to survey the existence of academic
and commercial prior work in the area of NFC and Radio
Frequency Identification (RFID) sensor technology.
A. Literature Review of NFC sensor Technology
In 2013, an early review of NFC technology, related
academic studies, white papers, and innovative issues was
reported in [14]. In [15], a detailed survey on NFC sensor
transponders for IoT, cold supply chain and wearable
applications is presented. This paper also presents a brief
summary of NFC sensor integrated circuits and their main
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specifications. Later in [16], a review of recent progress in
NFC sensor technology has been reported. In this paper,
NFC sensor transponder antenna design, manufacturing
techniques and development of new material along with
their application in wearable devices and food safety has
been discussed. Likewise in [17], RFID sensing techniques,
innovative application, fabrication techniques, commercial
solutions and technical challenges have been reported.
In [18], an NFC sensor transponder design and a sixmonth pilot result for long term preventive care of fine art
objects have been reported. The developed transponder
evaluates inside and outside temperature and humidity
buffering performance of microclimatic enclosure
constructed to protect a late 16th Century panel painting. It
is based on the ISO/IEC 15693 standard and compliant NFC
forum NFC-V specification. This study explicitly explains
the critical role of object-specific sensor transponders in
improving long term preventive care of fine art objects. In
[19], the authors presented the design and implementation of
RFID and sensor web-based cultural relics management
system. In this, RFID has been used for cultural relic
identification and life cycle management during storage and
circulation. Video and sensing parameters such as
temperature, humidity, vibration, and displacement are
transmitted using both wired and wireless communications.
For preventing theft, a camera is deployed in collaboration
with RFID and a vibration sensor. This system has been
installed in a museum in Yongding District, Fujian
Province, China. Furthermore, in [20], an RFID based
museum environmental monitoring system is reported.
Here, a flexible RFID platform is presented, which enables
operation specific direct plugging of sensors into monitoring
station. The pilot trials of this system under various
environmental conditions has taken place in the Hong Kong
film archive and Hong Kong Museum of history and was
finally installed in the Hong Kong Science museum in 2015.
Several papers report the design and performance of
NFC/RFID sensor transponders, specifically for cold supply
chain (food, pharmaceutical, beverage etc.) and
environmental parameters monitoring. In [21], a flexible
RFID sensor transponder for temperature monitoring is
reported. The proposed transponder is based on the ISO/IEC
15693 standard and is compliant to NFC-V specification.
The transponder prototype was realized by hybrid
technology combining a printed antenna, surface mount
RFID integrated circuit and flexible battery assembled with
the help of Ag-based conductive epoxy adhesive. The size
(85.60 mm×53.90 mm) of the designed transponder
complies with ISO/IEC 7810, ID-1 card size standard.
Smartphone and Web applications have similarly been
developed for reading sensor data. Escopedo et al, [22]
present a flexible NFC sensor transponder for Oxygen,
Carbon Dioxide, Ammonia, and Relative Humidity
monitoring. It is based on the ISO/IEC 15693 standard and
compliant NFC forum NFC-V specification and includes a
smartphone application. Likewise, in [23], an RFID based
critical temperature indicator for the food supply chain has
been reported. In [24], a low cost, passive NFC sensor
transponder for pH monitoring based on a colorimetric
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sensor and smartphone application has been developed. In
[25], Eldebiky et al, implemented an environmental
monitoring system with the help of Hybrid System-in-Foil
(HySiF) components, such as microcontroller, on-chip
temperature, on-foil humidity sensors and NFC radio. In
[26], an RFID patch for food spoiling monitoring with the
help of a temperature sensor has been reported.
Recently, battery-less NFC sensor transponders and their
various applications have been reported in the literature. In
[27][28], battery-less sensor transponders for volumetric
water content (soil moisture), temperature and relative
humidity monitoring has been presented. Also, this work
has shown that the magnetic field generated by NFC
enabled smartphones is enough to supply energy for the
transponder. Further, in [29], a battery-less chronic wound
monitoring system has been presented. In order to monitor
the chronic wound, the proposed solution acquires
temperature and pH information of the wound, and
consumes 5 mW of power. In [30], a battery-less NFC
transponder for classifying fruit ripeness grade based on
color measurement has been presented. Likewise, in [31], a
battery-less diaper has been reported where diaper moisture
is detected by capacitance variation.
B. Commercial solutions based on 13.56 MHZ NFC/ HF
RFID
Table I shows NFC and High-Frequency (HF) RFIDbased
commercial
sensor
transponders.
Various
organizations have developed and marketed such a solution,
particularly for cold supply chain or temperature-sensitive
product monitoring. Gosense Wireless Ltd, UK developed
and demonstrated TH-Stat ID for fine art preventive care
[18][32]. Reviewed commercial solutions have a limited
shelf life of a maximum of 3 years [33][34] and only a few
of them are battery-less [32][35]. However, all these
solutions are quite costly and, therefore, cannot be easily
adapted for low cost museum artefacts monitoring.
TABLE I. NFC / HF RFID BASED SOLUTION
Manufacturer
Monarch
Instrument, USA
Microsensys,
Germany

Cost
€
71

Life
(Years)
3

Passive

Sensor

Ref.

No

T, RH

[33]

48
24
23
18
17
15

3
NA
NA
1
1
1

No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No

T, RH
RH
T, RH
T
T
T

[35]
[34]
[32]
[36]
[37]
[38]

8
5

1
5

No
Yes

T
T, RH

[39]
[2]

GoSense, UK
UID, USA
Intellilog, Germany
Avery Dennison,
USA
Identiv, USA
This work

TABLE II. UHF RFID BASED SOLUTION
Manufacturer

Life
(Years)
NA
NA
5

Passive

Sensor

Ref.

Datalogic, USA

Cost
€
73
73
22

Yes
No
No

T, RH
T, RH
T

[40]
[41]
[42]

Farsens, Spain

17

1

No

T

[43]

Powercast, USA
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C. Commercial solutions based on 860-960MHZ UHF
RFID
Table II shows the Ultra High-Frequency (UHF) RFID
based commercial sensor transponders, developed mainly
for cold supply chain monitoring. The UHF RFID
transponders can provide read range less than 10m [41]
[40], but the cost of the UHF reader is too high [44]. Thus,
UHF RFID is not suitable for low-cost museum artefacts
monitoring.
IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM-LEVEL SOLUTION
The proposed system-level architecture of NFC
temperature and humidity sensor transponder is described in
the following subsections.
A. Near field Communication and Hardware
The proposed solution block diagram and system
architecture are shown in Figure 2. The NFC radio Analog
Front End (AFE) consists of an RF interface and the energy
harvesting circuitry, which will connect to the loop antenna.
The energy harvester will harvest energy from the magnetic
field (H-field) of an NFC-V enabled smartphone with the
help of an internal rectifier and capacitor. The harvested
voltage will further be regulated using a low dropout
regulator and will be used to power up an ultra-low-power
Microcontroller Unit (MCU), as well as a temperature and
humidity sensor. The NFC radio ASK demodulator will
demodulate the messages from the reader and responds to
the reader with the help of load modulation. The load
modulation is achieved by varying the impedance of the
loop antenna [45]. When the magnetic field strength from
the reader is sufficient, the harvested energy will be
available to power up the MCU, NFC radio, temperature,
and humidity sensor. The NFC radio, temperature and
humidity sensor will be interfaced with MCU using the
Inter-Integrated Circuit (I2C) Protocol. Having powered up,
the NFC radio sends RF events signal to the MCU. The
sensor will start sensing temperature and humidity and its
raw value will transmit to the MCU through the I 2C. The
MCU will determine temperature, relative humidity and
generate an NDEF message. The generated message will
contain payload such as sensed data, artefacts type, box UID
and their location. The MCU will write the NDEF message
in the user memory area of the NFC radio [46] [11], and the
NFC-V Smartphone will read this memory with the help of
a dedicated read message command. In this way, the
smartphone will read the data from the NFC sensor
transponder at a 26kbit/s bit rate. The hardware will be
implanted on a flexible PCB substrate, such as polyimide
(130µm thickness) with a self-adhesive layer. The size of
proposed sensor transponder will be 85.60 mm×53.90 mm.
The system architecture of the proposed transponder is
shown in Figure 2b. After analysing technical information
and several experiments with different NFC sensor
evaluation boards, the ST25DV04K NFC radio from
STMicroelectronics was chosen [11]. This radio is capable
of harvesting up to 10mW power from NFC-V enabled
smartphone magnetic fields.
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Figure 2. (a) Block diagram, (b) System architecture of the proposed NFC
temperature/humidity sensor.

The unit cost of ST25DV04K is €0.43 and aggregated
cost of other selected tag electronics such as MCU (€1.05),
voltage regulator (€0.26) and passive components (€1) are
€2.31 per device for 10k quantity. Also, the 2-layer flexible
PCB manufacturing and components assembly cost will be
less than €0.90 per device for the same quantity.
B. Smartphone Application
The smartphone application will rely on specific
libraries for NFC data gathering as well as for storage and
communication of retrieved information for both the
Android and iOS smartphone operative systems. Data will
check for consistency to avoid false or incomplete readings;
right after this check, a timestamp will be attached to the
retrieved data. Information about the ID of the artefact and
all specific readings will come from the NFC sensor
transponder. The smartphone application starts up
automatically when approaching a suitable NFC sensor
transponder, and autonomously performs the first reading
and displays the raw contents of the reading. The app user
can decide through a setting whether to automatically
upload each reading instead of having to send out the
currently displayed reading manually. Once the app is
activated, the user will decide to perform (and upload)
several successive readings by clicking the corresponding
user interface button.
C. Cloud Processing
Data uploaded by the smartphone app to the cloud Linux
web server will immediately be stored in a relational
MySQL database, which will regularly be backed up. The
connection and data transfer occurs thanks to a specific
RESTful web API implementing all required rules for a
proper service endpoint [47]. The gathered information is
elaborated by the server immediately after being stored, and
results obtained by the application of the mathematical
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models embedded in the application server will also store
and back up in the same database as the readings. User
interface dashboard, dynamic charts and tables will also
update live with the new upcoming readings, and a routine,
which checks whether the alert thresholds are met is run and
automatically sends alert signals (emails, phone
notifications, etc.) to the registered users. The server role
will be completely transparent to the source of information
as the smartphone app hides the lack of direct connection
with the NFC sensors. Thanks to timestamps related to each
reading coming from sensors with different sampling
frequencies, the application server will be able to integrate
heterogeneous information in a single coherent interface and
decision support framework.
V.

EARLY STAGE RESULT AND DISCUSSION

The early evaluation kit based working prototype shown
in Figure 3. This working prototype is a proof of concept,
and experimental results show that the harvested power
from NFC-V enabled the smartphone's magnetic field is
enough to run the transponder without a battery. A graph of
power consumption for the device is shown in Figure 4. In
order to measure temperature and relative humidity, the
prototype transponder requires a peak power of 2.37 mW.

Figure 3. Early NFC sensor transponder prototype (Evaluation kit based)
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Figure 4. Prototype NFC sensor transponder power consumption graph
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Also, the experimental communication distance obtained
for the prototype transponder is up to 28 mm with a
Vodafone X9 smartphone and up to 37 mm with the iPhone
XR. The battery-less NFC sensor transponder signifies a
sustainable and specific alternative to measure actual
concentrations, microclimatic parameters inside closed
artefacts storage boxes. These solutions could be beneficial,
especially for small and middle-size museums, which
cannot afford air conditioning systems and those in
countries that have very humid climates. To exclude mould
growth on paper, for example, the maintaining of adjusted
relative humidity values is crucial and can be monitored in
this way. Also, the deterioration of plastic composed
artefacts emitted VOC´s during this process could lead to
health detriment if accumulated and even affect surrounding
paper-based objects which are prevented if those VOC´s are
chemically immobilized at the source.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has presented the architecture and early
prototype (Evaluation kit based) result of a novel batteryless, low-cost, and long shelf-life NFC sensor transponder
for museum artefact monitoring. The proposed transponder
total cost is less than €5 per device for 10k quantities. The
prototype transponder consumes 2.37 mW peak power to
read temperature and relative humidity along with metadata.
The experimental read range obtained for the prototype
transponder is up to 28 mm with a Vodafone X9 smartphone
and up to 37 mm with the iPhone XR. In order to improve
communication range, future work will focus on the
development of low power embedded hardware, loop
antenna and optimization of the firmware. In the next phase,
a smartphone application and cloud platform will be
developed, and system-level testing and calibration will be
performed. A new low-cost temperature and humidity
sensor will be developed using Laser Induced Graphene
(LIG) electrodes to overcome conventional sensor
limitations such as accuracy, size, power consumption,
shelf-life and cost. In another development, chemical
modification of the above electrodes will be performed
targeting the electrochemical detection of VOCs. New
artefacts storage boxes using RF friendly material will also
be developed during the project. The first hardware
prototype will be available in Q1 2020.
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Abstract—With the ongoing progression of incorporating massive
emerging technologies into industrial systems, Information and
Communication Technology (ICT) based systems face increasing
difficulties of vertical and horizontal integration. One main objective of industrial system integration is to use flexible and scalable
communication technology to fulfill requirements on the different
levels of an automation pyramid. With the Client/Server model
being the de facto standard in industrial automation at upper
levels, Open Platform Communication Unified Architecture (OPC
UA) is extended by adding a new communication architecture,
called Publish Subscribe, to provide asynchronous information
exchange capabilities. An OPC UA PubSub and Message Queuing
Telemetry Transport (MQTT) based configuration tool is introduced in this paper. It can be easily added to any C/C++ OPC
UA Server/Client implementation.
Keywords–IoT; OPC UA; MQTT.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Major advances in ICT have contributed to significant
changes in the manufacturing domain, from the office to the
field level. The massive ICT integrated industrial systems were
deployed not only following the success of the Internet, which
has broadly spread the idea of ubiquitous connectivity, but also
because of increasing global competition [1].
In retrospective, the progress of the network of “things” in
the manufacturing field has encountered different stages. From
the beginning of the 1970s, Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) was first introduced into manufacturing systems and
designed for field-level engineering process management. This
was followed by Product Data Management (PDM), networks
within engineering departments that were responsible for product data and connection. Since the 1990s, the emerged Product
Lifecycle Management (PLM) concept adopted services and
interfaces provided by PDM to manage all product-related
information, from product design, production, maintenance
to retirement, essentially, the entire product life cycle. The
Digital Factory concept was proposed at the turn of the
century, and aims to simulate a real factory by integrating data,
models, and the engineering process [2]. Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) was derived from its Manufacturing Resource
Planning (MRP) predecessor rather than tailored to particular
market sectors. ERP aims at being a framework for integration
of all business-related information including material and production management, human resource management, financial
accounting, etc. Below the ERP, the Manufacturing Execution
System (MES) accomplishes the short-term planning task and
acts the role of bridge between strategic level and control level
[3].
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Figure 1. ISA 95 Automation Pyramid and development

Though it was difficult to convey the idea of ubiquitous
connectivity during the fledgling IT and communication technologies of the 1980s, even data exchange on a broad scale
within the factory was almost impossible to implement; CIM,
PDM, and PLM were consequently unheard of at that time.
Fortunately, the automation pyramid was established and is
still evolving up to present day, as depicted in Figure 1.
Eventually, the idea of product data as a basis for meaningful
communication became a prerequisite for Industrial Internet of
Things (IIoT) [4].
While PLM and the Digital Factory established a data
backbone of IIoT, hardware for manufacturing, the evolution
of mechatronics, and Cyber-Physical System (CPS) consider
communication between subsystems and networked nodes as
a necessary part of future mass customization manufacturing
[5]. The systems described by multi-disciplined theories need
to be integrated for manufacturing, which means various pieces
of the system need to be implemented: networks, interfaces,
databases, and various specific functions for manufacturing [4].
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Overall, the trend of industrial automation is continuously
evolving from local functionality to complex and systematic
architecture. However, at least one area of industrial automation that deserves one’s attention is how to use appropriate
technologies to exchange and share information among various
industrial components. For example, the Germany Industrie 4.0
[6] focuses on improving the vertical and horizontal integration
of manufacturing system components. Solutions should be
characterized by necessary technical, syntactic and semantic interoperability, and provide interaction-based information
exchange and data communication capabilities. Among the
solutions, OPC UA is one of the most up-to-date standards
satisfying these requirements.
The main contribution of this paper is to present: 1) our
implementation of the new extension of OPC UA, the OPC UA
specification part 14 [7], and 2) an OPC UA PubSub MQTT
configuration tool. The implementation includes necessary
PubSub related entities, communication parameters and configuration steps. In order to facilitate the configuration of OPC
UA Publisher and Subscriber, and reduce local configuration
work, the OPC UA PubSub MQTT configuration tool is able
to provide flexible configurations to OPC UA Publisher and
Subscriber. Both the OPC UA PubSub component and the
configuration tool are programmed in C and C++, so that the
implementation could be easily integrated into other C/C++
projects.
This paper is organized as follows. Section II provides
an overview of OPC UA and its latest specifications; part 14
OPC UA PubSub and MQTT will be introduced. Section III
describes a configuration tool for parameters of MQTT and
OPC UA PubSub. Finally, in Section IV, we conclude the paper
and discuss future studies.
II. OPC UA AND MQTT
A. OPC UA and OPC UA PubSub
Classic Object Linking & Embedding for process control
(OPC) is a series of specifications developed by an industrial
automation task force in 1996 for providing real-time communication capabilities to the Component Object Model(COM)
or the Distributed Component Object Model (DCOM) based
industrial equipment. Its successor, OPC UA, was released in
2006 and integrated classic standards (e.g., OPC Data Access,
OPC Historical Data Access, etc.) into a single standard.
Nowadays, OPC UA is a widely recognized standard in industrial automation and is known for its interoperability, platform
independence, securing communication, and scalability [8].
The latest specification of OPC UA Part 14 PubSub introduces PubSub logical components for Publisher and Subscriber, defines necessary communication parameters, and provides configuration procedures. In this section, we will present
the OPC UA’s interoperability, its communication capabilities,
and the new added specification, PubSub.
1) Interoperability: Manufacturing companies face increasing global competition and market pressures which inversely
drive them to adopt emerging and competitive technologies.
However, manufacturing plants are often forced to invest a
great deal of time on the installation, setup, and maintenance
of such systems along with the difficulties of transferring
existing automation systems to new ones and the adaptability
to different suppliers’ products. Therefore, more flexibility and
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Figure 2. Automation Pyramid with OPC UA
vertical and horizontal integration

adaptability within the automation system are required for
future industrial automation.
Industrial automation systems based on Service-Oriented
Architecture (SOA) emerged as a promising solution thanks to
its advantages, such as integration capabilities and flexibility.
Services provided by such components, machines, and systems
are flexible and not tied to production tasks, but rather are a
part of the service set, and invokable for other equipment [9].
Numerous technologies and specifications are created by
following the SOA principle. For example, OPC UA, Devices
Profile for Web Services (DPWS), EXI, CoAP, RESTful,
Distributed Service Bus, Complex Event Processing (CEP),
etc. European projects Service Infrastructure for Real-time Embedded Networked Applications (SIRENA) [10] and ServiceOriented Cross-layer infRAstructure for Distributed smart Embedded devices (SOCRADES) [11] have implemented SOAbased approaches by using DPWS as a framework and base
technology. Moreover, the Industrie 4.0 initiative regards interoperability as an essential part of future industrial automation,
which implies industrial equipment within a plant should
be able to understand, share, and process information from
the equipment of different manufacturers. The Industrie 4.0
initiative has also resulted in the Reference Architecture Model
Industrie 4.0 (RAMI4.0), which is a three-dimensional architecture showing structurally Industrie 4.0 related approaches
and participants. The RAMI4.0 is based on SOA and ensures
the vertical and horizontal integration of industrial system
components [12].
The OPC Foundation’s vision is to provide a new standard
to bridge the differences among industrial ICT. OPC UA fulfills
SOA requirements of industrial automation and has already
been successfully used in several projects, automation and
control systems, such as Beck-hoff TwinCAT [13], Siemens
SIMATIC [14], B&R Automation Studio [15], etc.
Communication interfaces provided by OPC UA make
Industrie 4.0 compliant communications between the control
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There are various industrial systems (e.g., ERP, MES,
Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition [SCADA], Distributed Control System, PLCs, etc., as seen in Figure 2) that
exist in industrial automation; the communication complexity
among them is explicit [24]. The research in [25] presents the
requirements of the Industrie 4.0 vertical and horizontal communication aspects and the author indicates communications
from factory level to field level could be categorized in the
following way:
•
Figure 3. OPC Unified Architecture

level and MES, as well as MES and ERP possible [16] [17],
as seen in Figure2. The OPC Foundation specified an objectoriented information model which can be used as a baseline
to match the application’s needs. The base information model
is specified in OPC UA specification Part 5 (the Information
Model) [18] by using instances and types defined in OPC UA
specification Part 3 (the Address Space Model) [19]. OPC
UA meta model uses instances and types provided by the
base information model to describe other information models
(e.g., Data Access, Historical Data Access, Alert and Conditions, specific industrial domain information models, etc.)
and to build the OPC UA server address space. Together with
OPC UA infrastructures, Service Sets, Transport, Discovery,
Security and Robustness, OPC UA enables interoperability at
the semantic level. The multi-layered architecture is shown in
Figure 3.
Along with information model related specifications, OPC
Foundation works with other organizations for providing the
dedicated industrial-domain specifications, such as the OPC
Unified Architecture for AutoID, the OPC Unified Architecture
for MTConnect , the OPC Unified Architecture / PLCopen
Information Model, etc.
For legacy COM/DCOM based OPC systems, OPC UA
specification protects legacy OPC standards by using an OPC
UA Wrapper software or OPC UA Proxy to enable the communication between COM/DCOM based OPC Client/Server
and OPC UA based server/client [20].
2) Communication capability: Following the initial transition of industrial automation communication from dedicated automation networks (fieldbus systems) to Ethernetbased networks [21], and following industrial communication
technologies with requirements, such as real-time, low-latency,
etc., numerous standards and solutions have been proposed
by researchers in recent decades. Industrie 4.0 poses new
requirements for future manufacturing; smart factories use
communication technologies to improve connectivity quality
and efficiency at lower costs. These improvements can be guaranteed by two Industrie 4.0 objectives: cross-layer structural
connectivity and semantic interoperability of components and
systems along with open vendor-independent architecture [22].
As a result, communication takes places at every layer of the
automation pyramid. It can be expected that the Internet of
Things (IoT), Cyper-Physical System (CPS), Time Sensitive
Network (TSN), etc., together with ICT technologies will
create new opportunities for making information exchanges
more efficient and comprehensive [23].
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•

•

•

Enterprise level and Control level. Between the enterprise level and control level, cyclic communication
with various latencies would be employed to meet the
requirements of enterprise applications. The enterprise
applications (e.g. the software used for tracking from
materials to the final products) are usually running on
PCs and providing the best-effort traffic with reliable
transmission.
Human Machine Interface (HMI) and Control level.
HMI applications running on a PC or mobile device
communicate with a control level device within latency 100ms, and provide the best effort traffic with
a reliable transmission.
Control-to-Control (C2C). C2C communication between high level embedded devices provides latency
less than 1ms and prioritized traffic with an unreliable
transmission.
Control and Field level. The latency of communication
between control level and field level devices is smaller
than 1µs. The communication provides scheduled traffic with unreliable transmission.

According to different requirements and resources, industrial solution providers choose the Client/Server mode or the
PubSub mode to implement communication between industrial
devices or systems.
1)

2)

Client/Server mode
Physical industrial devices could be an OPC UA
Client or an OPC UA Server or both, depending on
the requirements. For example, if a field level device
is used as an OPC UA Client, timely updates could
be “pushed” to the OPC UA server. If a sensor is
used as an OPC UA Server, physical world values
can be accessed by the OPC UA Client through the
server’s address space. If the sensor is used as both
client and server, both mechanisms mentioned above
are available. However, with the connection-oriented
communication, the Client/Server mode requires a
great deal of resource allocation when devices are
used as an OPC UA Server. This could potentially
cause problems, especially for embedded devices.
PubSub mode
Different from the Client/Server modes connectionoriented communication and a one-to-many scenario, PubSub enables a many-to-many communication paradigm to address new, flexible, and scalable industrial application scenarios, especially for
resource-constrained embedded devices.
The PubSub specification describes broker-based and
brokerless-based communication between the sender
(Publisher) and the receiver (Subscriber).
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Figure 4. MQTT Publish/subscribe process

In broker-based mode, the Publisher sends a NetworkMessage to the broker. Then, the broker dispatches a NetworkMessage to subscribers according
to the topic subscribed. NetworkMessages are created
by using a PublishedDataSet defined DataSetMessages and topics. The broker-based mode decouples
the communication between the entities in space,
time, and synchronization.
In brokerless mode, the Publisher and Subscriber
communication depends on the infrastructure provided by the network with less latency. Transport
protocols, such as Advanced Message Queuing Protocol (AMQP), Message Queue Telemetry Transport
(MQTT), OPC UA UDP, and OPC UA Ethernet can
be used for message transmission.
B. MQTT (Message Queue Telemetry Transport)
MQTT is a topic-based Publish/Subscribe protocol. It is
characterized as a simple, lightweight messaging protocol
and aims at connecting resource constrained devices and
low-bandwidth, high-latency or unreliable networks by using
Message Oriented Middleware [26]. In Figure 4, the MQTT
Subscriber sends a subscribe(topic) to inform the broker
(Message Oriented Middleware) the topic which interests it,
the MQTT Publisher sends a Pub(topic,data) message to the
broker, if there is a match between the MQTT Publishers topic
and the MQTT Subscribers topic, the broker then transfers
the Pub(topic, data) message to the subscriber. The MQTT
Subscriptions and publications can only be made on a specified
set of topics. That means, the MQTT Publisher/Subscriber can
only use the topics which are fixed during the design phase of
an application.
III. OPC UA P UB S UB MQTT C ONFIGURATION T OOL
In order to facilitate the distribution of data and control
commands among various industrial components, many OPC
UA based projects have been taking place during recent
years. The research presented in [27] uses OPC UA and
MQTT for SCARA robot’s control command transmissions
and monitoring data collections. The control commands are
sent by an OPC UA Server running on computer A to an OPC
UA Client integrated gateway, then be relayed to a SCARA
robot. The monitoring data collected from the SCARA robot
will be sent by the gateway’s MQTT Publisher to a broker
running on computer B for further distribution. The MQTT
messages’ topic is fixed in the implementation. Another research [28] presents a solution for low-level integration of
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Figure 5. OPC UA Publisher&Subscriber and the configuration tool

CPSs. The proposal is described as “a Plug&Play solution
that allows plugging a self-describing device producing selfdescribed data to a larger system”. The solution utilizes OPC
UA Server/Client mode and Semantic Web technologies to
achieve integration at various levels. The devices described
in the research are OPC UA Server based sensors, and the
related configuration is fixed during the development phase.
Though the sensor configuration is repeatable during the design
and development phase, the introduction of our OPC UA
PubSub and configuration tool would provide more flexibility
to device manufacturers and users to set up the OPC UA
PubSub enabled devices and systems according to the specific
application scenario.
A. OPC UA PubSub Configuration Procedure
In our implementation, the OPC UA Server is extended
with PubSub related parameters and configuration procedures,
thus the OPC UA Server is used as the Publisher. We use
the subscriber of a MQTT implementation, Mosquitto [29], as
our Subscriber. Correspondingly, the Subscriber is extended
with PubSub related parameters and configuration procedures,
too. The Publisher, the Subscriber, and the configuration tool
are shown in Figure 5. The configuration tool is based on
the OPC UA Client to which a pair of sockets is added
for configuration transmission. Before the configuration tool
launching, the OPC UA Publisher, the OPC UA Subscriber,
and the Mosquitto broker are launched. After the connections between the configuration tool and OPC UA Publisher
and Subscriber are successfully established, the connections
between the Mosquitto broker and OPC UA Publisher and
Subscriber would be established. Then, the operator launches
the configuration tool, edits the configuration in the tool’s GUI
(see Figure 6) and sends it to the OPC UA Publisher and
OPC UA Subscriber. The OPC UA Subscriber will subscribe
with a specified topic and the OPC UA Publisher will start
collecting data from the nodes, which are specified by the
configuration, and creates DataSetMessages. DataSetMessages
are packed into NetworkMessage for publishing.
After the security channel and session are established
between the configuration tool and the OPC UA Publisher, the
operator can browse nodes of a View by using a View service
and Query Service provided by the OPC UA. The View is a
subset of the AddressSpace, which includes the data source
nodes. These data source nodes will be specified by the user
in the configuration file for ”pushing” data to other local or
remote components of the industrial system. Available data
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Figure 7. Configured OPC UA Publisher and OPC UA Subscriber

Figure 6. OPC UA PubSub MQTT Configuration Tool Graphic User
Interface

sources (nodes listed in the View) are displayed in the widget
“Variables” of the GUI. The configuration tool can retrieve
related nodes information (e.g., NodeID, Attributes, etc.) and
display them in the widget named “Variables Information”
of the GUI. Configuration parameters configured by the user
can be saved locally in prefixed text format, or previewed in
the “Information” widget of the GUI before being sent to the
Publisher and Subscriber.
The work thread pubsub server config of the OPC UA
Publisher uses the acquired parameters to initiate and create
entities of the OPC UA Publisher, such as DataSet Collectors, DataSet Writers, and WriterGroups. Another work
thread pubsub mosquitto publisher of the OPC UA Publisher
is responsible for the output collection of field devices, creation
of DataSetMessages and NetworkMessages, and publishing of
MQTT. Correspondingly, the Subscriber is able to subscribe
topics configured by the tool, receiving a NetworkMessage
and decoding a DataSet received for further usage.
B. OPC UA PubSub Components and Parameters
The OPC UA Server and Client can be extended either as an OPC UA Publisher or Subscriber depending on
the scenario. Existing PubSub entities in our implementation
that require configuration include: the DataSet Collector, the
DataSet Writer and Writer Group at the Publisher’s end, and
message topic at the OPC UA Subscriber’s end. Transport
protocol mappings and message mappings are grouped into
different data types and/or classes. Parameter values are serialized and sent in prefixed text format to the Publisher
and the Subscriber. Configuration parameter data types, such
as DataSetMetaDataType, PublishedDataSetDataType are used
for the OPC UA Publisher and the OPC UA Subscriber.
DataSetWriterDataType and WriterGroupDataType are used
in the OPC UA Publisher side. DataSetReaderDataType and
ReaderGroupDataType are used in the OPC UA Subscriber.
The descriptions of the functionalities of each parameter are
given below:
•

DataSetMetaDataType. It describes the content and
semantics of a DataSet. The data structure DataSetMetaDataType defines the field data type and data
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•

•

•

structure of a DataSet (e.g., field name, data type, unit,
etc.). The parameter is edited in the widget “Item”
tab of the configuration tool’s GUI. The parameter
is received by both the Publisher and the Subscriber
who are interested in a certain DataSet. The Publisher
uses it to orderly fill collected filed values in the
DataSetMessage. The Subscriber uses DataSet field
types and data structure descriptions for decoding the
received DataSet.
PublishedDataSetDataType. It is used to configure
a DataSet collector and filter of the Publisher. The
parameter is configured in widget “Collector Settings”
tab of the configuration tool GUI. The DataSet collection uses NodeId and AttributeId of a Node in
AddressSpace to continually collect values produced
by the Node, and fills the individual field of the
DataSet.
DataSetWriterDataType. It provides necessary information to DataSetWriter of the Publisher for the
creation of the DataSetMessage from the DataSet.
The parameter is configured in widget “Collector
Settings” tab of the configuration tool GUI. A specified number of DataSetWriters would be created by
using this parameter. A DataSetMessage is created
from the DataSet specified by the PublishedDataSet.
The DataSet field of a DataSetMessage may exist
in different forms (Variant, DataValue, or RawData)
according to the DataSetMessageContentMask of the
DataSetWriter.
WriterGroupDataType. This parameter configures the
NetworkMessage creation process. The NetworkMessage is the container of DataSetMessages. It is configured in widget “WriterGroup Settings” tab of the
configuration tool GUI. A specified number of WriterGroups would be created by using this parameter. The
parameter indicates also the MQTT related parameters, such as the NetworkMessage topic of a certain
WriterGroup and the Quality of Service (QoS) of the
connected broker.

IV. OPC UA P UB S UB COMMUNICATION EXPERIMENT
Figure 7 shows a validation experiment of data distribution
between our configured OPC UA Publisher and OPC UA
Subscribers. The OPC UA Publisher is configured by the
configuration tool for publishing real-time mouse coordinates.
The coordinates data are produced by dynamic libraries loaded
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after the OPC UA Publisher is launched. Coordinates x and y
are described in an XML file and mapped into the address
space as Variables. Their NodeIds are 66663 and 66662,
respectively. The coordinates are published in three topics:
“Topic MOUSE X, “Topic MOUSE Y, and “Topic MOUSE
XY. The OPC UA Subscribers A and B show that they received
topics from the configuration tool and are waiting for the
operators topic choice for each OPC UA Subscriber. In our
experiment, we let the OPC UA Subscriber A subscribe with
topic MOUSE X and OPC UA Subscriber B subscribe with
Topic MOUSE Y. Then, the OPC UA Subscribers send topicsubscriptions to the broker and start receiving MQTT messages
that interest them.
V. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Firstly, this paper provided a brief history of ICT applied in
the manufacturing field, from CIM to present-day Industrie 4.0.
It also introduced OPC UA and related application scenarios.
Then, we introduced its new specifications, the OPC UA Part
14 PubSub, and highlighted two OPC UA’s specific features,
namely, the interoperability and communication capabilities.
This was followed by a description of a configuration tool
that we propose and its implementation is undergoing. The
configuration tool can be easily added to any C/C++ OPC UA
implementation. We tested it with our own implementation of
an OPC UA Publisher and Subscriber. But our work is not
integrated into other OPC UA implementations due to access
limit to their nodes and attributes. We presented some necessary configuration parameters for applying OPC UA PubSub
communication following Part 14 of the specifications. Future
research and implementation are planned on the performance
test of OPC UA PubSub, supporting of asynchronous message
queues, and cybersecurity through Network Message encryption and decryption. When compared with manually editing
the configuration for each OPC UA Server/Client and loading
it locally, the configuration tool can provide flexible and
modifiable configurations to an OPC UA Publisher/Subscriber.
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